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1

Introduction

I used to aspire to greatness. When I was young, greatness meant 
wealth, and I wanted to find a way to be very rich. My first thought 
was to become a stockbroker, even though I  didn’t  really know 
what that meant.  Later, when I became obsessed with sports, 
I de cided that my path to wealth should be as a famous athlete. I 
dreamed about playing basketball professionally, then tennis and 
baseball, but I never had enough talent for any of  these.

 Toward the end of high school and into my college years, I 
started to think of greatness as fame more than wealth. At first, 
I wanted to be a world- renowned fiction writer who was show-
ered with prizes. Realizing how hard that would be to achieve, 
and (incorrectly) thinking that an academic life would be sta-
bler, I went to gradu ate school, where I hoped to become one 
of  those famous professors who was flown around the world to 
give prestigious lectures. I have come closer to achieving this 
goal than any of my previous professional plans, but it  hasn’t 
made me any more satisfied or happier. I think that’s  because 
while all of  these dif er ent life goals have dif er ent values at-
tached to them, they share the same basic aspiration: to become 
a member of the elite, sitting atop a social pyramid.

Over the last few years, I’ve come to think that this desire to 
be at the top is poisonous for ourselves, our relationships, our 
socie ties, and our planet— even for the individuals who do 
make it. And so, as much as I can, I’ve begun to work against 
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2 I n t r o du c t i o n

 these aspirations. I’m not saying I  don’t still find them appeal-
ing. Of course I do. I  don’t know if I’ll ever set foot on an air-
plane without wishing I  were sitting in the luxury of first class, 
or go to an event and not wish I  were one of the luminaries on 
the stage. And of course I am still exercising and writing to the 
best of my abilities. What I have come to doubt is not the desire 
to do something well for its own sake, nor even the appeal of 
winning. Instead, I question the social order that takes our tal-
ents and turns them into a desire to win our spot at the top of 
competitive hierarchies. In fact, as I argue in this book, I have 
come to think that personal quests for greatness, and, perhaps 
even more impor tant, the unequal social systems that fuel  these 
quests, are at the heart of much that is wrong in our world.

I’ll go into more detail about what precisely is wrong in the 
course of this book, but to get a rough sense of what I mean, 
consider a fundamental paradox of our pre sent condition:  there 
is too much, and yet  there is not enough. We live amid unpre-
ce dented abundance and productive capacity, yet billions go 
unfed, unclothed, and uncared for. Thus, in a world that has a 
combined $399.2 trillion in wealth, more than 3.4 billion  people 
still live on less than $5.50 a day, while 34.5 million  people a year 
die from a lack of adequate healthcare, and around 9 million 
more pass away due to hunger.1 Meanwhile, machines do more 
of the necessary work for sustaining life than ever, and yet we 
have so  little leisure time.  There are more  people alive now than 
ever, and yet so many of us are alone. We benefit from centuries 
of wisdom and scientific advances for promoting happiness, 
and yet we are burdened by anxiety and depression. Indeed, not 
only is the number of  people with depression rising, but so is 
the average number of years that  people report feeling de-
pressed. Anxiety and burnout are also on the rise.2 We have the 
capacity to go all over the earth, to the depths of the oceans, and 
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I n t r o du c t i o n  3

even into space, and yet  those very means of exploration are 
depleting the sustainability of our home planet.  Every year we 
are taking nearly double what the earth is able to regenerate on 
a yearly basis.3

 These trends are all related. When we live in a world where 
some have too much and many have too  little,  there is tremen-
dous pressure to  either rise to the top or sink to the bottom. 
And in such a world, we  will feel anxious at our prospects, de-
pressed at our situation, alienated from our fellow competitors, 
and unconcerned with how we damage the environment if 
 doing so feels like the only way to stay alive.

To get beyond the paradoxes caused by the pursuit of great-
ness, we have to understand where that pursuit itself comes 
from. I  will consider vari ous theories throughout this book— 
for example, the often- exaggerated claim that we are all hierar-
chical and competitive by nature— but my basic argument is 
that “greatness thinking” in fact begins as a meaningful response 
to the fact that life is imperfect. Accidents, tragedies, and fail-
ures befall us all. Greatness responds by saying, “ Don’t worry, 
we can overcome this: though the world as it is may be flawed, 
 humans have the capacity to eventually remove the blemishes 
of our condition.” To do so, we simply have to encourage the 
most talented among us— the  great ones—to innovate and cre-
ate and explore. They  will push past the limits of our ecosystem 
and create a flourishing world for the rest of us. To incentivize 
them to do so, they should be given tremendous wealth and 
power. And in order to find out who  these  great ones are, we 
should have a fiercely competitive society where every one is 
trying to prove why they are the greatest. To become  great is to 
feel justified in being spared from sufering some real portion 
of life’s calamities:  because you are improving life for every one 
( whether by creating wealth, entertainment, or inventions), all 
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4 I n t r o du c t i o n

of your rewards are justified. Seeking that sense of satisfaction 
and security beyond the flux of life is how I now interpret the 
origins of my youthful desires for being  great that I share with 
so many other  people. Desiring greatness thus makes a lot of 
sense, but it also creates the anx i eties and paradoxes of the 
world we live in.

Although  there is a deep logic in our psyches and socie ties 
for the greatness worldview, we are not condemned to it.  There 
is another way of seeing  things that is full of potential  today and 
that can bring us out of  these frightening paradoxes. I call it “the 
good- enough life.” I  will also refer to it as “a good- enough life 
for all” and “the good- enough world.” Good enough  here does 
not just mean  doing the bare minimum to get by— although 
I do argue for more leisure and relaxation. But more than this, I 
use the words to register an entire worldview dedicated to en-
suring that all  humans have both goodness (including decency, 
meaning, and dignity) and enoughness (including high- quality 
food, clothing, shelter, and medical care).4 Further,  because 
 humans also have environmental, emotional, and social needs, 
goodness and enoughness are always linked. Our lives cannot 
be good if we do not have enough to survive, and we cannot 
have enough if our lives are not also sufused with the goodness 
of our relations.

Like greatness, the good- enough worldview begins with a 
recognition that life is imperfect. Unlike greatness, however, it 
denies the claim that only a worthy elite can help us improve 
our conditions. By supporting only the pursuit of greatness, we 
are not in fact advancing as much as we could  because we are 
suppressing the vital energies and capacities of the bulk of hu-
manity and wasting our time and passion competitively trying 
to prove that we are among the  great few.  There are almost al-
ways many more talented and qualified  people for a job than 
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I n t r o du c t i o n  5

the number of available positions. We can stop letting this cir-
cumstance lead to depression and unemployment, and shift 
our focus to working cooperatively, harnessing the abilities of 
7.7 billion good- enough  human beings. If we all try to be good 
enough, rather than  great, we can individually do less while 
gaining as much, if not more.5 Not only  will the material quality 
of life for most  humans improve, but so  will their happiness and 
social cohesion.

To create this world for ourselves and  future generations, we 
cannot take more from the earth than it is capable of producing. 
We  don’t need to live in perfect harmony with nature, but we 
also  don’t need to dominate it. Earth is not endlessly large, nor 
endlessly regenerating. It has its own limits, its own sense of 
well- being, its own material needs. What makes it miraculous 
is not its perfection, but the mere fact that it is good enough to 
sustain  human life. We have to build our good- enough life 
within  these good- enough conditions. The good- enough life is 
“for all,” including, as much as pos si ble, the many species and 
vegetal lives with which we share this planet,  because when we 
recognize that none of us is so  great as to be able to overcome 
the terrors of this life on our own, when we understand that the 
kinks in our condition can best be borne through connections 
to our infinite kindred, then we appreciate that the most mean-
ingful life available is one that recognizes and fosters our es-
sential interdependence.

The final diference between a good- enough worldview and 
the greatness worldview is that good- enoughness does not 
claim we  will ever fully overcome the limits of our conditions. 
Life is only ever good enough: even in a wonderfully harmoni-
ous society, we would still have  mistakes, tragedies, disagree-
ments, betrayals, natu ral disasters. But in a good- enough world, 
 there would be no  great few who are spared the worst  because 
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6 I n t r o du c t i o n

of their status. We would all work to mitigate the sufering to-
gether. In the end, this is universally beneficial,  because rather 
than existing in the anxious fear of  either rising to the top or 
sinking to the bottom, every one would have more time and lei-
sure to appreciate the ordinary, good- enough pleasures of exis-
tence. Life at its best can never be more than good enough, but 
the way we live now, sufused with anxiety, in equality, and eco-
logical destruction, is not yet good enough for all.

Rather than aspiring to versions of greatness, I now aspire to 
help create this good- enough life for all. Or, at the very least, I 
do my best to aspire. Like many  people, I still feel the pull of 
desiring some slice of greatness for myself. As I’ll discuss 
throughout the book, good- enoughness requires both a per-
sonal and po liti cal transformation. In a greatness- oriented 
world, trying to be good enough can ironically feel like you are 
not good enough, at least in the competitive terms presented to 
you. It is hard for any given individual to break out of this sys-
tem. W hile I do believe that our personal aspirations 
 matter— systems  don’t change without accompanying changes 
in our ideas about how the world should be— I do not think that 
this is just about finding singular good- enough heroes. It is about 
all of us working together to imagine, develop, and participate in 
a world in which we all have decency and sufficiency.

A few years ago, I made my first attempt to express this 
worldview in a public forum. I wrote a short article that focused 
on the philosophical and literary origins of the idea of a good- 
enough life.6 Readers seemed to appreciate what I had to say, 
especially  those who  were tired of the inequalities that funnel 
so many resources to the few and so  little to the many. But they 
also had a lot of questions. How could the ethical values of seek-
ing a good- enough life translate into a social program? What 
counts as enough, anyway? If we succeeded in making a 
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I n t r o du c t i o n  7

good- enough world,  wouldn’t that be a “ great” accomplish-
ment?  Don’t we need some  people to seek out something more 
than the good enough in order for the rest of us to benefit? 
 Can’t life be  great for some and good enough for every one  else? 
What  will happen to motivation and incentives? Was I disput-
ing the fact that some  people are just more talented than  others? 
Why the words  great and good enough, anyway? Perhaps the 
most personal comment came from a fellow writer who asked 
why I seemed to be working so hard on my writing, even as I 
told  others to slow down and embrace the good- enough life— 
wasn’t I being hypocritical?7 I realized that though the idea 
 behind the good- enough life was based on a relatively  simple 
set of values, explaining and defending its logic would take 
more than a short essay. That is why this book sets out to ex-
plain just what it means to move past a social order based on 
greatness and create instead a good- enough life for all.

It is  because my concern is so universal that although my 
perspective in this book is largely formed by the experiences 
I’ve had as a (mostly) middle- class, able- bodied, White, cisgen-
der male scholar in the United States, I have done my best to 
listen to and learn from  those with other life stories, and I hope 
that the claims I make  here are useful for  people from many 
dif er ent backgrounds. I  will often use the pronouns “we” and 
“you” in my writing in order to engage you, the reader, in what 
follows. Sometimes I  will presume that you agree with me and 
are part of the “we” trying to make a good- enough world. At 
other points, I  will use “we” in a more general sense for what I 
believe are broadly held beliefs. And sometimes I  will address 
you as someone who prob ably  doesn’t agree with me at all and 
try to convince you that you should. You might at times, of 
course, think in response: “Stop saying we/you! I  don’t think 
that at all!” Given our diversity as  humans, such miscues are 
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8 I n t r o du c t i o n

inevitable, but I think it’s worth the benefits of a more engaged 
manner of writing.

The four chapter titles (“For Our Selves,” “For Our Relation-
ships,” “For Our World,” and “For Our Planet”) similarly embody 
this sense of inclusion. With the title of first chapter (“Why 
Greatness Is Not Good Enough”), they link together to form an 
exposition of a key theme of the book: “Why greatness is not 
good enough for ourselves, for our relationships, for our world, 
for our planet.” The “for” in each of the chapter titles is also meant 
in the sense of being a benefit to something. The book is for our 
selves, our relationships, our planet, and our world  because it is 
about creating a richer and more complex way of living than the 
focus on greatness enables. Through dif er ent lenses, each chap-
ter argues that the ideology of greatness— that is, again, of think-
ing that each of us only has value so long as we are competing to 
be at the top of some hierarchy—is destructive for all the spheres 
of our life. The Good- Enough Life is an argument for revaluing all 
that is good, sufficient, and imperfect in us, in each other, in our 
socie ties, and in our natu ral world.

If you share the values of the good- enough life already, per-
haps this book  will help you articulate them better, see their 
coherence with each other, and understand their  limited com-
patibility with the greatness worldview. If you share some of the 
values but still believe that supporting the greatness of the few 
is the best path to creating good- enoughness for the many, per-
haps the book  will convince you other wise, or at least give you 
a logic against which you can explain your position. And if you 
 don’t share any of  these values now, perhaps I can convince 
you by the end of this book that they are worth considering. 
Perhaps you  will even take the time to think with me about 
what the good- enough life is and how we can achieve it. I want 
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I n t r o du c t i o n  9

this book to be part of a larger, continuing conversation (one 
that started long before my writing this)  because a good- enough 
life for all is a complex, dynamic, and evolving ideal that is most 
meaningful when we all work  toward it together.

The events that surrounded the writing of this book have only 
made this point about interdependence more fundamental to 
my analy sis. I began writing during one of the most epochal 
events of our era— the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic— 
and continued working during a second— the uprising against 
racism and state vio lence spurred by the police killing of George 
Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in May 2020. As many com-
mentators have noted,  these events have been like an X- ray of 
the con temporary world, revealing the truth of our condition for 
anyone who had not previously seen just how unequal and un-
just our socie ties are.8 The world built around greatness has left 
billions of  people without adequate income, food, or healthcare, 
while the fortunes of the world’s wealthiest have grown by bil-
lions of dollars. This is not an accidental flaw; it is the direct re-
sult of a world built to reward the few at the expense of the many.

The German- Jewish writer Walter Benjamin wrote an essay on 
the philosophy of history as he was fleeing the Nazis in 1940. One 
line in his essay has always resonated with me: “The tradition of 
the oppressed teaches us that the ‘state of emergency’ in which 
we live is not the exception but the rule.”9 The upheavals during 
which I wrote this book  will be followed by  others throughout 
our history  until we recognize that an unequal social order cre-
ates unbearable tensions between  those deemed  great and  those 
deemed expendable in the pursuit of greatness. The good- enough 
life ofers a vision of a world beyond this state of emergency. It 
 will still have prob lems, of course.  There  will still be pandemics, 
accidents, betrayals. But we can work  toward a world in which, 
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10 I n t r o du c t i o n

when prob lems arise, our society— built on care, trust, and de-
cency for all—is able to come together to face them.

Some  will undoubtedly respond that my vision of humanity 
is sentimental. It sounds nice, sure, but it’s not how the world 
works, and it’s not pos si ble  because  humans are hardwired by 
evolution to competitively pursue hierarchical positions. More-
over, you might be thinking, this vision is a potential blow to 
pro gress:  Isn’t the remarkable revolution of the modern age that 
it took a species once ruled by warrior strength and created a 
civic culture open to anyone with the right talent and efort?

While  these arguments make some sense, they are not en-
tirely accurate: we have always been defined as much by coop-
eration as by hierarchical competition, and meritocratic ideals 
have existed for thousands of years. Nor do they speak well to 
how we might pro gress as a species.  There is increasing evi-
dence  today, for example, that pro gress is made not by getting 
the “best and brightest” in the room, but rather by cooperative 
reflection among diverse, well- informed viewpoints.10  There is 
also good evidence to suggest that “collective intelligence” is more 
fundamental to  human pro gress than individual genius.11 And 
even when a singular genius appears, their work always depends 
on vast networks and institutions that have supported them. 
We  will see  later in the book why this is true for every one from 
Albert Einstein to Lebron James and Steve Jobs.

To arrive at this better world for all, we  don’t just need 
more minds; we need more good minds. So instead of dump-
ing resources (including re spect and attention) on the few, we 
should work continually and cooperatively as the many. This 
 won’t be easy, and it requires good training and good institu-
tions with clear forms of both solidarity and non- oppressive 
hierarchy.  Mistakes  will undoubtedly be made. But creating 
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this good- enough life for all is worth the efort,  because, ulti-
mately, this is about our fundamental values, and this is the 
kind of world  toward which our ideals of equality, liberty, and 
justice have always guided us.

You may rightly won der if  human socie ties can ever truly 
create a good- enough life for all. I  will try to show not only why 
we can, but why it is necessary to do so. Ultimately, what is 
unrealistic is not the hope that we might live in a world that is 
good- enough for all, but rather the belief that we can keep sur-
viving in our greatness culture, with all the hatred, in equality, 
and destruction that tear us apart day by day.12

I  will not, however, insist that I have all the answers on how to 
create this other world. My point,  after all, is that good- 
enoughness is not about one person’s idea of how the world 
should be— it’s about all of us working together. I suggest a base-
line goal, not a specific set of contents. This is a demo cratic ofer-
ing for all of us to keep thinking together about how to create a 
more encompassing social value system. This system aims to 
make a world that is good, that provides enough goodness for all, 
and yet still appreciates that life is unavoidably filled with acci-
dents and tragedies, and that we have to work within the limits of 
our natu ral resources. (Once again: it’s only ever good enough.)

It is only fitting, then, to have begun writing this book in 
circumstances that threaten to overturn every thing we think of 
as normal: this is precisely the kind of situation that leads us to 
question our greatness- oriented society and to understand 
what the good- enough world we should be building would look 
like. Our ongoing crises push on the frailty of our individual 
powers, showing us that though none of us can survive very 
well on our own, all of us together can build and thrive. This 
vision is well captured in thoughts like  these from “Jester D,” a 
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sanitation worker, shared on Twitter one morning in early 
March 2020, when I began writing during a pandemic:

I  can’t work from home and my job is an essential city ser vice 
that must get done. It’s a tough job, from getting up pre- dawn 
to the physical toll it takes on my body to the monotonous 
nature of the job, at times it’s hard to keep on  going . . .

Right now though, I am feeling an extra sense of pride and 
purpose as I do my work. I see the  people, my  people, of my 
city, peeking out their win dows at me.  They’re scared,  we’re 
scared. Scared but resilient . . .

Us garbagemen are gonna keep collecting the garbage, 
doctors and nurses are gonna keep doctoring and nurse- 
ering. It’s gonna be ok,  we’re gonna make it be ok. I love my 
city. I love my country. I love my planet Earth. Be good to 
each other and  we’ll get through this.13

Being good to each other and providing enough for each other; 
not asking too much of each other and not taking too much for 
ourselves: We do not need more than this for humanity to 
flourish.
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Why Greatness Is Not Good Enough

 There is no single cause for our dire situation in which too few 
have too much and too many have too  little. And good books 
come out almost daily to explain some vital aspect of the prob-
lem and propose a way to resolve it: criticisms of par tic u lar 
value systems, such as elitism, or caste, or winner- take- all capi-
talism, or the false promises of meritocracy, or perfectionism, 
or  humans as masters of nature. I build on the ideas of many 
such criticisms. But one of my central claims is that a common 
value system unites  these seemingly distinct regimes of per-
sonal, po liti cal, and ecological organ ization. It is what I am call-
ing greatness. If we look at greatness only in par tic u lar systems 
or moments of belief, we miss out on this broader, interlocking 
network of concerns that stem from the idea that some  people, 
families, nations, or species are simply better and more deserv-
ing than  others.

In choosing the word greatness, I want to expand on a long- 
standing distinction between “the  great” and “the good.”1 In 
John Milton’s epic poem Paradise Lost (1667), for example, 
Jesus proves himself worthy by “being good, / Far more than 
 great or high.”2 In this distinction, “ great” refers to  those who 
have power and significance in determining the course of many 
 human lives, while “good” refers to  those who act with ethics 
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and dignity. In practice, greatness and goodness often are op-
posed. Many  great entrepreneurs, entertainers, or po liti cal rul-
ers may not be particularly good  people. The United States, 
meanwhile, often asserts an exceptional status as a nation 
 because it claims to be able to reconcile this opposition. This is 
why politicians across the po liti cal spectrum  will say, “We are 
 great  because we are good.”3 In other words, we have come to 
our position of power  because of our decency.

While one individual may very well be both  great and good, 
however, the general system of greatness is detrimental to creat-
ing a world that is good- enough for all. This claim might seem 
out of touch in a meritocratic world. Many  people would agree 
that wealth and power should not follow from heredity or preju-
diced notions about the superiority of certain genders or races 
or religions. But  those same  people might believe that a just so-
ciety provides genuine opportunities for every one to show their 
talents and incentivizes that pro cess through rewards of wealth, 
honor, and power. Moreover, they might say, such a system 
works to the benefit of all: incentivizing and rewarding the  great 
should eventually help the rest of us to live in a better world.

 There is undoubtedly a certain logic to this argument, and 
we are all the beneficiaries of many such  great  people. We can 
watch the remarkable talents of athletes and entertainers, see 
the masterworks of artists and musicians, or use the inventions 
of leading scientists and entrepreneurs. Across the pages of this 
book, however, I  will attempt to show why the focus on pro-
moting the individual triumphs of the few ultimately comes not 
only at the expense of the many, but at a tremendous cost to 
every one’s psychic and personal lives, while also damaging our 
social cohesion and natu ral world. Unpacking the specifics of 
this argument  will take some time, but the gist is that while 
greatness is a zero- sum game, good- enoughness enables all of 
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us to succeed.  There can only be so many winners, no  matter 
how many talented  people or nations compete. The gap be-
tween  those deemed  great and  those deemed ordinary  will 
never be closed. Such is the paradox of top- down versions of 
pro gress: as  things improve for some, they become relatively 
worse for  others. Thus even when basic needs are met, this 
enoughness for all does not equate to goodness for all.  People 
are still left out of enhanced life expectations and having a 
meaningful say in their lives.4 A majority of humanity— such as 
the billions who live in poverty in the midst of a world flush 
with wealth— remain excluded, their potential contributions to 
general uplift lost forever. This is not a meaningful way to en-
sure  human pro gress. Rather than placing the promotion of the 
best at the center of our values, we should focus directly on the 
development of the decency and sufficiency (the good- 
enoughness) of the many. This does not mean flooding the halls 
of power in a cacophony of voices, but instead developing sys-
tems that can meaningfully or ga nize, integrate, and re spect 
every one, even as we recognize that no system can be perfect 
enough to supply each person with all of their desires.

The sociologist Michael Young, in his book criticizing the 
idea of a meritocracy (a term he in fact in ven ted), gives us a 
glimpse of what such a world would ofer. He speaks of equal 
opportunity not as ofering the possibility to rise up in the so-
cial scale, but rather the chance to subvert the scale entirely: 
“equal opportunity for all  people, irrespective of their ‘intelli-
gence,’ to develop the virtues and talents with which they are 
endowed, all their capacities for appreciating the beauty and 
depth of  human experience, all their potential for living to the 
full.”5 As I understand it, this kind of equality is based on the 
conviction that “living to the full” does not mean maximization, 
but rather a meaningful appreciation for being  human, 
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including its tragic dimensions. It is hard from within our pre-
sent condition to even imagine a world like what Young is de-
scribing, one in which kindness and empathy are considered 
talents as worthy of cultivation as computer coding or making 
money, and one in which the point of cultivating any talent is 
to enrich your life and that of  others, rather than gain fame, 
wealth, and power.

Thus, when I say I want us to create a world beyond greatness, 
I do not mean that we should abandon our personal eforts or 
strivings to pursue what we love. Indeed, the idea that we have 
to compete to be the best can inhibit us from pursuing our pas-
sions  because it so narrowly defines what is valuable that it in-
evitably excludes much  human potential. And I certainly  don’t 
mean you should abandon the very word “ great,” as in “he’s such 
a  great  father,” or “she’s a  great athlete,” or, “this book is  great!” I 
have nothing against the use of superlative adjectives to describe 
tremendous accomplishments. What I do oppose is any vision 
of life that ignores the values and capacities of most  human be-
ings in the name of selecting and excessively rewarding the few.

Some  people I’ve talked to about  these ideas have asked why, 
instead of trying to move past greatness, I  don’t instead try to 
redefine greatness to mean treating each other well, respecting 
each other’s abilities, and helping each other to flourish. That’s 
a fair question, and if you prefer to understand what I’m  doing 
in this book as redefining greatness, I  won’t (indeed, I  can’t) stop 
you. But, besides my stubbornness,  there are reasons that I  don’t 
just want to redefine greatness. However much we might im-
prove the world and ourselves and each other, the worldview I 
ofer  here is premised on the fact that life can only ever be good 
enough— that  there are inevitable tragedies, accidents, and im-
perfections that we need to learn to live with. Even if we built the 
kind of good- enough world I am arguing for  here— one in which 
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every one has a good life in which they can find meaning and 
purpose, in which we value each other’s unique abilities and ap-
preciate each other’s faults, in which our social order works to 
ensure decency and sufficiency for all, and in which our natu ral 
world is cared for and thus enabled to sustain life—we would 
still have to deal with the potential for melancholy, the likeli-
hood of unrequited love, the possibility of po liti cal betrayal, the 
inevitability of natu ral disasters. The world simply cannot be 
 great all the time; but it can and should be good enough.

The Origins of  “Good Enough”

Like many  people who have thought about the idea of the good 
enough, I first came across the philosophical use of this term in 
the work of Donald Winnicott, a British psychoanalyst best 
known for his work on childhood development and psychic rela-
tions within the  family. In one of his essays, he developed the 
idea of the “good- enough  mother,” or what I prefer to call the 
good- enough parent.6 The good- enough parent has a specific and 
difficult role to play. It begins with “an almost complete adaptation 
to the infant’s needs.” In other words, the path to the good 
enough begins with a bit of excess (the constant care required 
to keep an infant alive) in only the earliest stages of life. This is 
just part of our somewhat unique  human evolution that re-
quires us to receive special attention in infancy. The prob lem 
occurs when this extra care essential for survival continues past 
the point of necessity. And  there is a strong and logical tempta-
tion to do this—to overindulge our  children with unceasing 
care.7 Of course we want to provide every thing for our child 
and give them more of ourselves than we possibly can. But, ac-
cording to Winnicott, this is bad for both the parent and the 
child. For the parent, it places an overwhelming burden on their 
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time and energy. For the child, it deprives them of their “grow-
ing ability to deal with . . .  failure.” Among other  things, a child’s 
ability to cope with failure at an early age sets in motion their 
 future capacities for creativity.8 Through our appreciation of 
difficulty grows our imaginative and creative powers. A parent 
who gives their child too much thus winds up taking  these vital 
capacities away.

What I appreciate in Winnicott is the idea that being good 
enough is both relaxing and difficult. It forces us to question 
our deep instinctual desires to be ceaselessly loving and protec-
tive. But it also eases our anx i eties and burdens— both the ones 
we feel in our hearts and the ones we place on  others in our 
relentless pursuit of perfection. Winnicott shows that overcom-
ing  these pressures does not mean that we are giving up on our 
duties to each other, but rather that we are working  toward a 
more meaningful way to inhabit our relationships.

His work also shows us that when we are speaking about 
what is enough, we are not just discussing material  matters. As 
psychologists Roy Baumeister and Mark Leary argued in their 
famous essay “The Need to Belong,” “ human beings have a per-
vasive drive to form and maintain at least a minimum quantity 
of lasting, positive, and significant interpersonal relationships.”9 
This drive rises to the level of “need,” they argue,  because we 
cannot understand  human history from a purely material per-
spective. To be sure, we cannot live without food and shelter, 
but, the “belongingess hypothesis” maintains, we cannot secure 
our material needs without each other, nor can we experience 
the fullness of  human flourishing.10 Research along parallel 
lines has led policy makers at the United Nations to reconsider 
how we understand what constitutes  human development. It’s 
not just material goods, but also  things like our capacities to 
form social connections, develop our imagination, and use our 
reason freely.11
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Clearly, then, I am not alone in making this case, and I rely 
on many other writers and social movements to sculpt my vi-
sion of the good- enough life. I do depart from one standard 
path, however. Some writers in the self- help genre focus their 
solutions on our individual capacities to change our desires. 
They ofer a mostly personal ethic of wanting less and becoming 
more comfortable with failure.12 Writers like Ada Calhoun tell 
us that our crises would be eased by “letting go of expectations,” 
or, in Mark Manson’s more colorful expression, by learning the 
“subtle art of not giving a fuck.”13 This  isn’t bad advice—in fact, 
it’s pretty good advice— but it  doesn’t change the social or po-
liti cal contexts that make following it so difficult.14 When this 
personal transformation becomes linked to social move-
ments—as we may be witnessing in 2021’s “lying flat,” “low- 
desire life” movement protesting the commercialist success 
ethic in con temporary China—it has the potential to  ripple out 
and create profound transformations.15 But when it remains at 
the personal level (as may also happen with the lying flat move-
ment), it tends to have  limited efficacy  because the changes 
recommended are too incompatible with social pressures. 
Decreasing expectations and learning when to let go are impor-
tant personal transformations, but they  don’t ofer us a vision 
of a world in which every one can live a decent, meaningful, and 
materially and emotionally sufficient life.16 Nor do they force 
us to come to terms with the difficulty of creating such a world.

A Long History of  Overcoming Greatness

Indeed, as greatness advocates readily point out, building a 
world that provides enough goodness for all is a monumental 
task. Not only that, but it seems to go against  human nature. 
Some say that  there are just too many out  there who are driven 
by dreams of personal success. Our inherent selfishness is an 
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insuperable block to developing collective goals. Calhoun or 
Manson or I can write our paeans to good- enoughness all we 
want;  there are  humans who are just  going to amass  great power 
and dominate the rest of us. The sociologist Robert Michels 
called this “the iron law of oligarchy.”17

But as much as  human socie ties exhibit a tendency to oligar-
chy, so they also showcase a perpetual push for decency and 
sufficiency for all. Indeed, for as long as we have evidence, the 
drive to equality has been part of the  human condition. As the 
evolutionary biologist Christopher Boehm has shown, one can 
trace this lineage back at least 5 million years, when a par tic u lar 
group of African apes began to “whittle away” at the power of 
alpha leaders by forming “po liti cal co ali tions” among equals.18 
Since at least the time of  these ape ancestors, we have been 
marked by the duel between the promotion of and submission 
to the  great on the one hand and the egalitarian co ali tion that 
re spects all on the other. We are not bound by one or the other 
of  these histories. Even if some degree of competition and hi-
erarchy  will always remain, we at least have the ability to orient 
ourselves more fully  toward equality and cooperation.

Adam Smith, in his work on moral philosophy, gave us one of 
the most impor tant accounts of the split between  these two ho-
rizons of  human motivation. Smith’s theory of the origins of the 
desire for greatness is dif er ent from mine, or so it appears at first. 
Where I see it in the hope to avoid sufering, he sees it in the 
desire to be loved: “Man naturally desires not only to be loved, 
but to be lovely; or to be that  thing which is the natu ral and 
proper object of love.”19 And what we see constantly is that  great 
 people receive that love: “The man of rank and distinction . . .  is 
observed by all the world.  Every body is  eager to look at him, and 
to conceive . . .  that joy and exultation with which his circum-
stances naturally inspire him.” Seeing this, we seek it for ourselves, 
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even though we know that  doing so  will increase our anx i eties 
and burdens: “[This] renders greatness the object of envy, and 
compensates, in the opinion of mankind, all that toil, all that anxi-
ety, all  those mortifications which must be under gone in the pur-
suit of it.”20 Contrary to what  people usually assume about Smith 
and his theories of self- interest, he does not actually think this is 
a good  thing: it is for him “the  great and most universal cause of 
the corruption of our moral sentiments.”21

For Smith, then, it would appear that greatness is a burden 
to bear, not an escape from sufering. But if we follow his theory 
through to the end, we see the basic outlines of the justification 
of greatness as something that  will decrease the sufering of all. 
Thus, although Smith rails against the corruption of our morals, 
he still comes to accept it and develop a theory (now called capi-
talism) for why this pursuit of greatness still works out in our  favor. 
The basic idea is that even though greatness poorly distributes 
esteem and reward in society,  there is an “invisible hand” that 
works to redistribute the benefits to every one  else.22 By the vis i ble 
hand, the quest to be at the top of society ruins us; by the invisible 
hand, our moral decency is restored. We all become better  because 
some  people take on the burden of rising to the top.

Looking at the difficulties of overcoming greatness, Smith 
capitulates. He sees how greatness corrupts, but he does not 
push through to the point of asking us to overcome it. Rather, 
he makes a Faustian pact, hoping that we can use greatness to 
our advantage, rather than being corrupted by it. I argue that 
we can do better than the accidental benefits of the corruptions 
of greatness. We can, with the collective hands of communal 
life, avoid the depredations of domination.

This, in part, is why I disagree with the idea that a good- 
enough world  will strip us of our motivations. Many  people 
worry that in a world that ensures decency and sufficiency for 
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all, most  humans  will become lazy  free riders who do nothing 
but benefit from the continued hard work of  others. Some of 
this might happen, of course— we’re aiming for a good- enough 
world, not a perfect one. But the idea that we  will lose our mo-
tivation ignores the deep  human passion to create and sustain 
a world that is decent and dignified for all.  There is a profound 
 human yearning, stretching across millions of years, to create a 
just community of equals in which we all find love, care, and dig-
nity. Many of the most motivated acts in  human history— the 
big po liti cal revolutions and nonviolent social movements— 
have been precisely about assuring such communities. Thus, 
although the good- enough life may seem at first glance less in-
spiring than greatness, the achievement of justice, equality, hav-
ing a say in our own lives, and being prepared to confront life’s 
inevitable tragedies together is one of the most abiding passions 
in the  human experience. And once we have that world, we 
would still have to be motivated to maintain it. The diference 
is that rather than waiting for the  great few, we would all have 
to be actively engaged.

Recalibrating

All the same, I understand very well what Smith means when 
he discusses the allure of greatness. I am no less susceptible to 
it than anyone  else. I grew up with joint custody split between 
a suburb in Philadelphia— Jenkintown— and a neighborhood 
on the edge of the city— East Mt. Airy.  Because I went to public 
schools in the suburb, much of my world vision was  shaped by 
the ideals of this pretty standard slice of the suburban United 
States: the biggest  house, the fanciest car, the highest salary. My 
parents had met in rabbinical school and divorced when I was 
young. My  father remained at a local congregation while my 
 mother became a professor of  women’s and religious studies. 
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They each remarried—my  father to a  woman who works pri-
marily with otherly abled  children in Philadelphia public 
schools, and my  mother to a  woman who works in social justice 
philanthropy and early childhood education.

I thus had plenty of models around me of  people who had 
chosen to live lives geared  toward community and solidarity 
rather than climbing the social ladder. Although for a brief pe-
riod  after my parents’ divorce we  didn’t have much money, I 
generally grew up solidly in the  middle class. But I also grew up 
around a lot of wealth and saw precisely the kind of esteem that 
Smith talked about as it trickled down to the kids of the wealthi-
est in the neighborhood. They had the latest technology, the 
best playrooms, and took the most luxurious beach vacations. 
Other kids in the neighborhood would rather have the rich 
kids’ parents drive them with their fancy cars, or go with them 
to sporting events with box seats. And of course, this immediate 
surrounding was just a small part of the general cultural and 
advertising assault telling me that the best lifestyles  were  those 
of the rich and famous. My parents did good work, but my early 
teenage ambitions  were set on getting to the top of the eco-
nomic hierarchy, in a very conventional way.

By the time I was five, all of my grandparents had passed 
away, and so my  great aunt and  uncle on my  mother’s side  were 
as close as I had to grandparents growing up. My  great  uncle 
claimed— and it seems true— that his com pany had been the 
first to take butter and put it in  little aluminum foil packets. Not 
 great for the environment, but good for his retirement. I was 
around thirteen when he passed away and left some money to 
us— not much, but enough for my  mother and me to take a trip 
to Costa Rica for a Spanish language immersion program.

I had envisioned that trip, in line with my suburban dreams, 
as something luxurious and by the beach. But my mom had 
booked for us a course with the Institute for Central American 
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Development Studies, a social justice– oriented program based 
in the capital, San José. We lived with a working- class  family, and 
in the Spanish language courses I was introduced to something 
called globalization, which was not talked about much in the 
suburbs then. It was only a year  later (1999) that protests against 
the World Trade Organ ization happened in Seattle. When the 
protests erupted, I, who had quickly earned a reputation as a 
young radical, was asked by my friends’ wealthy parents, “What 
exactly are your  people  doing in the streets?” It was largely this 
trip, and this learning, that shattered my belief in the pursuit of 
economic greatness and indeed made me feel like “my  people” 
 were the ones in the street, trying to disrupt the deals designed 
to help the very wealthy get very much wealthier.23

In high school I began  going to protests, started a “No More 
Prisons” club at my school, and tried, unsuccessfully, to form a 
student  union. I also had the undue privilege of interning at two 
organ izations that fundamentally  shaped my worldview: 
United for a Fair Economy (UFE) in Boston and Art Sanctuary 
in Philadelphia. At UFE,  under the guidance of Betsy Leondar- 
Wright and Chuck Collins, I learned about the prob lems in 
wealth distribution and how to change them through creative 
actions. And at Art Sanctuary, with the perpetually sage advice 
of Lorene Cary, I got to see how a community arts organ ization 
could transform lives without infinite resources. Inspired by 
 these experiences, I transferred my energies to intellectual life 
instead of making money. I started writing a novel, reading his-
tory and philosophy, and taking night courses at a local univer-
sity. I wanted to learn as much as I could, travel as much as I 
could, and write as much as I could. I now wanted to be a fa-
mous writer, not a wealthy stockbroker.

I  didn’t yet realize it, but I had made one of the  mistakes that 
plagues our culture  today: I had criticized material wealth, but 
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I had not given up my obsession with greatness.  After all, my 
desire was not to be a good writer, or an excellent writer, or a 
writer who contributes knowledge about how to ensure a good- 
enough life for all. I wanted to be a famous writer. I wanted, in 
other words, not just to pursue my craft, but to climb to the top 
of a hierarchy of social status.

This is, of course, still very dif er ent than becoming wealthy 
as, for example, an oil executive who knowingly despoils the 
planet in their pursuit of wealth. But  there is a risk that in com-
paring oneself to the worst, it excuses the prob lems of one’s 
own aspirations. Being wealthy or being a famous writer— both 
are about being at the top of the pyramid. Neither are about 
calling the pyramid into question.

And as William Deresiewicz argues in his book The Death of 
the Artist (2020), that pyramid is crushing most creative types: 
“The system, yet again, rewards the few and leaves the rest to 
fight for scraps. It’s virality or bust, stardom or oblivion.”  People 
like Deresiewicz, or me, who want to be recognized as writers 
or artists, have to clamber our way up  these pyramids. In the 
society in which we live, I cannot help but want my book to 
receive recognition and awards,  because my getting one of the 
few jobs available in my field depends on it. I’d rather sit atop a 
crumbling pyramid than get crushed at the bottom. But if  these 
are the only options for intellectual work  today, then our situa-
tion is far from good enough.

And if  you’re thinking, “Well, the stars are stars for a reason; 
they truly are the best,” you might pause to consider the words 
of the poet Donald Justice, himself a winner of prestigious 
awards: “ There may well be analyzable  causes  behind the obliv-
ion some good writers sufer, but the  causes, what ever they are, 
remain elusive.  There is a randomness in the operation of the 
laws of fame that approaches the chaotic.”24  Whether the 
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 people at prestigious universities, or at the top of the bestseller 
list, or headlining Car ne gie Hall, are talented is not, in the end, 
the real question  here. The trou ble is that in a world of scarce 
opportunities, repeated recognition of one writer or thinker or 
artist crowds out opportunities for  others. It creates competi-
tive cycles. Inner cliques. Power centers. It changes writing from 
an earnest desire to use language to express or transform the 
world to another system of greatness, where the few are re-
warded and the many strug gle. Some of  those who are rewarded 
are extremely talented. But so are many of  those who never get 
the opportunity.

The Two Economies

Many  people who want to see a more decent and equal world 
are less concerned with fame and social status than I am. They 
view our prob lems primarily through the lens of the material 
economy.  There is something wrong, they say, with our current 
economic system, which creates concentrations of wealth and 
power. As I’ll discuss in the fourth chapter, I largely agree with 
 these criticisms. But one of my concerns is that simply moving 
past any given economic system is not enough. Following 
Smith’s logic, we need to understand that  these economic ideas 
about the value of concentrating wealth at the top of the pyra-
mid have significant corollaries in other ele ments of our world-
view. Our dire situation is not just about material wealth. It is 
also about the often- related in equality of who gets a voice, 
honor, re spect, and attention in society. Indeed, even if we 
achieved a more materially egalitarian society, we might still live 
in a world in which only a few  people had power and esteem.

Such a maldistribution of what are sometimes called “posi-
tional goods”— material and nonmaterial benefits that derive 
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from one’s relative position in a social order— can in turn drive 
material in equality and social instability. This is something that 
Michael Young satirized poignantly in his critique of meritoc-
racy. Although every one in his hy po thet i cal society has the 
same level of income, that income is set extremely low, and 
 those with the highest IQs are rewarded with seemingly infinite 
perks and benefits. In  actual history, this was also the case in the 
Soviet Union, where they managed to reduce material in-
equality but still gave extensive power and privilege to a small 
and corrupt elite cadre.25

The general idea of positional goods can be traced back to at 
least the writings of Aristotle in the fourth  century BCE, who 
spoke about both “in equality of property” and “in equality of 
honor.”26 The term “positional goods” itself was coined by the 
economist Fred Hirsch in 1976. Among his key insights was that 
a dangerous feedback loop exists between the material and the 
positional economy. In his analy sis, positional goods range 
from specific kinds of material goods ( there is only so much 
property in Manhattan) to precious intangibles, like leadership 
positions in one’s profession, prizes and awards, and access to 
governmental power (at least in most social  orders). When a 
society grows materially but not positionally (when only a few 
are rewarded and esteemed even as general quality of life im-
proves), “the distributional strug gle returns, heightened rather 
than relieved by the dynamic pro cess of growth.”27 In other 
words, part of why material growth does not get properly dis-
tributed is that it is undone by an increased scramble for the 
money to acquire positional goods. Some of this scramble  will 
occur through what are efectively auctions, such as real estate 
markets and access to politicians for  those who can pay the 
most.  Others  will require increasingly selective and expensive 
qualifications, such as the need for an advanced degree for jobs 
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that do not in fact require them. But as material growth (and 
debt) expands and more  people have access to education, the 
number of available slots does not also increase.

This creates the situation in which  people  either pursue po-
sitional power as a means to material wealth, or material wealth 
as a means to positional power. And this has a damaging efect 
across society. As Hirsch points out, for example, as living in 
cities like New York or London becomes a positional good, 
 there is a scramble for the material wealth to live where one’s 
 family and friends are. In this situation,  people who might 
other wise thrive in the city, like teachers and artists and plumb-
ers, are forced to take on more jobs, or to fight their own way to 
the top of their positional hierarchy. For plumbers, this may 
mean ofering 24/7 ser vice and constant customer attention to 
ensure five- star online reviews. For artists, it means networking 
and clawing their way to the  limited slots in blue- chip galleries 
or tenured teaching posts.

But since not every one can or wants to make the sacrifices 
required, and  because, even if they did, the  limited number of 
slots means that  there are more qualified applicants than posi-
tions, the scramble for positional goods creates increasing dis-
satisfaction and in equality across all spheres of social life. The 
individual is left with the rational choice of embarking on the 
irrational hierarchical strug gle in the positional economy of their 
chosen field: “However small the favored minority, no individ-
ual knows that [they]  will be excluded from it; all can therefore 
set their sights on participating in it.”28 And yet, “what is pos si ble 
for the single individual is not pos si ble for all individuals— and 
would not be pos si ble even if they all possessed equal talent.”29 
Even the good- enough jobs my parents had—in universities, 
congregations, and civil service— are threatened by increasing 
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competition. It is often not enough  today to do want to do good. 
One has to be the best at  doing good, or risk winding up with 
many degrees and no job. This kind of irrational social order, in 
which well- being depends on becoming the one who sneaks 
through to the top of the material or positional pyramid, is cen-
tral to what I am calling “greatness.”

Hirsch’s idea of positional goods, I should note, is more 
 limited than the one I use  here. He did not appreciate, for ex-
ample, that patriarchy and racism and ableism can function as 
positional goods by allowing some  people to place themselves 
(or imagine themselves) higher up than  others  because of their 
identity. W.E.B. Du Bois famously called this a “public and psy-
chological wage” paid to whiteness— a wage that cost even 
white  people more than they realized,  because it efectively 
 stopped them from forming cross- race co ali tions to de moc ra-
tize the economy.30 Hirsch also did not discuss what the impli-
cations of positional goods  were for our social esteem, or why 
it mattered that some  people in society— not necessarily of any 
par tic u lar talent— took up a larger slice of our “attention econ-
omy.” Nevertheless, his work helps us understand the basic con-
tours of the two economies.

While most of Hirsch’s book is about economics, he con-
cludes in perhaps a surprising place. He warns that “we may be 
near the limit of explicit social organ ization pos si ble without a 
supporting social morality.”31 I do think we have a supporting 
social morality: it is the values that many of us share that under-
lie the vision of a good- enough life for all. But Hirsch is right 
that this morality is still undone by the usurpation of decency 
by greatness that Smith noted centuries ago. In the world we 
live in, pursuing the best for oneself simply fits the logic of the 
pyramid, even if it goes against our morality. Our morality thus 
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needs to be accompanied by a social transformation that gives 
a new logic to our social order— a logic that recognizes that 
good enough for all makes more sense than  great for some.

Lost Einstein Myths

To arrive at that other, more logical system of values,  we’ll have 
to get over our myth of the value of greatness, in  every sphere 
of life. Even if we know that success depends greatly on luck, we 
still tend to think, implicitly or explic itly, that the greatest tal-
ents in politics, sports,  music, and even intellectual life should 
be supported and rewarded for what they produce. And we 
likely do so  because of a belief in “trickle- down culture,” if not 
trickle- down economics. For the assumption is that if we find 
and support the greatest talents— the Albert Einsteins, the Toni 
Morrisons, the Frida Kahlos— then society as a  whole  will be-
come greater through the fruits of their eforts.

This seems to make sense. If we could get the greatest—or 
even just a few among the best—to the top of what ever field, 
 wouldn’t we all benefit from their inventions, ideas, discoveries, 
and per for mances? Again, such a system of course can benefit 
some, but it ultimately deprives us of much more. Consider the 
case of Jef Bezos’s plans for interplanetary development. Bezos 
has argued that his tremendous wealth allows him to accom-
plish other  things to benefit humanity. At our current rate of 
growth, we  will soon break through the ecological limits of the 
planet. The most impor tant  thing to do in response, Bezos said 
in 2018, was to colonize other planets for their resources.32 (He 
has since committed to saving this planet from climate change 
first, so long, it would seem, as it does not interfere with Ama-
zon’s business model.33 And it seems likely that his space 
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exploration plans are less about benevolence than capturing the 
potentially lucrative “low- earth orbit economy” of satellites, 
tourism, and minerals.34 But I digress.)

What is particularly in ter est ing in this context is one of the 
benefits Bezos claimed would result from his work in space. 
With the resources of the solar system, we could support a 
population of 1 trillion  people, and “if we had a trillion  humans, 
we would have a thousand Einsteins and a thousand Mozarts.”35 
Bezos the  great entrepreneur seeks to produce the population 
that  will create more  great scientists and artists, and the rest of 
humanity  will, in this theory, benefit from the resources gener-
ated by  these new thousands.

The first glaring error  here is one that Raj Chetty and his 
collaborators at the Equality of Opportunity Proj ect have rigor-
ously documented:  there are potentially thousands of “lost 
Einsteins” already  here on planet Earth. We  don’t find them not 
 because they  don’t exist, but  because they are poor, or  women, 
or  people of color who have not had the resources or encour-
agement to become innovators.36 Stephen Jay Gould made this 
point poetically some de cades ago: “I am . . .  less interested in 
the weight and convolutions of Einstein’s brain than in the near 
certainty that  people of equal talent have lived and died in cot-
ton fields and sweatshops.”37 What Bezos does not seem to real-
ize is that if we increase our population but keep our same social 
structure, this only means  we’ll be missing out on a greater 
number of Einsteins.

But my claim is not the same as Chetty’s,  either. It is impor-
tant to promote the talents of all  children, of course, but to 
focus simply on lost innovators is to miss the point. Innovation, 
like disruption, is a neutral term. Bernie Sanders and Donald 
Trump are both po liti cal innovators, but that observation tells 
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us  little about their politics. What  matters are the values of the 
innovation. As Einstein himself put it: “Science . . .  cannot cre-
ate ends and, even less, instill them in  human beings; science, 
at most, can supply the means by which to attain certain ends.”38 
In short: science needs morality.

That quote is from Einstein’s essay “Why Socialism?” in the 
inaugural issue of the socialist magazine Monthly Review from 
May 1949. My concern for the moment is not his economic 
platform. It’s the moral reasoning that underlies it: “The educa-
tion of the individual, in addition to promoting his own innate 
abilities, would attempt to develop in him a sense of responsi-
bility for his fellow men in place of the glorification of power 
and success in our pre sent society.” Einstein himself, in other 
words, would oppose the glorification of Einstein. He is less 
interested in finding the next  great version of himself, and more 
interested in how scientists can get past competition and learn 
how to work together to promote the general benefit of the 
planet. He  isn’t concerned with lost Einsteins; he is concerned 
with the lost energies of 7.7 billion  humans as all the resources 
go not even to the few extremely talented like him, but to the 
even rarer few whose talents get recognized. The point is not 
about demoting Einstein. It’s about Einstein’s understanding 
that he became who he was based on the contributions not only 
of the  great minds who preceded him, but also those of the 
“ordinary”  people who made sure he had the equipment he 
needed to do his research, who ensured his workspace was 
clean and well- maintained, who ordered what ever materials he 
needed on time, and who supplied the moral ends for which his 
scientific research sought the practical means. He recognized, 
in other words, that  because of our fundamental interdepen-
dence, every one deserves to live a good- enough life, no  matter 
who they are— even an unknown patent clerk.
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But, Come On,  Aren’t  There Good Forms of  Greatness?

I should clarify something at this point,  because it is often 
where I get the greatest re sis tance to my argument.39  People 
often understand why Bezos’s wealth is too much, but a world 
that  doesn’t reward and support Einstein as much as pos si ble— 
how is that good enough? Am I also trying to get rid of the idea 
that  people like Gandhi or Martin Luther King Jr.  were  great? 
And other examples are more forceful still. I received an email 
once from a community or ga nizer who asked me something 
like the following: “I help or ga nize  people living in poverty, 
who work multiple, tough jobs to put food on the  table, and still 
 every night,  after helping their kids with their homework, they 
take the time to go talk to their neighbors, attend meetings, and 
help fight for their community’s betterment. Do we  really want 
to say  these  people are just good enough?  Aren’t they  great?”

The short answer is: of course they are  great. Again, I am op-
posed to greatness as a regime for structuring society, not the 
word itself. And I fully understand and acknowledge that in a 
world as unjust as ours, we may need to rely on  people  doing 
much more than should normally be expected in order to im-
prove our shared conditions. But the questions for me are: 
Should it be this way? Should we live in a world in which  people 
have to work so hard just to get by, and then work even harder to 
make a better world for  others? The work  these  people are  doing 
may be  great, but their work is not about greatness; that is to say, 
it’s not about them being the best or their society being the best 
or their nation being the best so that they can sit atop the pyra-
mid. It is about every body having the decency and sufficiency 
they need—in other words, it’s about good- enoughness.

Indeed, in the pursuit of justice, as in anything  else, the re-
gime of greatness can become a prob lem. We see this across the 
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world as revolutionary leaders who promise to make a decent 
life for all instead enrich themselves and  those around them. 
And we see it  every day in social movements whose regular par-
ticipants and leaders experience burnout.40 The path to over-
coming this is not for individuals to push themselves harder— 
it’s to find ways to share the burdens of the transformation by 
bringing ever more  people into the movement. “Come join our 
cause and get burnt out fighting the powers that be” is not a 
good slogan. As social justice or ga nizer adrienne maree brown 
related in a blog post: “right now i feel like i  don’t want the rest 
that comes . . .  [ after] burnout. i want to intentionally bring my 
attention to my well being, and make adjustments so that i can 
sustain. i want all of us who are tired to learn how to stagger our 
eforts with each other.” She writes of “staggering” as what geese 
do in their V formation flights. Geese rotate into the forward 
point of the V, since leading is the hardest position to maintain. 
Activists, too, should stagger, she says, rotating in ever more 
“ordinary”  people whose capacities other wise remain hidden 
 behind the leadership. This  doesn’t mean  there  won’t be 
leaders— leadership is a skill, and some may have more apti-
tude for it than  others. But it is often a teachable skill that many 
more  people share than are enabled to practice it. By opening 
up a more rotational structure of leadership to  those who show 
willingness and ability, the movement  will not depend on the 
greatness of the (often about to burn out) leader so much as the 
good- enoughness of all members, all of whom (if they want) 
 will take turns leading the flock.41

This point of view is part of a long- standing lesson of the 
Civil Rights Movement in the United States. While this move-
ment is often remembered for its charismatic leaders, it was 
equally dependent on the extraordinary base of support from 
Black  people from all walks of life. This part of the movement, 
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according to the historian Charles Payne, is better understood 
by turning to  women like Ella Baker and Septima Clark than 
to leaders like Martin Luther King Jr.  These  women  were “rad-
ical demo crats, insistent on the right of  people to have a voice 
in the decisions afecting their lives, confident in the potential 
of ordinary men and  women to develop the capacity to do 
that effectively, skeptical of top- down organ izations, the 
 people who led them, and the egotism that leadership fre-
quently engendered.”42 (Indeed, King was one of the leaders 
whose egotism they challenged.43) This type of movement 
building, like every thing in the good- enough life, is not easy. 
Sometimes, as maree brown notes, what is most difficult is to 
slow down before burnout even though the cause is just so 
impor tant that you  don’t want to stop. As with Winnicott’s 
good- enough parent, the challenge for the good- enough or-
ga nizer is to learn the right balance of supporting and with-
drawing to enable the movement to flourish. So while we may 
rightly say that some  people’s actions or achievements are 
 great, that is no defense for building a world around the ideol-
ogy of greatness.

Cold, Broken, But Still Hallelujah

Such trou bles with the greatness regime have long been recog-
nized. In the chapters that follow, I  will discuss the history of 
the ideology of greatness alongside the parallel movements that 
have fought back against it. Greatness is a standard paradigm of 
many social  orders. They use it to justify castes, hierarchies, and 
the privileges of the few. And within each of  these  orders, think-
ers and social movements rise up to contest the regime of great-
ness and pre sent alternative models for how to create a world 
that works for the many.
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Part of what makes creating a good- enough life for all such a 
challenge is that, on our path to overcoming greatness, we may 
come to think of ourselves as the new deserving elite— the new 
 greats around whom society should be structured. We can see 
this with movements like Buddhism, Chris tian ity, and Marx-
ism. Each began with a critique of power and a desire to remake 
the world in an egalitarian image, and each in turn produced 
new cliques of power and new forms of hierarchy. Although 
some Buddhists fought against the caste system and argued that 
all  were capable of salvation,  others aligned themselves with 
violent emperors and used monastery slaves to till their land 
while they recited religious hymns. Although Jesus of Nazareth 
railed against the in equality and vio lence of the Roman Empire, 
his followers would go on to found some of the most violent 
and unequal kingdoms of the last two millennia. Although 
Marxists set out to make a  free and equal world, the leaders who 
claimed to take up the communist ideal have been as brutal, 
violent, and greedy as almost any of history’s worst villains.

The gap between the theory of the good- enough world and 
its enactment is not uncommon. Reflecting on the failures of 
states that claimed to pursue communism in the twentieth 
 century, many on the po liti cal right  today use this fact to dispar-
age egalitarian movements as “inevitably” leading to authori-
tarianism. But it is impor tant to remember that Adam Smith 
also envisioned what became the cap i tal ist system as a means 
of creating “nearly the same distribution of the necessaries of 
life, which would have been made, had the earth been divided 
in equal proportions among all its inhabitants.”44 His method 
did not exactly produce the desired results,  either. If  there is so 
much demonstrably wrong with unequal situations and so 
much to recommend a decent life for all, why do we keep failing 
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to create such a world? Part of the answer is simply that over-
coming elite domination is very difficult. Being in power means 
that you can build the structure to keep you in power. But it is 
also the case that the best parts of all of  these movements have 
helped diminish elite domination and our internal greatness 
motors, and each  will be part of the story I tell.

Furthermore, we can learn from the ways in which  these 
movements veered away from their quest for good- enoughness. 
Perhaps the most common  mistake is simply to believe that you 
are replacing greatness with a new kind of perfect world, rather 
than understanding that part of what it means to be  human is 
to confront inevitable failures. Leonard Cohen wrote and sang 
once of love: it “is not a victory march. It’s a cold, and it’s a 
broken Hallelujah.” Most movements trying to get beyond 
greatness have wound up replicating it by believing that they 
 were on a victory march. They  imagined utopias of blessedness 
and redemption. Unfortunately, as the phi los o pher Isaiah Ber-
lin clearly grasped in the years  after World War II, “If one  really 
believes that such a solution is pos si ble then surely no cost 
would be too high to obtain it: to make mankind just and happy 
and creative and harmonious forever— what could be too high 
a price to pay for that?”45 And in their willingness to pay that 
cost, movements  will often rush into their own hierarchies, cre-
ating new cir cuits of power in the name of subverting a former 
elite while they themselves become the new one. The proper 
response to this situation is not cynicism. It is not to believe in 
the iron law of oligarchy and succumb to the permanent dysto-
pia of the pre sent’s failures. It is to articulate a vision akin to 
Cohen’s:  there is love, and it deserves our joyous praise, but its 
own limitations must be borne in mind. Cold and broken, yes. 
Hallelujah and love, yes. This is the wisdom of the good enough.
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A Good- Enough Life for All

Good- enoughness, as I hope is clear by now, is not a synonym 
for “just OK.” It is not an excuse to give up and accept intolerable 
conditions. Although good- enoughness begins by ac cep ting 
that  human beings cannot entirely avoid tragedy or difficulty, 
thinkers of the good- enough do not stop there. They follow James 
Baldwin in understanding that this is only one of two opposing 
needs: this need of “ac cep tance, totally without rancor, of life as 
it is,” but also the demand of “equal power: that one must never . . .  
accept  these injustices as commonplace.”46 The good- enough 
life accepts  human failings—it appreciates that we are only ever 
good enough— and,  because of  these failings, it demands both 
decency and sufficiency for every one.  Because the world is good 
enough, we should be good enough to each other. But this is not 
a capitulation. It is a call to reimagine the world as a place brim-
ming with meaning, access, and creativity for all. It is a call to 
think of who we are as irrevocably bound up with the destinies 
of all our fellow  humans on this elegant and delicate sphere. And 
it is a call to appreciate that much of what is valuable in our 
world is overlooked by the regime of greatness— from the ordi-
nary acts of  labor that sustain our lives, to the ordinary caresses 
of intimacy that bring us home to ourselves.

In the coming chapters I  will look at how all of  these ele-
ments are related: how being good enough to ourselves requires 
good- enough relationships with  others, which in turn requires 
social policies that encourage good- enoughness both for all 
 humans and our shared planet. Since we are  shaped by our so-
cial and natu ral worlds as we shape them in turn, each of  these 
relations informs the  others. In briefest form, the case I  will 
make for the good- enough life across  these linked spheres of 
our existence is as follows. As good- enough individuals, we  will 
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accept our limitations and embrace our humility, but we  will 
also insist on our right to a voice, to equal power, to the recogni-
tion that we are decent and deserving of a world that appreci-
ates our contributions. Our primary aspiration  will not be to 
rise to the top of the social order, but to help create a world in 
which rising to the top hardly  matters. We  will find our virtue 
in our ability to work together to ensure decency and suffi-
ciency for all. Having embraced the possibility of failure, we 
 will be creative and adaptable, and we  will have the security that 
allows us to engage with the full complexity of being  human.

This complexity includes learning how to provide for each 
other’s social and emotional needs.  Because we are making a 
world where one’s well- being is not overly dependent on reach-
ing the top of a social hierarchy, we can have relationships that 
do not involve pressuring each other to achieve success above 
all  else. And  because we understand that even good  people 
might betray and harm one another, we can begin to have rela-
tionships that are not about being perfect partners or friends, 
but about providing for each other the kind of everyday love 
and care that we need to feel at home in this world. Regrounded 
in this everyday real ity, we can better appreciate the ordinary 
 labors and small acts of care that actually sustain and affirm our 
social fabric. We can have both a tragic sense that prepares us 
for misunderstandings, and an overwhelming levity that rises 
above the potential fractures.

Our social systems, then,  will support this vision of the kinds 
of selves and relationships that we want to help flourish. In many 
ways, this resembles the best of social demo cratic governance, 
but it still goes beyond social democracy by focusing more on 
the development of cooperative economic, po liti cal, and social 
pro gress. In this model of society, we do not await the  great en-
trepreneurs, leaders, and disrupters to innovate an ethically 
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numb  future rife with violent competition for market shares and 
po liti cal power. Instead, we work together to develop socioeco-
nomic pro gress that more equally benefits every one by drawing 
on the lost energies of  those who have fallen out of our greatness- 
oriented socie ties. This is not utopian; this is not an argument 
that  doing  these  things  will result in a perfect equality or an ed-
geless, harmonious social world. It is a claim that we can better 
circulate and distribute the value and goodness and decency of 
humanity to bufer ourselves collectively from the treachery and 
errors that are also part of our condition.

None of this pro gress  will be pos si ble without a deeper un-
derstanding of our natu ral condition. We are not determined 
by evolution to seek a place on the top of the hierarchy. We are 
the inheritors of a cooperative history that we bequeath to 
 future generations. To ensure decency in this futurity, we  will 
need to understand culturally what science already knows: that 
no group of  humans is greater than any other, and that  humans 
as a  whole are not greater than nature.  Humans and nature are 
both good- enough systems working in symbiosis. The natu ral 
world is not some perfected harmony to which we can and 
should return; it is as full of brutality as  human history. But it is 
nevertheless something amazing and rare: it is good enough to 
sustain life, something that we have yet to find anywhere  else in 
the universe. Our planet  will only be able to keep sustaining us 
within specific resource and climate conditions. Living within 
 these planetary conditions means appreciating that the earth is 
good and has enough, but only if we recognize that it is only 
good enough, that it is not an endless resource to exploit.

You should not have to be  great to live a good- enough life. 
Indeed, the culture that tells us that we must be  great at some-
thing in order to be of value undoes the possibility of a good- 
enough life for all of us. The ideology of greatness damages our 
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psyches, our relationships, our socie ties, and our environment. 
In overcoming this destruction, good- enoughness does not 
thereby become perfect. To the contrary, it embraces and ap-
preciates our imperfections, all the while insisting on the goal 
of ensuring decency and sufficiency for all. In the good- enough 
life we do not lose pro gress; we gain a new power for pro gress 
through the cooperative  labor of other wise ignored billions. 
Less anxiety and more meaning, less distraction and more care, 
less in equality and more demo cratic cooperation, less destruc-
tion and more alignment with nature— these are the ele ments 
of the good- enough life.
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For Our Selves

What kind of person should you aspire to be? To answer this 
fundamental question about our lives we rely on a variety of 
sources, consciously or implicitly, including: our personal incli-
nations and dispositions (which result from our ge ne tic and 
evolutionary inheritance); our  family and its values; any reli-
gious or philosophical traditions we might ascribe to; our 
friends and peers; and the suggestions of our social, economic, 
po liti cal, and cultural structures and norms.  These are all con-
nected with one another: the  family we are born into might 
influence how religious we are ( either  because we follow or we 
rebel), and the religion itself might change over the years as it 
is afected by popu lar culture, which itself is likely  shaped by 
economic interests.

One of the most power ful influences on our aspirations 
 today, which cuts across all of  these spheres, is the pressure to 
be  great, which is to say, to maximize our potential and be at the 
top of our field. Where does this pressure come from? Part of 
it, I have suggested, is from a desire to avoid sufering. This de-
sire is compounded by personal pressures, cultural pressures, 
economic and po liti cal pressures, and pressures from our biol-
ogy. This chapter outlines how philosophical ideas may drive 
one to compete for greatness, but also shows that  there are 
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vibrant philosophical systems that encourage a more egalitarian 
alternative.

I have chosen to focus on philosophy  here  because it grounds 
our conceptions of the good life. Philosophy is usually the dis-
cipline most fundamentally concerned with the question, what 
should I do with my life? Of course, whichever philosophy we 
choose, we have to contend with the cultural forces in which we 
try to live out its ideals. Philosophy has competition for claims 
to grounding what we should think of as the good life, espe-
cially from the belief that our life’s value is tied to our economic 
gains. Indeed, given the structural difficulties I outlined in the 
previous chapter, working on ourselves at all may seem point-
less. But while  there are limits to what we can do on our own, 
it remains impor tant for us to try to shape the normative hori-
zon of our aspirations— that is, the ideas about the right  thing 
to do that help shape our sense of how we should live.

The ideal of the good- enough life for all asks us to orient our 
goals  toward making ourselves into the kind of  people who can 
promote and participate in a world that is decent and sufficient 
for every one. Importantly, the ideal encourages us as individu-
als. This is not about our giving up our  wills and desires in per-
petual sacrifice to some higher calling. Indeed, that is the very 
prob lem of a society that focuses so much on the competitive 
growth of profit: we are asked to define ourselves by our ability 
to produce economic value.1 In a good- enough world, freed 
from this singular demand, we might be able to pursue  things 
 because we actually care about them, not simply  because they 
satisfy our need for a job. This is the sense in which the ideal is 
both good and enough: it is not about mere enoughness but 
about actively meeting our emotional and psychic need to pur-
sue our abilities and passions. Of course, a good- enough world 
still  won’t be perfect.  There may be some socially necessary 
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 labor to perform that nobody  really wants to do. But instead of 
that work falling to the least fortunate, it would be our shared 
social burden to distribute it more or less evenly.2

This is why, even as the good- enough life afects us as indi-
viduals, it is not simply about self- help. In his half- enlightening, 
half- infuriating book The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck, the 
popu lar blogger Mark Manson encourages his readers to realize 
that “not giving a fuck is key. This is why it’s  going to save the 
world. And it’s  going to save it by accepting that the world is 
totally fucked and that’s all right,  because it’s always been that 
way, and always  will be.”3 Manson’s point is not that we 
 shouldn’t care at all, but that we should learn to “reserve [our] 
fucks for what truly  matters. Friends.  Family. Purpose. Burritos. 
And an occasional lawsuit or two.”4  There is some genuinely 
good advice  here about not getting worked up about pointless 
 things and about finding meaningful concerns to engage. But 
 there are also some obvious prob lems with the items on Man-
son’s list: they are all about getting what you and yours want. 
 There is no broader mission  here. And without such a broader 
mission, it is almost impossible for any one of us to direct our 
“fucks”  toward anything but our own interests.

We need an ethical system that takes Manson’s wisdom 
about the difficulties of being alive and redirects it into a social 
vision.  Whether we do this  because we believe we are equal 
 under God (or gods) or  because we believe in materialist interde-
pendence is not my concern. I am arguing for what we could call 
“good- enough universalism,” with a double entendre intended— 
 it’s a universalism about being good enough, but it’s not a com-
plete universalism. This is not about the impossible and anti- 
pluralist goal of having every one do and think the same  things. 
It’s about all of us using our unique capacities and potential to 
engage in the shared proj ect of making the world good enough 
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for all. To do so we can rely on aspects of the world that we al-
ready know— our attitudes  toward cooperation and connected-
ness and care— but do not always emphasize. Foregrounding 
 these in our worldview can help establish decency and suffi-
ciency for all as our normative horizon.

The philosophies that I discuss in this chapter— versions of 
virtue ethics, Buddhism, and African American philosophy— 
are all oriented  toward this normative horizon. They suggest 
the radical idea that life is not about what the most talented 
and successful among us can contribute to the rest of society, 
but about how, in a meaningful world, each and  every person 
can be considered successful and meritorious. From virtue 
ethics, especially as it is showcased in the wonderful TV show 
The Good Place, we can learn that virtues are teachable, and 
that enabling our own flourishing means enabling that of 
 others. From Buddhism we can learn that although some suf-
fering in life is inevitable, the best path to decreasing it is 
through embracing our interdependence. And from African 
American philosophy we can learn that overcoming greatness 
is a  battle that needs to be waged on multiple fronts, and that 
the end of the strug gle is not a new hierarchy of  peoples, but a 
universal establishment of decency, sufficiency, and imperfec-
tion for all.

Some may protest before I even begin that individuals are 
driven to pursue their own happiness, and that such virtuous 
visions  will fail. But if  we’ve learned anything from the scientific 
study of the psy chol ogy of happiness, it’s actually that this in-
dividualist pursuit is what fails to provide joy in our lives. We 
fool ourselves into thinking that wealth and success  will make 
us happy. Most research shows, however, that winning is a leaky 
cup: the more we get, the more we want.  There’s always another 
promotion or accomplishment around the bend. Community 
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and kindness, however, tend to have long- lasting benefits.5 
Greatness  really might not be so good  after all.

In the Beginning

The book of Genesis begins with the story of how God took 
the “formless void” that was the world, and fashioned it into the 
heavens and the earth, the land and the sea, the light and the 
dark. And each time that God made something, They stood 
back and appraised. And They saw that it was . . .  perfect? No. 
 Great? No. Excellent? No. It is none of  these  things. It was 
“good.”6 In context, the Hebrew word  here, tov, likely does not 
mean morally good, or even particularly special. It means some-
thing like good enough—it is adequate for its purpose, and its 
purpose is to sustain life.7

According to some con temporary anthropologists and ar-
chaeologists, early  human life around 10,000 years ago in some 
parts of the world was indeed “good” in this sense. It had pain 
and vio lence, but, in sustenance and leisure,  things  were per-
fectly sufficient. The anthropologist Marshall Sahlins called 
this “the original affluent society,”  because  there was an abun-
dance of food, which meant that  there was relatively  little work 
to do, and social norms  were geared  toward maintaining this 
leisurely life. The average workday was just a few hours, with 
the rest of the time reserved for leisure, play, and rituals. A 
hunter- gatherer life might not be good enough for many  people 
 today (even con temporary hunter- gatherers, who are frequently 
imperiled by vari ous outside forces), but it was in some ways 
the “original good- enough society.”8

Adam and Eve live in this world. They receive the bounty of 
the land, even as they remain ignorant of its operations and 
meanings. When they eat from the tree of the knowledge of 
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good and evil, by some accounts, they exit the original good- 
enough society where they do not have to do backbreaking 
 labor to have basic sustenance. Some scholars now believe that 
the Garden of Eden story is an allegory of the transition from 
the easier food- collecting practices in the hunter- gatherer life 
to the difficult  labor of grain cultivation.9 This explains the pun-
ishment that Adam received for his part in eating from the tree: 
“Cursed is the ground  because of you; in toil you  shall eat of it 
all the days of your life.”10 No longer  will the land be giving and 
abundant.  Humans  will now have to toil to reap its reward. And 
as po liti cal scientist James C. Scott has argued, this new so-
ciety of scarcity is an origin of the zero- sum competition for 
hierarchy. The Fall, in this account, allegorizes the origin of the 
greatness- oriented society, where survival is competition.11

Under lying much of the philosophical history of the world 
is a  battle between two views of this history. On the one hand, 
 there is a call for us to live more simply, more in tune with 
nature, and less anxiously trying to make our way to the next 
big  thing. We might associate this position with thinkers like 
Siddhartha Gau ta ma, Jean- Jacques Rousseau, and Henry David 
Thoreau. On the other,  there is a belief that an individual’s sin-
gular goal on earth should be to break  free from our limitations 
and become as  great and power ful as pos si ble. This might be 
associated with Confucius (Pinyin: Kongfuzi), Plato, and Adam 
Smith. (None of  these associations are entirely accurate, but the 
common understandings can help illustrate the two types.) The 
simplicity group cannot understand why the perfectionists are 
willing to take on all the misery of  labor and anxiety of excellence 
when the world can be bountiful and decent without the stress. 
The perfectionist group cannot understand why  others are so in-
sensibly indolent, when the possibilities for  human potential are 
infinite. For the former, the departure from hunter-gatherer life  
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was a tragic fall that we still have not overcome. For the latter, 
it is a “happy fall” that ripped us out of the idyll of nature and 
set us on the true path of our  human vocation.

But this either/or view threatens to obscure a third option: 
that we can come up with better ways of being good enough. We 
 don’t have to long for prelapsarian times of leisure and natu ral 
abundance, nor do we have to toil endlessly in pursuit of an 
intrinsically unachievable perfection. (If the  whole point is 
striving,  after all, then the goalposts  will always be pushed 
back.) Instead, we can think that how we  were in the begin-
ning—at least as  imagined in Genesis—is a template for how 
to proceed. The hunter- gatherer life prob ably does not lie ahead 
for most  people reading this book. But some new form of good- 
enoughness just might.

It’s Not Just the Economy, Stupid 12

One major impediment to achieving new forms of good- 
enoughness is the deep desire of many  people to have more 
money than every one else— that, we should remember, is the 
meaning of wealth; it is only a relative mea sure. This desire is 
not reserved to the greedy few, however. Economic interests 
increasingly shape our visions of the good life. The idiosyn-
cratic economist Kenneth Boulding, writing in the 1960s, called 
this “economics imperialism.”13 Social scientists  today, like the 
po liti cal scientist Wendy Brown, tend to speak of “neoliberal-
ism.”14 The basic idea is that economic rationality increasingly 
has a mono poly on values. One example of this is that govern-
ments literally set a price on  human life when considering regu-
lations. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, for example, lives  were 
valued by the Nixon and Ford administrations at around 
$200,000 each. In 1967, the actress Jayne Mansfield died in a car 
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crash  after her car slid  under the back of a trailer truck. In re-
sponse to a proposal to require bars on the underside of trailer 
trucks to prevent such accidents in the  future, analysts tallied 
the numbers and determined that adding the bars would save 
180 lives a year in the United States. That meant the value of 
lives saved would be $36 million, but the cost of adding the bars 
would be $310 million. No regulation was put in place.15 
(Demo crats in the United States tend to raise the value of 
 human life in such calculations, and thus justify more safety 
regulations. One reason to vote Demo crat is thus that it might 
literally save your life.16) And it is not just in such regulations 
that economics is surpassing other value systems. As Brown 
shows, the way that we think about education,  free speech, and 
even love increasingly occurs in economic terms. Where to go 
to school and what to study, who gets to speak and how much, 
and what person to marry— all of  these decisions get made with 
at least some reference to economics.

What happens to our sense of aspiration in such a culture? 
One result is that jobs that pay more tend to be more sought 
 after. As a teacher at Prince ton, I sometimes feel that I work at a 
pre- professional school for business. Although many of my stu-
dents detest in equality, feel overwhelmed by stress and familial 
pressures, and would like to contribute meaningfully to society, 
many wind up seeking employment based solely on how much 
it pays. I once overheard a brilliant student from a wealthy  family 
who danced ballet, railed against in equality, and wrote a paper 
for my class on the radical phi los o pher Michel Foucault say that 
if they  weren’t  going to make $200,000 a year when they gradu-
ated, they  were not sure why they  were attending an Ivy League 
university. Of course, not all of my students have this goal, and 
many students I have taught from low- income backgrounds also 
want to do financially well  after college, sometimes for reasons 
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related to  family debt or other crises. But the solution to  these 
prob lems is not for a select few to do well; it is to overcome the 
conditions that lead to such trou bles.

I  don’t think my students would entirely disagree. When I 
described the message of this book to my class one semester— 
how the world had too much anxiety and stress and in equality 
and destruction, and how we could live more sustainably and 
caringly— they all stared intently at me, nodding along to  every 
word. Many of them want to live a good- enough life and find 
work that aligns with their values and interests. But every thing 
in society is pushing them in another direction. And so I see 
students compete ruthlessly for internships at large tech com-
panies and big banks, even though they oppose the very efects 
 these companies have had stoking in equality and injustice. 
They may have justifications: for example, that they  will give all 
their money away, or that they want the experience of corporate 
life before moving into work that means more to them, or that 
economic growth is good for society as a  whole. But while some 
feel the need to justify their choice, for the most part they do 
not have to. It is culturally accepted that making as much money 
as you can is not only an acceptable  thing to do, but a morally 
justified aspiration.

Although the power of economic logic has been intensifying 
in the past few de cades, it has  earlier roots. They do not, how-
ever, stretch as far back as we might suspect. Max Weber, in his 
classic book The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
(1905), suggested that thinking of monetary gain as united to 
the good life was in fact a revolution from only a few centuries 
ago. In a discussion of the sayings of Benjamin Franklin, Weber 
noted that Franklin tended to associate thrift and economic 
gain with wisdom. To be sure,  people throughout history have 
sought wealth and power. The diference  here is that whereas 
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previous cultures had tended to separate being wealthy and 
being good, often to the point of using wisdom to condemn the 
pursuit of gain, Franklin insisted on their fundamental relation. 
To be wise, in Franklin’s view, was to save and make money: A 
penny saved is a penny earned, and so on.17 Around the same 
time that Franklin was writing, Adam Smith was providing the 
moral logic for this argument in his Wealth of Nations (1776). 
Smith’s point was quite  simple: every one does better when 
 there is more money around, so growing the economy is a 
moral imperative. Smith did not, by any means, suggest that 
growing money was the only value. But by suggesting that it was 
perhaps the highest value, he helped pry the lid of Pandora’s 
box.18 Now that wealth was the highest value, every thing  else, 
even a  human life, would have to justify itself in the name of 
economic value.

This is not, of course, an uncontested story, and not every one 
at  every moment is consumed with  these kinds of economic ra-
tionales. We often still do  things that make no or  little economic 
sense in the name of other values. We marry for love; we give 
generously more than we have, especially in times of crisis; we 
choose  careers that we think are socially valuable— like nursing 
or aged care or teaching (if I may)— even if the pay is not as good 
as we might make in other fields. But opting out of the economic 
race has its consequences. Public school teachers across the 
United States, for example, launched a massive series of strikes in 
2018. In part, they struck over inadequate funding for their stu-
dents, which led some teachers in states like West  Virginia to 
spend more than a thousand dollars of their own meager salaries 
 every year on basic school supplies.19 They struck over low wages, 
which on average had decreased over the past two de cades.20 And 
they struck over the sense of injustice that they had chosen 
 careers in the public ser vice, cared about their students and 
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worked hard, and yet found themselves earning “seventeen per 
cent less than comparably educated workers in other profes-
sions.”21 This circumstance results in burnout, high turnover, and 
a decrease in teacher morale, which in turn deprives  future gen-
erations of opportunities to grow and develop their potential.22

The solution  here  isn’t only higher pay for teachers, as the 
example of Finland shows. Finland is generally considered to 
have some of the best public education in the world. Teachers 
 there make somewhat more than teachers in the United States, 
but, more than this, they enjoy the general benefits of a more 
egalitarian society and high regard for their profession. As such, 
teachers can live good- enough lives while enjoying a high 
amount of social esteem.23 Finland is no utopia, but it still re-
spects its teachers more, and the country’s shared provision of 
social goods means that it values high salaries less. How might 
countries like the United States escape the grip of economic 
logic and its demand that the pursuit of  great wealth should be 
our highest aspiration? And how might countries like Finland 
ensure that the logic of wealth, which has made inroads in the 
past few years, does not overtake their social values?24

The Return of  Virtue

One of the most impor tant answers to  these questions from a 
philosophical perspective was set out by scholars who sought 
to revive the Aristotelian tradition of virtue ethics in the twen-
tieth  century.25 Prominent figures  here are Alasdair MacIntyre, 
Michael Walzer, and Michael Sandel. I  will discuss this revival 
at some length,  because I believe that although it is promising, 
it shows the limitations of any model that only looks at one 
aspect of greatness (in the economy), and does not consider 
greatness as a prob lem across the vari ous domains of our lives.
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According to Aristotle (384–322 BCE), virtue is a habit that 
can be taught. Through pedagogy and contemplation, anyone 
can develop their capacities for virtuous action.26 For Aristo-
tle, virtue has nothing to do with wealth— indeed, Aristotle 
was part of the tradition of wisdom that placed moral growth 
above economic growth. And this moral growth centers on the 
perfection of a series of attributes such as courage and temper-
ance.  These virtues are golden means to be found between 
“defect and excess.” So one should want to be courageous, but 
not foolhardy (excess) or timid (defect); one wants to be tem-
perate, but not self- indulgent (excess) or insensible (defect).27 
As a visual repre sen ta tion:

Defect Moderate Virtue Excess

Timid Courageous Foolhardy

Insensible Temperate Self- indulgent

Aristotle argues that achieving such virtue requires a lot of 
training. “It is no easy task,” he tells us, “to be good.” And he 
goes further. To know how angry to get, or how to lend money 
efficaciously, or how to act appropriately in any circumstance, 
is very hard: “to do this to the right person, to the right extent, 
at the right time, with the right motive, and in the right way, that 
is not for every one, nor is it easy; wherefore goodness is both 
rare and laudable and noble.”28 Aristotle, we have to remember, 
is an avowed aristocrat— not in the con temporary sense of an 
elite powerbroker, but in the traditional sense of someone who 
believes that the most excellent (aristos) should have power 
(kratos). Although he admits the limits of  humans to achieve a 
perfect excellence, he still believes that we should give every-
thing we have to achieving it: we “must, so far as we can, make 
ourselves immortal, and strain  every nerve to live in accordance 
with the best  thing in us.”29
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In spite of Aristotle’s aristocratic bent, however,  today’s virtue 
ethicists have argued that his ideas can help hold back the tide 
of neoliberalism. One straightforward reason for this is that Ar-
istotle was critical of the pursuit of wealth. He argued that the 
aim of life was contemplative and civic flourishing, not material 
pro gress. A more unique reason is that Aristotle asked us to 
think about how each field of life had its own goal, or teleology. 
This goal could be debated about, but it could not be the same 
in all spheres of life. So we might argue about  whether the goal 
of education is to become a better citizen or to have deeper 
thoughts about life, but it cannot be to make money. That would 
be the goal of the economy taking over the goal of education. If 
the prob lem is that economic thinking threatens to overtake all 
other forms of value, then one solution is to enforce this kind of 
separation between what Walzer calls “spheres” and MacIntyre 
calls “practices.”30 The basic idea is for each sphere or practice to 
produce its own metric for value. For example: the best doctor 
would be the one who performs the best surgery, not the one 
who makes the most money for the hospital by  doing many sur-
geries quickly and regardless of their quality. As Walzer puts it, 
“Good fences [between spheres] make good socie ties.”31

In his popu lar book Justice (2009), Michael Sandel states the 
case for this social vision very clearly. He begins his discussion 
of Aristotle with the example of how to distribute flutes. Who 
should get the best flute? Why, the best flute player. This seems 
obviously correct, and with consequences that would upend 
the marketization of life. Consider a situation in which  there 
was one kind of flute that was vastly superior to all  others but 
was no longer made. As such, it has become very expensive. If 
spheres collapse, the rare flute  will go to the highest bidder. In 
“virtue ethics,” it  will go to the best flute player. And as for 
flutes, so for politics. Who should govern? Not the wealthiest, 
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but  those who are best in guiding the  people  toward the good 
life.32 The obvious consequence for the individual is to strive to 
be the best at what ever they pursue— not to make money, but 
to achieve the highest goals of their chosen field.

For Walzer, this means that some degree of in equality 
within spheres is acceptable: we “live with the autonomy of 
distributions [of dif er ent spheres] and . . .  recognize that dif-
fer ent outcomes for dif er ent  people in dif er ent spheres make 
a just society.”33 Like Aristotle’s ethics, then,  there is a sense of 
aristocracy  here: it is about excellence and ensuring that the 
most excellent are at the top of each sphere or practice. As I 
argued in the first chapter, this moves us away from the mate-
rial economy but may keep us constrained within the posi-
tional economy. And, as Fred Hirsch warned us, when  there is 
 great competition in the positional economy, it eventually cre-
ates inequalities in the material economy.

This is perhaps not obvious at first. Like the best flute exam-
ple, the basic virtue ethics argument sounds very good. Of course 
we want the best flutes to be played rather than displayed, and 
of course we want our politicians to be guided by the common 
good, not their stock portfolios. But the prob lem with virtue eth-
ics in this form is that it tends to undo the very  thing it sets out to 
establish. To understand why, we just need to ask a  simple ques-
tion: How do we find the best flute player? Or politician, for that 
 matter? It turns out that  there is no good answer to this question, 
and that trying to find the best in  every sphere tends to re create 
the very economic prob lem that virtue ethics claims to solve.

Let’s take one common route to finding the best player: 
training and competition. (I’ll consider this more as a thought 
experiment than an  actual description of finding talented flute 
players. It is not meant to be specific to this profession, so 
much as a general reflection on the logic and values of seeking 
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to reward  those deemed best within any given sphere.)  We’ll 
teach anyone who wants to learn how to play. Whoever has the 
most aptitude  will be selected for an acad emy, and whoever is 
the best player at the acad emy  will be in the number- one or-
chestra. Seems plausible. But let’s look at this generic “teach 
anyone who wants to learn how to play.” How would every one 
know about this opportunity? And do they all have teachers of 
the same quality? Does every one in the world learn how to 
play the flute? And if learning how to play the flute is some-
thing that, like virtue in Aristotle’s account, is teachable, then 
how much does the quality of the teacher  matter? Social scien-
tists (and common sense) tell us that practice and teaching  matter 
a  great deal, but some degree of natu ral aptitude and ability are 
irreplaceable.34 But how do we find such natu ral talents with-
out practice and teaching? Most musical training starts early, 
but very few  people know what they want to do at an early age. 
What if the flautist born with the most aptitude wants to be a 
ballerina or a chef for the first twenty years of their life, and 
thus never fully develops their potential? Or what if that per-
son never even plays a flute?

So let’s concede  these points and say, fine, we  won’t get the 
absolute best flautist, but of  those who, for what ever range of 
reasons, find their way into the opportunity, then, of  those re-
maining, we can surely choose the best. This is a pretty big con-
cession, but fair enough for now; let’s play it out. We have our 
random se lection of top flute talent. And to choose who gets the 
world’s best flutes, and who gets to play in the most prestigious 
orchestra and become one of the few musicians in the world 
who can make a full salary from their work, we bring them all 
out for a competition. The flautists at our acad emy come out one 
by one;  they’re assessed by rigorous and transparent standards; 
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a decision is made. We have our winner. The best flautist has 
been found. Case closed.

Or is it? Let’s start with the very premise: a competition. 
 There is  little evidence that competition brings out the best in 
us. In fact, according to some studies, competition decreases 
our per for mance,  because it distracts us from  doing the  thing 
we want to do— play our instrument— and instead focuses us 
on an exterior goal: winning.35 In the very act of seeking the 
best, we are already no longer talking about the best flautist; we 
are talking about the person who plays the flute best  under con-
ditions of pressure and per for mance. We are finding the best 
competitor, not the best flute player.  These are not the same 
 thing. One study of  children making art, for example, found 
that  those who  were told they  were in a competition to win 
made much more formulaic and staid art,  because they thought 
it was more likely to win.  Those who  were just told to paint 
made more creative and aesthetically power ful proj ects.36

The distinction between winning a competition and pursu-
ing excellence is impor tant, in part  because it reminds us that 
the prob lem  here is not with talent, and that our aim is not to 
reduce or constrain anyone’s talents.  There is a diference be-
tween skill or excellence, on the one hand, and greatness or 
being the best, on the other. Skill is not zero- sum: in theory, 
anyone can be an excellent flautist. But only one person can be 
the best flautist and be recognized and rewarded as such. The 
prob lem with Walzer’s argument about dif er ent rewards in 
dif er ent spheres is that while it potentially overcomes the ma-
terial wealth prob lem, it keeps in place the positional wealth 
prob lem.  After all, in a world full of excellent flautists, how are 
we to choose the few who receive all the rewards—be they 
material or positional? What are we to do with all  those who 
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are excellent but for what ever reason  don’t rise to the top 
 because they are simply not good at competitions?

A traditional virtue ethicist might respond by saying, well, 
that’s the point. Being the best flute player in your room is no 
better than being the best politician in your room.  Doesn’t 
being the best flute player imply not getting ner vous during 
competition? As Ralph Waldo Emerson put it, “It is easy in soli-
tude to live  after our own; but the  great man is he who in the 
midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the in de pen-
dence of solitude.”37 This is a fair point, but we have to register 
what it actually means. If we think about politicians for a sec-
ond, it implies that we  will often wind up with  people who are 
charismatic in presenting their personal views in front of cam-
eras regardless of  whether they are skilled at finding the com-
mon good. And it may mean that rather than cultivating the 
talents of ner vous but capable flautists, we focus on  people who 
have confidence and aplomb. Talented  people who enjoy play-
ing their instrument but do not like competition may very well 
drop out rather than continuing on this path. This phenomenon 
has been especially noted in youth sports. According to 
Charles A. Popkin, a pediatric surgeon and child sports re-
searcher, “ Children who specialize in one sport early in life  were 
found to be the first to quit their sport and ended up having 
higher inactivity rates as an adult.”38 Competition may in fact 
drive away excellence.

If  these competitions take place in our pre sent society,  there 
are also inequalities that may afect the results. For example, it 
is much easier to do your best if you can fall back on your in-
heritance at the end of the day. It is much harder if not getting 
the best flautist position means that you  will not be able to feed 
your  family. It is also much easier to be the best flautist in public 
if you grew up with enough money to have the best teachers; 
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opportunities to compete at an early age; access to psycholo-
gists to help ease the anxiety of competition; and the ability to 
focus on the flute full- time, without a job on the side to earn 
extra money. (Although, of course,  family wealth  isn’t necessar-
ily a benefit  here— after all, a wealthy parent might encourage 
their child to make money instead of becoming a flautist, or 
they might pay less attention to their  children  because they 
have other pursuits, or they might have higher expectations for 
perfection, which can lead to anxiety beyond what a psycholo-
gist or pill can fix.) Perhaps  after years of practice, the person 
who did not win would turn out to be an equally good flautist, 
even in public. But in this kind of system,  we’ll never know.

Given  these arguments, we can return to my original conces-
sion and see what’s wrong: we cannot simply get rid of the ques-
tion of equality of opportunity  here. Of course, none of our 
Aristotelians would disagree. They would readily say that  these 
issues need to be dealt with if we are to find our best flautist. But 
here’s the rub: Can an ethical system that promotes being the 
best be part of the movement for equality of opportunity? 
Quite simply, no,  because any society with an aristocracy  will 
inevitably enable that aristocracy to give its  children tremen-
dous advantages.39 (As Michael Young correctly showed in his 
satire of meritocracy, the only path to meritocracy would in-
volve the ruthless separation of  children from their families 
based on their talents.)  Unless the world’s best flautist and 
worst flautist are to be paid the same (or nearly the same) and 
have the same (or nearly the same) social status and value in the 
eyes of the world, then the child of the world’s best is  going to 
be able to get a lot more training and support in what ever pro-
fession they choose to pursue. (This is one reason why “equality 
of opportunity” without any accompanying focus on ensuring 
a decent life regardless of what one does with that opportunity 
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is generally impossible. The previous winners  will always give 
their kids more opportunities.40) Counterintuitively, then, the 
pursuit of maximal excellence and its accompanying rewards 
does not, in fact, give us the best. It gives us a skewed system in 
which a few are rewarded too much for reasons not necessarily 
of their own making, and the vast and edifying talents of the 
many go to waste.

But not only does the pursuit and reward of excellence fail 
to deliver on its promises; it also brings real psychic damages 
along with it. For the past several years, one meta- analysis  after 
another has shown that perfectionist tendencies lead to psycho-
logical difficulties.41 Two psychologists recently summed up 
the research as follows: “Perfectionists need to be told that they 
have achieved the best pos si ble outcomes,  whether that’s 
through scores and metrics, or other  peoples’ approval. When 
this need is not met, they experience psychological turmoil, 
 because they equate  mistakes and failure to inner weakness and 
unworthiness.”42 This has led to a spike in burnout, anxiety, de-
pression, and eating disorders.43 As with most psychic and so-
cial phenomena, this pressure is experienced very diferently 
across race, class, and gender groups.44  Because of this, as I’ll 
discuss more at the end of this chapter,  there is no single re-
sponse that can turn back the tide of perfectionism and its ten-
dency to drown out our good- enough selves.

Nevertheless, with  these general insights we can sketch a sys-
tem to transform our aspirations. What we need instead of an 
ethics of aristocracy— even an aristocracy of virtue—is not a 
philosophy that encourages us to strive for our personal place 
in a competitive hierarchy, but rather one that encourages us to 
improve our abilities, what ever they may be, to cooperatively 
increase the general pool of material and social resources. Our 
goal would not be to achieve our own success, nor to make the 
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world perfect, but to create a good- enough world that we can 
all enjoy. In this world, our inevitable imperfections would be 
understood and worked through, rather than considered irre-
deemable blemishes. Then,  after we create a good- enough 
world, we would aspire to maintain it and continue its dyna-
mism. We would achieve and grow this good- enough world in 
a few ways:

 1) By ensuring that  there are good  people in the right 
places. We would not be giving up on talent or expertise; 
we would simply be trying to move past the system that, 
in seeking the best, perverts the  whole social order.

 2) By recognizing that  those who receive extra attention  
or acclaim are— and can only ever be— good enough, 
and that many  others could have been in their positions 
with dif er ent luck or circumstance.  Because of this, we 
would not reward them excessively in  either money  
or prestige. And we would properly give credit and 
ensure a good quality of life to every one who makes 
that pos si ble— from the person who cuts down the  
tree or mines the metal to make the flute to the janitor 
who cleans the concert hall.

 3) And by recognizing, with Aristotle, that virtue is a 
teachable habit, we would still accord every one not in 
positions of leadership the re spect and value that they 
deserve not only as  human beings, but as  humans who 
in dif er ent circumstances could have themselves risen 
through the ranks.

As a result, without the pressure to be the best,  people would 
be able to pursue their passions and talents in unpre ce dented 
ways. We would also reduce our anxiety, remove the social re-
sentment and envy that comes through excessive reward, and 
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blunt the fraying of the social fabric caused by in equality. It 
would have the further potential of increasing re spect for ex-
pertise,  because experts would be viewed as  those diligently 
pursuing knowledge for the common good, not as part of an 
out- of- touch elite. Moreover, while we might miss having the 
best leader or flautist ever, we can virtually guarantee that we 
 will no longer be subject to the whims of having the worst one.

Meritocracy, No. Greatness, Maybe.

Reimagining the world in this way does not mean  doing away 
with virtue ethics; it just means preserving its central insight into 
the teachability of the virtues while discarding its aristocratic 
bent. Sandel’s recent work is especially strong in this re spect as 
he continues to redevelop virtue ethics through a criticism of 
meritocracy. This can also be seen in some similar writing by 
another con temporary public phi los o pher, Kwame Anthony 
Appiah. The analy sis of virtue ethics so far has shown why we 
need to keep in mind both the positional and material econ-
omy, and why focusing on greatness in just one sphere of our 
lives (the economy) is not enough. The critique of meritocracy, 
especially by Sandel, further advances the general critique of 
greatness, and asks us to consider how the obsession with find-
ing the talented few is fragmenting our personal and po liti cal 
lives. It’s worth looking closely at what  these con temporary phi-
los o phers have written,  because they  will help us understand 
the limitations of any system of greatness, even as they them-
selves make claims that I think still fall into the greatness model. 
While I  will thus have some critical  things to say about their 
arguments, my remarks are intended as an allied attempt to 
keep thinking through the challenges their philosophies pose 
to meritocracy. Sandel and Appiah find serious fault with the 
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meritocratic logic of rewarding  those who rise to the top, but 
they also seem to accept some of the haphazard luck of success 
stories as inevitable.

Sandel’s book The Tyranny of Merit (2020) is a sustained ex-
ploration of why meritocracies fail not only in their stated mis-
sion, but also in their concept of justice. It is a book very much 
aligned with what I am arguing  here. Sandel is a good public 
interlocutor, and so is generous to the meritocratic ideal, noting 
that it makes a fair amount of sense. He appreciates the obvious 
fact that we should hire  people who can do the job well, not 
just—as the saying in the United States goes—give every one a 
trophy. And he appreciates the moral logic: arguments for meri-
tocracy suggest that every one should be  free to pursue their 
talents, and that what ever rewards they reap from this pursuit 
are justified.

But Sandel’s argument is that meritocracy’s flaws do not re-
side simply in the fact that in equality makes such a system dif-
ficult to achieve. Meritocracy, he claims, is not an argument 
against in equality but a justification for it—if every one has a fair 
chance to show their talents, then it would seem to be perfectly 
fair for  those with the most talent to get the most reward. Sandel 
doubts  whether this justification itself is justified— that is, 
 whether a society that works to establish unequal regimes of 
wealth and power is one that has legitimacy. He argues that such 
a society rests on a confusion about the moral value of talent and 
efort. Talent is a product of hereditary luck, and efort, while 
venerable, is insufficient without that primary hereditary luck. 
He further argues that the ability to put forth efort has roots in 
both nature and nurture, and thus capacity for efort is subject 
to not one but two forms of luck.

As I noted above, Fred Hirsch’s ideas about the positional 
economy have some analogies in Aristotle’s writings about the 
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“in equality of honor.” Sandel, influenced by both Aristotle and 
Hirsch, is deeply concerned about what happens to a society that 
creates vast inequalities in material and positional goods.  These 
“inequalities of wealth and esteem that are defended in the name 
of merit . . .  foster resentment, poison our politics, and drive us 
apart.”45 This means that rectifying our current system  will re-
quire a focus on not just “distributive justice” but also what 
Sandel, following  others, calls “contributive justice.”46 It is sim-
ply not enough for us as  human beings to have our material 
needs met. We also need to be able to contribute meaningfully 
to the world—to have a recognized voice across the spheres of 
our existence. According to Sandel, achieving contributive jus-
tice would lead to “a broad equality of condition that enables 
 those who do not achieve  great wealth or prestigious positions 
to live lives of decency and dignity— developing and exercis-
ing their abilities in work that wins social esteem, sharing in a 
widely difused culture of learning, and deliberating with their 
fellow citizens about public afairs.”47

I very much appreciate Sandel’s work  here, and the vision of 
a just society oriented  toward the common good that he ofers. 
And as I’ll discuss in chapter 4, I am especially in agreement 
with his proposal for the use of a lottery to diminish the prestige 
and insanity of college admissions. I do have some reservations, 
however, that in focusing on meritocracy per se and not the 
system of greatness more broadly, he may leave too much of our 
current prob lems intact. For example, Sandel’s focus is almost 
exclusively on the United States and creating a common good 
for its citizens. It’s unclear how such a nationally focused system 
can sustain itself if it must still fight for international supremacy. 
If one only annuls the justification for meritocracy at a national 
level, one risks that it  will return through an international com-
petition. Sandel similarly does not address the prob lem with 
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greatness when it comes to the limits of our natu ral world. 
Although he is of the po liti cal left, Sandel is thus willing to 
endorse—if rather tepidly— the “productivist” proposal of 
conservative economist Oren Cass. Cass shares with Sandel a 
concern that we only see ourselves as consumers and not 
producers— that is, economic contributors. But he sidesteps 
the prob lem that Cass’s proposal is both anti- immigrant and 
largely unconcerned with ecological damage.48

Fi nally, as I’ve said repeatedly,  there is nothing wrong with 
Sandel using the word “ great.” But it is not clear precisely what 
he means by the relationship between  those who still have 
“ great wealth and prestigious positions” and the common good. 
If the  whole concern is that the concentration of wealth and 
prestige damage both distributive and contributive justice, then 
how do we reconcile the continued existence of “ great wealth” 
with the “broad equality of condition” that Sandel urges in the 
same sentence?49

For Sandel, the answer seems to rely on  people recognizing 
that their advantages in life are not deserved, and that they 
derive from grace or luck. As he writes in the book’s final sen-
tences, “A lively sense of the contingency of our lot can inspire 
a certain humility. . . .  Such humility is the beginning of the 
way back from the harsh ethic of success that drives us apart. 
It points beyond the tyranny of merit  toward a less rancorous, 
more generous public life.”50 I very much appreciate this senti-
ment. But it’s noteworthy that Sandel criticizes the ethic of suc-
cess, rather than what counts as success. And it’s hard to see 
how, once we recognize the arbitrariness of success,  people 
would be content to say: “Well, gee, I know it could have been 
me who had  great wealth or a prestigious position, but it’s you 
instead for no particularly good reason. But since you recog-
nize my dignity, I have a sustainable if not exciting quality of 
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life, and you appreciate what I have to say about civic  matters, 
no worries.”

We need more than an appreciation of contingency; we need 
an  actual set of practices to ensure distributive and contributive 
justice, as well as a corresponding set of personal aspirations 
that guide us to create such a world. This means that being 
 humble at one’s success is good, but it’s not enough. Success 
itself has to mean helping to create a world that ensures decency 
and sufficiency for all. Achieving a good- enough world, not 
personal wealth or power, should be the goal on our normative 
horizon. I  don’t think that transforming our desires in the midst 
of a world that so highly values wealth and power is easy, and I 
 don’t think we should be hard on ourselves if we sometimes 
have fantasies of the ease and power of greatness. But I do think 
that guiding ourselves to new aspirations can take  these desires 
and help channel their energy  toward making a good- enough 
world for all. Our personal and social transformations must go 
hand in hand.

My other concern with focusing on the embrace of humility 
is that  there is no necessary link between appreciating luck and 
actually changing unfair conditions. Consider  here the recent 
criticism of meritocracy by Kwame Anthony Appiah. Appiah 
advances an argument that is largely similar to Sandel’s, al-
though he focuses less on the economic and po liti cal questions, 
and more on Michael Young’s idea about what it means for a life 
to have value. Recall that Young proposed a world in which 
every one has equal opportunity not to prove their intelligence, 
but to develop what ever is profound and meaningful in them. 
This would be, he wrote, a world of “plural values,” where kind-
ness  matters as much as intelligence.51 Appiah notes that this 
view of life can sound “quixotic,” but he argues that it answers 
to the “central task of ethics.” By this he means that it answers 
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the question of what it means for a  human life to go well. A 
good life, he says, lies at the intersection of the talents you are 
born with, the historical circumstances you grow up with, and 
decisions you make about what  matters.52  Because each of 
 these  things is so specific, it means that  there can be no general 
mea sure of how well one lives. In Appiah’s words,  there is “no 
single scale of  human worth.”53

Like Sandel, Appiah appreciates the basic idea of merit, and 
also the equalizing potential of it. He notes, for example, that in 
a merit- driven society we indeed should see that some jobs 
once reserved for  people of par tic u lar identities are now gener-
ally available to  those who qualify.54 But he also notes that what 
that means is not always so clear: “to prepare the next Einstein, 
you’d need to know what talents it  will take to make the next 
 great breakthrough in physics. If we knew that, we  wouldn’t 
need the next Einstein.”55

The world that appreciates all this complexity would not be 
one without “ great wealth or prestigious positions,” but only 
one where such a position is not a requirement of a good life. 
While “the social rewards of wealth and honor are inevitably 
 going to be unequally shared,  because that is the only way 
they can serve their role as incentives for  human be hav ior,” 
Appiah maintains  those who miss out on rewards still deserve 
to be recognized in their basic  human dignity. But, he contin-
ues, with less concern for economic or po liti cal in equality 
than Sandel, “The goal  isn’t to eradicate hierarchy and to turn 
 every mountain into a salt flat. . . .  The circulation of social 
esteem  will always advantage the better novelist, the more 
impor tant mathematician, the savvier businessman. . . .  
But . . .  it remains an urgent collective endeavor to revise the 
associated labels, norms, and treatments in ser vice of what we 
can call moral equality.”56
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Appiah’s argument begins from essentially the same position 
as Sandel about what’s wrong with meritocratic socie ties. And 
yet, he does not discuss the real prob lems in po liti cal and eco-
nomic in equality. In fact, in spite of their contingencies, he 
largely says that they are not only inevitable, but should be so. 
To get at what’s wrong with the meritocratic argument, again, 
we  can’t just say what’s wrong with meritocracy. We have to 
explain what’s wrong with the vision of life that suggests  there 
is something logical and proper with having steep hierarchies, 
even when we know, as Appiah himself says, that  those hierar-
chies are the product of a  great deal of circumstance.

Appiah’s argument rests on three assumptions that are worth 
examining in detail  because they are so widespread. The first is 
his claim that in equality in reward is necessary to incentivize 
 human be hav ior. Appiah might be saying that we need some 
very  limited inequalities in order to generate such incentives, in 
which case I would happily agree. But the rest of his comments 
suggest that such limits are not his concern. In any case, it’s 
worth pausing on this claim about incentives. Appiah states 
 here a common belief that unequal rewards incentivize excel-
lence without  going into more detail. For many, the claim might 
not seem to require much evidence. Why get up in the morning 
and try to write a book if the end result is that I’m not  going to 
get anything for it? But Appiah himself, citing Young, has told 
us why: in the social order Appiah seems to endorse, we would 
do  things for the sake of  doing them, not for the incentive of 
wealth or honor. Appiah appears to be saying that wealth and 
honor should be unequal  because other wise they  won’t func-
tion as incentives. But if the activity itself should provide incen-
tive, it’s unclear why incentives  matter.

Perhaps that sounds a  little too utopian. It does seem to me 
logical to suggest that we might get a  little bit of reward for what 
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we do— a  little extra acknowl edgment or money, so long as 
 there is something like a continually progressive tax to keep 
wealth from piling up in too few hands. But if that’s the case, 
what kinds of activities should we incentivize? We might want to 
give extra esteem or rewards to  those who do jobs like Jester D, 
the sanitation worker we met in the introduction, or  people 
who care for the aged. We might also note that what actually 
motivates  human beings to do  things is not just about honor or 
wealth:  people do  things  because of the very plurality of values 
that Appiah maintains. We might work in sanitation  because we 
think it’s an impor tant civic ser vice, not  because  we’ll be paid 
more to do it, and as long as  we’re paid well enough to do it.

This is what perplexes me about Appiah’s claim about the 
logic of incentivizing. On the one hand, he is saying that we 
should give honor and rewards in order to motivate  people. On 
the other, he is saying that we should ensure that every one has 
dignity  whether or not they are successful in this classical sense. 
But  doesn’t the one point undercut the other? What is the basis 
for dignity if we are explic itly telling  people that, in the system 
of social esteem and reward, they have lost out? To achieve the 
moral equality that Appiah rightly wants, it seems we might 
have to think more about the material and positional equality 
he seems to brush aside.

Appiah’s second assumption is that social esteem “always” 
goes to the “better” person in what ever profession. In my dis-
cussion of the flute player, I showed why this is clearly not the 
case, and why many “better”  people might in fact get lost in the 
pro cess. Donald Justice’s remarks on success in writing are 
worth quoting again: “ There may well be analyzable  causes 
 behind the oblivion some good writers sufer, but the  causes, 
what ever they are, remain elusive.  There is a randomness in the 
operation of the laws of fame that approaches the chaotic.”57 It 
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is simply not the case that more talented  people get more es-
teem. Indeed, I’m sure that anyone reading this right now can 
rattle of a list of  people who get more esteem for no good rea-
son than someone  else they know. Some  people might get more 
attention  because of their power or privilege. Or, as po liti cal 
theorists have noted about electoral politics, they might have 
won their election simply  because they are taller or more char-
ismatic58 (neither of which has much to do with crafting good 
policy). Rather than heaping the same praise on the same 
 people again and again, we should acknowledge that talented 
individuals often go unrecognized, and find ways of incorporat-
ing that fact into our social and economic systems.

But this does not mean, as Appiah puts it in his third assump-
tion, that the opposite of a hierarchical system of reward is a 
world of barren “salt flats.” We can have some diferentials in 
society. It’s not a question of eliminating them. It’s a question 
of limiting them  because, to extend the logic of Sandel and Ap-
piah, we recognize the arbitrariness of who becomes recognized 
and who  doesn’t in a world of  limited attention and  limited po-
sitional goods. And the logical conclusion of  doing that is to 
shift our own aspirations from becoming one of the few  people 
who gets esteem, or who climbs to the top of what ever hierar-
chy, to becoming someone who can meaningfully participate in 
the formation of the good- enough life for all. If we do that well, 
perhaps we deserve a  little bit of recognition. But not too much. 
We  don’t have to strain our eyes into some distant  future to see 
what this would look like. We can just turn on our TVs.

Virtues beyond Greatness

From 2016 to 2020, the TV show The Good Place ofered viewers 
a rare glimpse of what happens when phi los o phers and comedy 
writers get together to think about what the world could be like 
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if we got beyond greatness. (If you  haven’t watched the show, 
and if you  don’t like spoilers, feel  free to skip ahead. Or even 
better: take a pause from reading to watch it—it  really is both 
profound and entertaining.) The show is about four 
 humans— Eleanor, Chidi, Tahani, and Jason— who have died 
and believe that they have gone to “the Good Place.” It turns out 
that they are not actually in the Good Place, but an experimental 
version of the Bad Place, designed by the demon Michael. The 
aim is for the four of them to torture each other mentally instead 
of physically  because they are all such frustrating individuals.

The central character is Eleanor, who we know from the be-
ginning “does not belong” in the Good Place. She is made to 
believe that she is “the wrong Eleanor,” and should  really be in 
the Bad Place. Another principal character, Chidi, is a professor 
of moral philosophy who seems perfect at first, but whose in-
ability to make decisions— because he always wants to make the 
best one— makes him an impossible person to be around. Elea-
nor hopes that if she studies with him and can learn to be good, 
she might be able to stay in the Good Place. He ofers to give her 
lessons in moral philosophy. Eventually Tahani and Jason join 
Chidi’s courses, too. Through a series of plot twists, so does Mi-
chael, who joins the group in fighting against other demons.

As they learn about what it means to be good, they move past 
Eleanor’s original focus on learning to be good enough to stay in 
the Good Place. They realize that this  whole system of dividing 
humanity into good and bad, winners and losers, deserving and 
undeserving, is a fundamental misunderstanding of the poten-
tial and value of  human life. Together they launch a revolt against 
heaven and hell and a create a new system in which  there is no 
more Good Place or Bad Place, but only an endless series of op-
portunities to become a better person through moral learning. 
Every one is given the opportunity and support to keep improv-
ing themselves—no  matter how many times they fail. Once they 
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reach their full potential, they move on to what was once the 
Good Place, where they have as much time as they like to pursue 
a plurality of meaningful pursuits. Tahani the socialite learns 
various forms of manual labor. Eleanor the party girl continues 
her study of philosophy. The Good Place is no longer about 
rewards, but about the gift of time that is extended to every one. 
In Chidi’s words, “It’s not even a place,  really. It’s just having 
enough time with the  people you love.” It is good, and it provides 
enough, but still, it is not about perfection or endless eternal 
bliss. Indeed, when they fi nally get to the original Good Place, 
they discover that every one is miserable  there  because it is too 
good all of the time. To make the Good Place meaningful, they 
realize that it needs a bit of limitation. When someone has had 
enough time, they can walk through a special door and go out 
of existence. What makes it special, what makes it enough but 
not too much, is that it, too, can now end.

To fully appreciate the show’s message, we have to realize the 
extraordinary premise that four deeply flawed  humans and one 
seemingly irredeemable demon overthrow and vastly improve 
the entire judgment system of the afterlife. Rather than judging 
 people based on what  they’ve already done, the show suggests 
that we are better of finding creative, pedagogic ways to en-
courage them to improve in the  future. (Obviously, it’s not just 
about the afterlife.) Our four main characters do this not 
 because they are the best  people to do it, or the only  people to 
do it. Nowhere is it written that four bumbling heroes  will be-
come the saviors of humanity. They do it  because they cooper-
ate to improve one another and make their lives better. Even 
Chidi, the moral phi los o pher, must learn to stop trying to make 
the best decision. What is impor tant in his character is not that 
he embodies the ideal, but that he encourages every one to 
study together to learn how to improve. In so  doing, he plants 
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the seed: life should not be a game of judging who is best and 
worst, but of enabling every one to work together to achieve their 
full potential. Since we all live in one shared system, that system 
 will work best if it works for all of us.

Perhaps surprisingly, one of the show’s key inspirations was 
Aristotle. In an interview at the show’s end, its creator Michael 
Schur was asked if the writers had come up with an answer to 
the question of the good life.  After joking, “Yep, nailed it,” he 
continued: “I  don’t know that we have an answer, but the show 
ended up taking a position, and it’s something close to Aristo-
telian virtue ethics.” He then clarifies: “ Because  you’re doomed 
to fail, what  matters  isn’t that you do every thing right. What 
 matters is that you try. When you make a  mistake, you apolo-
gize and then you try something  else. The show is suggesting 
that the real victory of being alive is just putting  these  things in 
the front of your brain and attempting all the time to be a better 
person than you  were yesterday.”59 This is not, I have suggested, 
Aristotelian virtue ethics in their original articulation, which 
 really  were about the few who could achieve their demanded 
excellence. But Aristotle’s virtue ethics, like any other system of 
thought, can evolve and modernize.  There can be virtue ethics 
without hierarchy— a system that recognizes our failures, and 
foregrounds that,  because of our personal limitations or histori-
cal conditions, we all deserve to be given not only the opportu-
nity to reform, but the educational and caring encouragement 
to do so.

Some versions of virtue ethics guide us into a kind of “trickle- 
down” virtue culture. By ensuring that we have the best leaders, 
best teachers, best musicians, it assumes that we  will all benefit 
from their innovations and ideas. But what The Good Place ex-
poses is that such a system is actually torture for anyone not in 
the Good Place. It creates an elite few who have boundless 
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resources while the rest of us must strug gle to keep afloat— 
torturing one another day by day. While we may indeed enjoy 
and appreciate the elite’s moments of creativity or insight, we 
also must sufer the constant pressures and losses of not feeling 
that we are among the best, of trying to cram ourselves into the 
boxes that past aristocrats have deemed appropriately excellent, 
of struggling in the same unjust economic system that virtue 
ethics was meant to overcome. A good- enough virtue ethics of-
fers us something much more wondrous and valuable: a world 
in which the anx i eties of perfection are lost, but the joys of pur-
suing our talents for their own sake are gained; in which aristo-
cratic demands are annulled, but new creative powers flourish; 
in which every one has a decent quality of life, no  matter what 
nature-  or God- given talents they might be born with.

The World As It Already Is

Perhaps such a world sounds, on the one hand, too good to be 
true, and, on the other, like it would deprive us of too much. I 
think it sounds too good to be true only  because we  haven’t 
tried it yet. But is  there a good reason we  haven’t? Does this 
Good Place world ignore the  simple fact that some  people just 
are more talented? Lebron James is better at basketball than I 
am or ever  will be or ever could have been. What would the 
point be of not rewarding his natu ral talents alongside the work 
ethic and coaching systems that allowed him to expand on 
 those gifts? And who would want to live in a world in which we 
could not watch such per for mances of excellence?60

 There is nothing wrong with striving, or pursuing one’s craft, 
or trying to continually pro gress in the development of one’s 
talent. What I am arguing against is a world in which our well- 
being depends on having such a specific talent.  Those who 
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support the greatness orientation of our current world might 
readily agree, but they have yet to prove that their world— a 
world where a handful of billionaires own more than billions of 
 people— can make it pos si ble for every one to have what they 
need regardless of their talents. Indeed, our current system so 
narrowly distributes value that, in the early 2020 pandemic days, 
mere access to a test to know if one was sick required a degree of 
celebrity, even though the real heroes  were “essential workers” 
like the underpaid nurses, aged- care workers, and delivery 
 people.61 If we believe that being at the top of the hierarchy in 
par tic u lar domains is the path of virtue, we  will inevitably sub-
vert our ability to recognize worth and excellence in other 
spheres. In a good- enough system of virtue ethics, our concern 
is not with the excellence of a given sphere or practice. It is with 
understanding the interrelatedness of practices. Lebron James can 
only do what he does  because  there are janitors, concession 
workers,  people who farm and produce the food sold at the con-
cessions, trainers, and stadium builders, not to mention all the 
 people who build, run, and maintain the public roads and modes 
of transportation that get  people to the games. The good- enough 
life is not in the least about minimizing the talent of someone 
like James. It is about seeing that talent as one node in a world 
shot through with meaningful connections. It is about recogniz-
ing every one who makes a talent like his pos si ble.

One of the most eloquent spokespeople for this is James 
himself. In a remarkable TV advertisement, “Lebron: Begin-
nings,” James ofered a full-on assault against the idea that what 
defines character is having to rise through terrible circum-
stances to become successful. James, who grew up with a single 
 mother in public housing in Akron, Ohio, narrates what appears 
at first like a clichéd repetition of the American Dream: “We 
always hear about an athlete’s  humble beginnings. How they 
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emerged from poverty or tragedy to beat the odds.  They’re sup-
posed to be the stories of determination that capture the Amer-
ican dream.  They’re supposed to be stories to let you know 
 these  people are special.” Suddenly, James twists the narrative, 
calling into question this  whole social order: “But you know 
what would be  really special? If  there  were no more  humble 
beginnings.” The point  isn’t to rise from poverty; it is to end it. 
Not every thing that James has done in his life quite aligns with 
this vision— nor does the com pany he did it for, Nike, have a 
particularly good track rec ord on creating a more just world.62 
Nevertheless, it is a power ful statement working to shift some 
of the values that define US culture.

And it is a power ful response to the idea that creating a good- 
enough life for all would dishonor past sacrifices and triumphs. 
 Those who have risen as James did through tremendous diffi-
culties deserve tremendous credit. But so do  those who have 
not risen. Such a person,  after all, could have been James him-
self. We do not know how many Lebron James– level talents 
have been lost  because we do not provide sufficient opportuni-
ties. Equally, we do not know how many such talents would go 
unrecognized even with such opportunities  because of what-
ever  else might go wrong in a person’s life, or  because they just 
did not realize their par tic u lar gift  until too late, or  because of 
the  simple fact that  there are, in Fred Hirsch’s phrase, social 
limits to growth— there  will always be more talented  people 
than  there are positions. The point is not just opportunity; it’s 
about ensuring, as James says, that  there are no  humble begin-
nings, that every one has a good- enough life,  whether they are 
recognized for having a  great talent or not.

To create such a world is also to recognize that individuals who 
are often isolated and upheld as  great are the products of broader 
systems. In a remarkable research synthesis, the economist 
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Mariana Mazzucato has shown that literally the entire infrastruc-
ture of an iPhone— multi- touch screens, micro hard drives, GPS, 
Siri, and nine other technologies— would not exist without 
de cades of public investment.63 What Steve Jobs and  others at 
Apple did was to seize on  these technologies and integrate them 
in consumer- friendly and sleekly designed ways. No small feat. 
But an impossible one without all of society pitching in. Rather 
than regret not being an early investor in Apple, remember that 
you  were. You just  don’t get any of the rewards.

Virtue ethics attempted to solve the neoliberal prob lem of 
having economic value define every thing by erecting fences 
between spheres while still enabling the pursuit of hierarchies 
within the spheres. But this did not get at the  whole prob lem. 
It left intact too much of the system of greatness and the relent-
less pursuit of excellence for reward. That this happens to occur 
in the economy and spread from  there in the era of neoliberal-
ism is a secondary issue. We  will do no better if we have a world 
in which philosopher- kings (or IQ leaders in Young’s story) 
have no money but endless power to control other  people’s 
lives. Walzer relies on the old adage “Good fences make good 
neighbors” for his rif, “Good fences make good socie ties.” But 
good fences do not make good neighbors. Good neighbors are 
made by how they treat one another with re spect and appreci-
ate their fundamental dependence on each other. A good fence 
 won’t do you much good when your neighbor’s  house is on fire. 
It  will just provide tinder for the flame.

Virtue ethics without hierarchy, however, has something pro-
found to teach us about our aspirations. It encourages us to be a 
good- enough member of a collective efort trying to make de-
cency and sufficiency available to all. It is by  doing this work on 
the system that we enable it for ourselves. This is a dynamic rela-
tionship. We change our aspirations from seeking our own 
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perfection to seeking good- enoughness for all, and in so  doing 
we make it pos si ble for us to be good enough ourselves. This is 
what Eleanor learns throughout The Good Place. It is not enough 
to change her ethical habits; she has to make the world around 
her a place in which  those habits can find their groove. This kind 
of virtue ethics, then, is not about creating separate spheres of 
excellence to pursue alone, but about working together to build 
interdependent systems of material and spiritual sufficiency.

Satisfaction Not Guaranteed

While virtue ethicists turned to expanding the spheres of excel-
lence in order to overcome the overreach of economics, other 
schools of thought popu lar  today worked to redirect our desire 
away from outward forms of success. Mostly associated with 
“Eastern” religion (so- called— cardinal directions are of course 
relative to one’s location), techniques like yoga and meditation 
have skyrocketed in popularity. In the United States, for exam-
ple, between 2012 and 2018 the number of  people reporting that 
they meditated tripled, while  those  doing yoga doubled. About 
ten  percent of the general population, or 35 million  people, re-
ported practicing one or both.64 And it’s not just in the United 
States. The popu lar forms of meditation and yoga that we know 
 today  were largely restricted practices in the histories of Bud-
dhism and Hinduism. Up  until the late nineteenth  century, the 
vast majority of their prac ti tion ers would have been monks and 
ascetics who dedicated their lives to perfecting religious insight. 
It was only in response to the developments of modern science 
and technology, as well as the force of Eu ro pean colonialism, 
that  these techniques  were expanded to the laity. As monasteries 
 were destroyed, traditions derided as backward, and foreign 
domination enforced, ascetic practices became ways to preserve 
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the teachings in the bodies of the general population, while also 
allowing the practices to be promoted as ways to deal with the 
prob lems of excessive materialism and uncaring rationality.65

At first glance, much of what we see  today in  these practices 
is the opposite of the virtue ethics appeal to excellence. Medita-
tion is said to be about getting in touch with your body and 
breath, letting go of your materialist concerns, decreasing your 
desires, and learning to love and appreciate yourself and  others. 
This is certainly true. But it’s impor tant to remember that  these 
practices do not take place outside of their broader cultural 
orbit. Just as during the anticolonial era they took on a new 
meaning as a stance against empire, so  today they are being 
transformed by their use within a greatness- oriented culture.

Consider, for example, Mark Manson’s take on the  matter in 
his Subtle Art book (not to pick on him; he is just a helpful ex-
ample  because he is one of the clearest expositors of this world-
view). In his first chapter, Manson invokes the work of Alan 
Watts, a mid- twentieth- century British pop u lar izer of a hybrid 
form of Zen Buddhism, Hinduism, and Taoism. Watts was a 
charismatic writer and lecturer who expressed complex ideas in 
clarifying, even electrifying ways. His The Wisdom of Insecurity 
(1951) and The Way of Zen (1957)  were among the first books to 
introduce me to Buddhism and Taoism, and they had a profound 
impact on my own life when I read them in college. According 
to Watts, most of our strategies for self- improvement backfire. 
When we feel insecure, for example, we assume that the best 
way to overcome this is through confidence and power. But in 
fact, according to Watts, it is by embracing our insecurity and 
not trying to overcome it that we, paradoxically, can become 
secure. (That’s on a long list of  things I wish I’d been told in high 
school.) Watts called this the “law of reversed efort” or “the 
backwards law.” It is as much Christian as Zen or Taoist, which 
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Watts signified by giving as its primary explanatory quote this 
line from the Christian Gospels: “Whoever would save his soul 
 shall lose it.”66

Manson mentions Watts in relation to the following hy po-
thet i cal question from a reader: “ ‘What about the Camaro I’ve 
been saving up for? What about the beach body I’ve been starv-
ing myself for? . . .  What about the big  house on the lake I’ve 
been dreaming of?’ ”67 Manson’s response is that he is not actu-
ally asking you to give up on any of  these pursuits. While for 
Watts the backwards law was about psychological security, for 
Manson it’s a roundabout route to material success. “Ever no-
tice that when you care less about something, you do better at 
it? Notice how it’s often the person who is the least invested in 
the success of something that actually ends up achieving it?”68 
Manson is smart enough not to suggest that we  will achieve our 
desires simply by not caring about them. He  really does want 
 people to understand and appreciate failure. But that failure is 
often ultimately rerouted into success.  Because we fail, and 
 because we  don’t “give a fuck” about failing, we  will eventually 
succeed. I would rather say, though, that Buddhism teaches us 
something about failure as a value for its own sake, something 
that teaches us not how to succeed next time, but that success 
in a competitive system has its own flaws and is only one metric 
of a good life.

But Manson is not alone in his interpretation of figures like 
Watts. Many  people  today think of “Eastern wisdom” as a path 
to helping them succeed in  today’s competitive marketplace. 
The phi los o pher Slavoj Žižek has gone so far as to diagnose 
what he calls “The Taoist Ethic and the Spirit of Global Capital-
ism.”69 According to Žižek, the  whole idea of “letting  things go” 
always puts us back into a space like Manson’s. He traces the rise 
of practices like “corporate yoga” and Zen meditation retreats 
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for business executives. While Žižek is willing to concede that 
some Buddhists and Taoists out  there may genuinely fight for 
social justice, he believes that the basic philosophical structure 
of  things like the “law of reversed efort” ultimately serves to 
provide justification for us to keep striving for material success 
and personal achievement. Meditation in this sense does not 
fight back against ceaseless striving; it simply enables a less anx-
ious path to the same end.

It would be inaccurate to blame  these  things simply on capi-
talism, colonialism, and modernization. Throughout history, 
Buddhists and Taoists have been as susceptible to the pursuit 
of  great wealth and power as any other group of  humans. But to 
focus only on  these aspects of the traditions overlooks a lot of 
what we might learn about the good- enough life from each of 
them. I  will focus my discussion  here on Buddhism and return 
to Taoism in the next chapter.

Buddhist philosophy provides some fundamental insights 
for understanding how our world and our lives can be meaning-
fully good enough. Some of the earliest Buddhist texts speak 
directly against the Aristotelian idea that living virtuously is the 
possession of an elite few. The relationship between Buddhism, 
Brahminism, and caste is complicated, and we need not get into 
the details about its historical accuracy  here.70 But in some texts 
of the Buddhist canon, Siddhartha Gau ta ma is shown speaking 
against the idea that only  those born into the Brahmin (priestly) 
caste are capable of salvation. In the Assalāyana Sutta (date un-
known, prob ably from around the same time as Aristotle71), for 
example, several Brahmins gather together and discuss if it is 
true that the “recluse Gau ta ma describes purifications for all of 
the four castes.” When no one knows for sure, one of them, 
Assalāyana, decides to approach the Bud dha and ask if he  really 
teaches this. The Bud dha gives a series of reasons why yes, in 
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fact, he does. They include our shared condition as  children; 
the fact that  there are other cultures which do not have castes; 
a querying about the Brahmins’ knowledge of ge ne tics; and, 
perhaps most importantly, an assertion that  whether born high 
or low, one can act despicably or morally, and that is what 
 matters. Assalāyana becomes a follower of the Bud dha.72

Why did Gau ta ma preach this openness to all? Perhaps one 
reason is that it follows logically from his rather unique theory 
of dukkha, a Pali word usually translated “sufering,” but which 
may be better rendered as “unsatisfactoriness.”73 The point is 
not that  every moment of our lives is full of sufering. Indeed, 
sufering as a translation for dukkha has sometimes led to the 
false vision of Buddhism as unnecessarily pessimistic. Rather, 
Buddhism has an insightful idea about the limits of plea sure.

Doubts about  whether the world was able to give  humans 
plea sure  were not uncommon in diverse philosophical schools. 
Aristotle, for example, even felt it necessary to insist: “It is pos-
si ble to be pleased.” But in so saying, he is forced to explain 
something obvious yet surprising: while plea sure is pos si ble, 
we are still unpleased much of the time in our lives, even in the 
midst of what should be pleas ur able activities. For Aristotle, 
plea sure is “complete,” that is, it is entirely self- contained and 
admits of no negative feelings.74 This complete feeling is the 
result of a pleas ur able activity. So it is when we are immersed in 
activity that we experience plea sure. Thus the reason we lose 
plea sure has nothing to do with plea sure itself, but rather sim-
ply  because we cannot be active all the time. Aristotle’s theory 
anticipates and gives a logic for what  today are called “diminish-
ing returns”: what gives us plea sure when we first do or see 
something is from a stimulation of activity in the mind about 
the newness, which relaxes on  later encounters.75
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Gau ta ma has a dif er ent theory about plea sure, and it is some-
what radical. He argues that plea sure itself is unsatisfactory: “The 
Blessed One . . .  has stated that sensual pleasures are time- 
consuming, full of sufering, full of despair.”76 Plea sure is full of 
despair? What kind of sense does that make? According to Bud-
dhism’s subtle psy chol ogy, the cause of our sufering is not plea-
sure itself, but the fact that we cling to plea sure. So anytime that 
we experience something nice— which is said in the Buddhist 
canon to include just about every thing, including the mere facts 
of being able to see, hear, feel, smell, taste, and think—it makes 
us want to experience it more.77 In a way, in Buddhism, life has 
the potential to be so pleas ur able that it overwhelms us. We crave 
it. We become addicted to it. So plea sure, pace Aristotle, is not 
complete in itself.  Every time we experience it, we want more of 
it. That’s why dukkha is better translated as “unsatisfactoriness,” 
and why it has an impor tant point about greatness: even in  those 
moments where we think we have reached the top, the chain 
reaction of dissatisfaction  will inevitably kick in. If we cling to 
greatness, we  will keep trying to re create and hold onto a feeling 
that we can never ultimately sustain.

Current evidence (not to mention our own experience) sug-
gests that Gau ta ma and not Aristotle got this one right. The evo-
lutionary psychologist Robert Wright has written an engaging 
book— Why Buddhism Is True (2017)— about why this insight 
from Buddhism maps onto the efects of natu ral se lection. If the 
aim of natu ral se lection is to get us to propagate our genes, then 
it needs to do two  things. First, we should get plea sure from ac-
tivities that keep us alive and help us procreate. Second,  these 
activities should leave us feeling a bit dissatisfied  after and want-
ing more so that we keep trying.78 Our very survival depends on 
our seeking satisfaction and then finding it unsatisfactory. The 
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result is that we have become creatures who experience sufering 
that we foolishly try to cure with pleasures rather than acknowl-
edging the impossibility of total satisfaction.

Wright thinks that “Buddhism is true” not only  because it 
understood this basic prob lem, but also  because it gave us a solu-
tion: mindfulness meditation. In the Mahāsatipaṭṭhāna Sutta 
(The Greater Discourse on the Foundations of Mindfulness), the 
Bud dha lays out his argument about the cause and the cessation 
of sufering (what is known as the Four Noble Truths). The basic 
idea is that we can overcome our craving by following a series of 
ethical precepts and meditative activities.  These meditations 
begin with a  simple recognition that one is breathing in and out. 
One then follows this breathing through a series of steps and 
into one’s daily activities like walking. The claim— and it seems 
to work pretty well in both classical and modern contexts79—is 
that by this focusing on what we are  doing rather than the chain 
of our thoughts, we can become pre sent and lose the grip of 
mourning for the lost plea sure or yearning for the  future one.

At the conclusion of the Sutta, the Bud dha seems to ofer a 
glimpse of a feeling greater than what we have known as plea-
sure: “Having given up plea sure and pain, and with the disap-
pearance of former gladness and sadness, he [the meditator] 
enters and remains in the fourth jhāna [the highest state of medi-
tation], which is beyond plea sure and pain, and purified by equa-
nimity and mindfulness.”80 That fourth jhāna certainly sounds 
like something better than the good- enough life! Indeed, in clas-
sical Buddhism,  there appears to be no end to the tenacity with 
which  people  will meditate and practice in order to achieve the 
ultimate perfection— nirvana. And, in modern Buddhism, we 
get secularized versions of such ideas in figures like Watts—on 
the other side of enlightenment is a life  free from anxiety, 
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coupled with exquisite and other wise unimaginable pleasures. 
Such claims are at the heart of what has led an entire generation 
of mindfulness meditators to think that Buddhism ofers some-
thing like a  great life, if only one can meditate enough.

But this understanding takes Buddhism out of its broader so-
teriological (salvation- oriented) context. Steven Collins, one of 
the most impor tant academic interpreters of the Pali Canon, 
repeatedly affirmed that, indeed, an individual could experience 
a remarkably good life within Buddhism. But, he cautioned, 
Buddhism is fundamentally not just about individuals. It is also 
about an entire system of interconnected persons who are the 
accrual of forces and pro cesses that have spun around the uni-
verse for endless millennia (this is the meaning of “kar ma”). If I 
am a successful meditator and manage to diminish some of my 
personal sufering, that is all well and good. But “I” am not sepa-
rable from the entire cycle of existence that has formed me and 
that continues to exist. What is at stake is not just your or my 
sufering, but sufering as such— the sufering of the universe. 
And that cannot end,  because if it did, it would mean  there would 
be no more life,  because life itself is the product of unsatisfactori-
ness propelling us forward. The world,  because it is the world, 
 will always have ele ments of unsatisfactoriness, even if the con-
cretion of  causes that is our individual self is able to put them at 
bay.81 Buddhism asks us to aspire to improve the world, even 
though the world can never be fully improved.

To return to where we began the discussion of Buddhism: 
this is why the critique of caste is related to the idea of unsatis-
factoriness. For  whether or not Buddhists have always fought 
back against caste, and despite the fact that they sometimes cre-
ate hierarchical castes within their own formation, their canoni-
cal texts ofer one of the most profound formulations of the 
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good- enough life that I know. Life always has some ele ments of 
dissatisfaction. That dissatisfaction cannot be removed, but it 
can be ameliorated. And since I am connected to you, it is just 
as impor tant for me to help you overcome your negative emo-
tions as it is for me to overcome my own. And, furthermore, 
since our negative emotions are not just about our personal 
feelings but also the way that the world afects us, then improv-
ing the world itself— making sure it provides decency and suf-
ficiency for every one—is a necessary part of a good- enough 
life. The subtle art of this version of Buddhism is not about giv-
ing up our desires on the front end in order to receive them by 
an indirect route. It is about realizing that even if this  were to 
happen, we could not remove the unsatisfactory parts of life. 
The subtle art of not giving a fuck can only help us so much, 
 because it can only help our own individual psychologies, 
which are only a small part of who we are. We need a dif er ent 
kind of subtle art of what to strive for— one that is about giving 
a fuck about making a good- enough world.

Philosophies Born of  Strug gle

Aristotle was an aristocrat. Siddhartha Gau ta ma was a prince. I 
was born to loving parents in a middle- class suburban US 
 family. If one has lived a good life already, it may seem easier to 
think about living a good- enough one. But for  people who have 
grown up in strug gle, in poverty, in vio lence, in despair, does 
the good- enough life sound like somebody saying, “I had my 
run at the top, and it  really stressed me out, so now I know no-
body should have it”? Writer bell hooks has suggested that Bud-
dhism often sounded this way to someone who, like herself, 
grew up in poverty, racism, and patriarchy in the US South. In 
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an interview in the early 1990s, hooks discussed how many 
teachers talk about Buddhism as directed  toward giving  things 
up. She noted: “This has communicated that the teachings  were 
for the materially privileged and  those preoccupied with their 
own comforts. When other black  people come to my  house 
they say, ‘Giving up what comforts?’ ”82

Nevertheless, hooks found meaning in Buddhist practices 
from teachers like Thich Nhat Hanh, a Viet nam ese monk whose 
earliest writings on Buddhism  were part of his response to the 
US invasion of his country. Nhat Hanh preached a form of “en-
gaged Buddhism,” in which Buddhism was not about discon-
nected meditation, but rather an ethic of activated compassion 
to diminish the anguish of modern warfare, politics, and eco-
nomics. This modern Buddhism was not an eternal philosophy 
of the inevitable dissatisfaction of life. It was, to borrow a phrase 
from the African American phi los o pher Leonard Harris, a “phi-
losophy born of strug gle.”83 In her life and writings, hooks has 
combined Nhat Hanh’s ideas with her own critiques of patriar-
chy, capitalism, and racism in order to develop an ethics of love 
and presence. This ethics helped ground her in the strug gle 
against the damages of everyday life. She uses Buddhism as part 
of her work “making a world where all  people can live fully and 
well, where every one can belong.”84

hooks is part of a long tradition of African American philoso-
phy that criticizes the ideal of being an equal part of a corrupted 
US society. Rather than join in the pursuit of excess, leading Af-
rican American thinkers like W.E.B. Du Bois implored Black 
Americans to be leaders in a dif er ent strug gle. In fact, Du Bois 
argued, it was from the very position of having been marginal-
ized in the United States that he and  others could see the need 
to transform society so clearly. At the NAACP’s 1926 conference, 
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he ofered one of the most finely worded critiques of greatness, 
and visions of the good- enough life, that I know:

If you to night suddenly should become full- fledged Ameri-
cans; if your color faded, or the color line  here in Chicago was 
miraculously forgotten; suppose, too, you became at the same 
time rich and power ful;— what is it that you would want? 
What would you immediately seek? Would you buy the most 
power ful of motor cars and outrace Cook County? Would 
you buy the most elaborate estate on the North Shore? Would 
you be a Rotarian or a Lion or a What- not of the very last 
degree? Would you wear the most striking clothes, give the 
richest dinners, and buy the longest press notices?

Even as you visualize such ideals you know in your hearts 
that  these are not the  things you  really want. You realize this 
sooner than the average white American  because, pushed 
aside as we have been in Amer i ca,  there has come to us not 
only a certain distaste for the tawdry and flamboyant but a 
vision of what the world could be if it  were  really a beautiful 
world; if we had the true spirit; if we had the Seeing Eye, the 
Cunning Hand, the Feeling Heart; if we had, to be sure, not 
perfect happiness, but plenty of good hard work, the inevi-
table sufering that always comes with life; sacrifice and wait-
ing, all that— but, nevertheless, lived in a world where men 
know, where men create, where they realize themselves and 
where they enjoy life. It is that sort of a world we want to 
create for ourselves and for all Amer i ca.85

It is no mean  thing for a prince to give up his privilege. But it is 
quite another for someone like Du Bois to be ofered a seat at 
the head of the  table and respond: “No thank you. This  whole 
 table and head- of- table  thing is the prob lem in the first place.” 
And Du Bois goes further still: he suggests that the history of 
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oppression does not lead him to strive for greatness, but rather 
illuminates  these other values. Linking his profound under-
standing of the inevitable tragedies of life to an appreciation of 
a creative and mutually caring response, Du Bois ofered the 
history of strug gle as a path  toward good- enoughness.

Of course, that Du Bois says this does not mean that he never 
felt the allure of greatness. We all feel the temptation at times. 
This allure manifested in his equivocations around the idea of 
“The Talented Tenth,” or the belief that ten  percent of Black men 
would uplift the rest of the race. As he wrote in 1903: “The Negro 
race, like all races, is  going to be saved by its exceptional men.”86 
Over the next few de cades of his life, however, Du Bois began to 
sense the contrast between this position and his espousal of a 
good- enough life for all. In 1948, he gave a “revised” version of the 
Talented Tenth speech, in which he acknowledged that his ideas 
had been corrupted by an aristocratic elitism. He now saw that 
such elitism was more likely to produce men disconnected from 
the realities of the strug gle than to actually uplift and equalize 
every one  else. Nevertheless, he continued to claim that centuries 
of oppression had  limited the prospects for many talented youth 
who simply had not been given the proper opportunity. He said 
that he now believed that the main task for African American 
society was to develop a global alliance that could transform 
 these po liti cal conditions so as to allow every one to “work ac-
cording to gift and training.”87 It would be led by a “Guiding Hun-
dredth,” a select committee of some 30,000 formerly colonized 
 peoples worldwide whose aim would not be their own excel-
lence, but the general welfare of all the world’s  peoples.88 Coming 
out of conditions of oppression, Du Bois claims that some reli-
ance on the top of the hierarchy may be necessary.

I have heard this meaningfully expressed in other contexts. 
 After one public lecture I gave on the good- enough life, for 
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example, a Black  woman came up to me and said something to 
the effect of: “I appreciate what  you’re trying to do, but for 
Black  people, especially Black  women, we  can’t just be good 
enough. We have to be  great.” I quickly acknowledged the point 
but had my ready response: “I  don’t think this is just a White 
 thing. We can find it in hooks, Du Bois,  others.  There are re-
sources in Black thought . . .” She cut me of: “I’m not talking 
about Black thought. I’m talking about waking up  every day as 
a Black  woman.” I  didn’t know how to respond then except to 
say that I would have to think about it.

I have kept my promise and have continued to think about 
this moment. I realize now even more deeply that my response 
was not good enough. I tried to have an answer rather than lis-
tening to what she was saying. I did not accept that my ideas 
would always need to be reformed as I listened carefully to 
 others. I should have asked more questions. In retrospect, I do 
not think she was not advocating the system of greatness as a 
general goal. Rather, I hear her as making at least two points: 
one, that sometimes a strug gle for equality requires  people try-
ing to rise to power to make change (a post- patriarchal version 
of Du Bois’s Guiding Hundredth); two, that it is often a kind of 
White privilege to be able to succeed in society without giving 
 every ounce of one’s energy. BIPOC men and  women, trans and 
nonbinary  people,  people of all races and genders living in ex-
treme poverty, and  people with disabilities frequently have 
more demanded of them than middle-  and upper- class White 
men, to receive fewer rewards.89 With re spect to Black  people in 
the United States, Ta- Nehisi Coates has powerfully noted the 
damage this does to normal  human life: “Urging African- 
Americans to become superhuman is  great advice if you are 
concerned with creating extraordinary individuals. It is terrible 
advice if you are concerned with creating an equitable society. 
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The black freedom strug gle is not about raising a race of hyper- 
moral super- humans. It is about all  people garnering the right 
to live like the normal  humans they are.”90 I  don’t think, in other 
words, that she was defending the hierarchy: she was trying to 
get me to see that by not discussing racism in my talk, I was not 
 doing enough to tear greatness down.

Heather McGhee has brilliantly made an argument along 
 these lines in The Sum of Us (2021).  There she shows, in instance 
 after instance, how racism has undone the United States’ ability 
to provide a decent life for all of its citizens. Her central example 
is public swimming pools. Cities once vied to create ever more 
beautiful and elaborate pools, some reputedly able to hold up to 
10,000  people.91  After civil rights advocates sued to integrate 
 these pools, however, cities shut them down rather than allow 
every one to swim. This is largely forgotten or unknown by most 
Americans  today— including,  until I read her book, me. McGhee 
argues that this explicit racism similarly went under ground, and 
increasingly manifested itself as “colorblind” opposition to public 
goods. The lack of decency and sufficiency for all, she shows, was 
frequently the result of racism. As James Baldwin once put it: 
“The price of liberation of the white  people is the liberation of the 
blacks— the total liberation, in the cities, in the towns, before the 
law, and in the mind.”92 Achieving such liberation may mean that, 
in an unequal world,  people who have been oppressed, devalued, 
and marginalized  will feel compelled to strive for greatness—to 
be atop the pyramid—as a means not of uplift, but of mere sur-
vival. But as Coates says, this is a condition of oppression, not a 
normative goal.

While we learn from good- enough philosophies born of 
strug gle that conditions of oppression sometimes force us to 
change metrics for individual striving, they also provide a warn-
ing against allowing  those changed metrics to stray too far from 
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the good- enough ideal. Often this lesson has come from Black 
 women writers who have had to respond to male leaders claim-
ing their own greatness. In 1886, for example, Anna Julia Cooper 
noted that Martin Delany, a leading abolitionist and writer, had 
sometimes claimed that he was the representative of his  people, 
and thus when he entered a room the “ whole Negro race” en-
tered with him. Cooper wrote that this was like saying, “by 
pointing to sun- bathed mountain tops do we prove that Phoe-
bus warms the valleys.” If we wanted to see the condition of the 
race, we had to look to the average working  people: “then and 
not  until then  will the  whole plateau be lifted into the sunlight.” 
She then gave her famous retort to Delany’s claim: “Only the 
BLACK  WOMAN can say ‘when and where I enter, in the quiet, 
undisputed dignity of my womanhood, without vio lence and 
without suing or special patronage, then and  there the  whole 
Negro race enters with me.’ ”93

A  century  later, in a 1970 interview about her role in the Civil 
Rights Movement, the or ga nizer Ella Baker suggested that the 
 great leader model similarly  limited the pro gress of that move-
ment. “I have always felt it was a handicap for oppressed  peoples 
to depend so largely upon a leader,” she said,  because the leader 
was often chosen more by the media than by the  people.94 This 
meant that the media could just as quickly crush the leader, and 
also that the leader could easily become disconnected from the 
movement. On the ground, while men are usually credited with 
leading the fight for equality, “the movement of the ’50’s and ’60’s 
was carried largely by  women.”95 Baker placed her hope in  future 
leaders: “ Every time I see a young person who . . .  could profit 
from the system . . .  but who identifies more with the strug gle of 
black  people who had not had his chance . . .  I take new hope.”96

Baker might have taken heart in young leaders  today like 
adrienne maree brown, who cites this interview from Baker in 
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her own “Confessions of a Charismatic Leader in Recovery.” 
brown lives in an era where a young, queer  woman of color like 
herself can take the kind of leadership role that in Cooper’s and 
Baker’s times was largely reserved for men. brown quickly dis-
covered that the attraction of being a charismatic leader— she 
calls it “charismitis”— can be power ful to anybody, regardless 
of their background or social identity.97 It is an affliction that 
anyone can catch if given the opportunity. But it remains dif-
fer ent for  those coming from dif er ent positions. brown ex-
plains that when she first got recognized, it was “healing . . .  
I went from being a nerdy fat girl in glasses to a fabulous! bril-
liant! bad ass! nerdy fat girl in glasses.”98 All the same, the heal-
ing eventually faded and was replaced with anxiety, burnout, 
and separation from the movement’s goals in the work of main-
taining her own status. brown notes that when dealing with 
funders or large gatherings, she still uses her charisma, but she 
has used her awareness of it to ensure that  her skills remain 
part of the movement’s resources to help develop decency for 
all, rather than part of her own story of uplift into greatness. 
She summarizes the lessons: “I am socialized to seek achieve-
ment alone, to try to have the best idea. . . .  But that leads to 
loneliness and, I suspect, extinction. If we are all trying to win, 
no one  really ever wins.”99

One risk in the game of greatness is that, if you win, you  will 
begin to justify your place atop the hierarchy. When Martin 
Luther King began thinking about a universal guaranteed in-
come  later in his life, he was, in spite of his own success, at-
tempting to ensure that he helped lead a movement beyond 
greatness. As he put it: “The con temporary tendency in our 
society is . . .  to compress our abundance into the overfed 
mouths of the  middle and upper classes  until they gag with su-
perfluity. If democracy is to have breadth of meaning, it is 
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necessary to adjust this inequity. It is not only moral, but it is 
also intelligent. We are wasting and degrading  human life.”100

The path to ending this waste and degradation of life  will be 
dif er ent for every one. As the diferences across personal histo-
ries discussed in this chapter have shown, good- enough striving 
is not an absolute universal position. It  will mean dif er ent  things 
for dif er ent  people, and our paths to it  will also be diverse. But 
as  these writers have reminded us, each path is part of a broader 
mission, to repeat hooks’s phrase, of “making a world where all 
 people can live fully and well, where every one can belong.”101

Making this world where every one belongs also means rais-
ing questions about how we treat each other interpersonally.
How does a good- enough orientation in one’s own life lead one 
to treat  others diferently? What does a good- enough relation-
ship look like? Can good- enoughness as a normative horizon 
meaningfully transform both our sense of self- worth and our ca-
pacities for love and care for  others? In the next chapter I argue 
that to create a world in which good- enoughness flourishes, we 
have to look at the cultural norms that create and sustain great-
ness culture, and how  these are contested by good- enough vi-
sions of interpersonal relationships.
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For Our Relationships

It can be awkward to talk to friends and  family about my work 
on a book about the good- enough life. They understand the 
princi ple and the values, but, they insist, I  can’t possibly be refer-
ring to all aspects of life.  Aren’t they “better than good- enough” 
friends and loved ones? How would it sound if someone asked 
about my wife and I responded, “She’s good enough”? The per-
son would prob ably think that I had “settled” in my marriage for 
a mediocre relationship, and they might even pity me.

Such a colloquial conception of good- enoughness is not 
what I am talking about  here. Indeed, a good- enough life that 
meets our social and emotional needs should be understood 
rather expansively. For example, the phi los o pher Kimberly 
Brownlee, building on the work by Baumeister and Leary about 
the need to belong that I mentioned in chapter 1, ofers a long 
list of such needs, including “physical closeness, caring touch . . .  
interactional inclusion, interactive play, physical and  mental pro-
tection . . .  companionship, per sis tent association, and meaning-
ful opportunities to sustain the  people we care about.”1 Good- 
enough relationships in this sense, then, are  those that are good 
(they promise meaningful and robust connections between 
persons); that are enough (our essential needs and yearnings 
from each other are met); and that are good enough (we have 
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the capacity to appreciate how much everyday acts of care  matter 
more than  grand gestures, and have the creative adaptability to 
survive and even thrive together in the midst of inevitable trag-
edy, betrayal, or ordinary unrequited desire).

Brownlee ofers further impor tant insights into the nature of 
good- enough relationships. She speaks of relationships and 
time as resources that can be as poorly distributed as any other. 
This can happen, for example, if every one wants to hang out 
with the same person, or if every one decides that they want to 
avoid a given person. Brownlee encourages us to see that every-
one has something meaningful to contribute to social life, and 
that excluding someone has deleterious efects both on that 
individual and on social relationships more broadly.2 The prob-
lem she describes is much like what I think we see in greatness- 
oriented thinking more broadly: too many social resources 
(attention and care especially) go to too few  people, while the 
pos si ble contributions of the many are ignored. Bringing in 
 those  people does not mean that we  will suddenly have an end-
lessly satisfying social life. Indeed, some part of our lives is now 
and always  will be spent in the com pany of  people whom we do 
not particularly enjoy being around. While cruelty in relation-
ships should never be excused, the need to provide a degree of 
care for  people we  don’t always care to spend time with is sim-
ply part of inhabiting a social world.3

When we seek greatness for ourselves, we are trying to be-
come maximized individuals who are the best at what ever we 
do not for its own sake, or  because it contributes to the general 
welfare, but  because it secures us a place atop any given social 
hierarchy. I have suggested that this desire in fact works against 
us— creating undue burdens and anx i eties, forcing us into 
metrics that  don’t match our own worth, and depriving us of 
the ability to grow our capacities for ordinary decency and 
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cooperation. When we seek greatness in our relationships, it 
means that we are imposing  these same pressures on both our 
intimate partners and the relationships themselves. That is to 
say, the greatness model gets doubled: we push our spouse or 
child or friend to make it to the top of the pyramid, and we want 
our relationship with them to be considered as the most so-
cially desirable. We  don’t just want to be best friends with the 
best person; we want to have the best pos si ble kind of best- 
friend relationship. In so  doing, we make too  little room for 
appreciating our diferences and limitations.

Greatness manifests diferently in ourselves and in our rela-
tionships, but in both instances it is the product of a world that 
teaches us that in order to overcome sufering, we should value 
rising to the top above all  else. And, in the other direction, vi-
sions of perfection in our relationships can seem to justify hier-
archical social  orders. If we think of our love life as a quest to 
find the most perfect, absolute, best match, then what is to stop 
us from thinking that we should also find such  things in our-
selves, in our job, in our homes, in our society, or from our natu-
ral world? Although  these kinds of pursuits of greatness are 
distinct, they feed into each other.

The pursuit of greatness manifests in our relationships in dif-
fer ent ways depending on the kind of relationship we are talking 
about. In parent- child relations, for example, a greatness- 
orientation is about making our  children into  people who strive 
for winning in the social hierarchy and positional economy. We 
want our  children to achieve positions in the world that reward 
them within the competitive system. In so  doing, we try to be-
come  great parents who  will do absolutely anything for our 
 children so that they can be the best. The trou ble is that when 
we try to be  great parents, we put too many pressures on our-
selves and create unrealistic expectations for our  children; and 
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further, we disrupt other  people’s abilities to make their own 
good- enough lives. When an ambitious teenager hears that the 
 father down the street sleeps four hours a night so that he can 
use the extra time to teach his son Latin and the viola so he can 
get into Harvard, she may won der why her own decent, caring, 
and attentive  father is so selfish as to insist on getting a full 
night’s sleep.4 Meanwhile, when the child down the street still 
 doesn’t get into Harvard  because too many of the thousands of 
applicants also know Latin and are star viola players, he  will 
likely be unprepared for the crushing blow to his expectations. 
Even though the young man  will by most accounts still lead a 
fantastically privileged life, both  father and child  will feel them-
selves to be failures.

What’s worse is that, even if  either child does get in to Har-
vard, how could they possibly live up to all the expectations 
now heaped on them for greatness? Their lives— like all lives— 
can be no better than good enough, no freer of accident or trag-
edy, no less blemished by the contingencies of errors and catas-
trophes not their own making. They  will have no resources for 
this, no way to cope when, late at night, in their well- appointed 
home, the panic for perfection pushes them to take yet another 
sleeping pill to quiet the voices in their head ceaselessly de-
manding improvement.5

Many of us know that the stress and anxiety we place on our 
relationships is part of the  whole set of prob lems fueled  today 
by greatness culture. And as with how we treat ourselves, we 
know that part of the prob lem is that we have hollowed out the 
 middle. If we are not the best parent or lover, we can come to 
think of ourselves as the worst one. But we  don’t have to choose 
between seeking Prince Charming and “Mr. OK, I guess,” or 
between the perfect  father and the dad who deigns to occasion-
ally drive us to soccer practice, or the friend who would give 
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their life for ours and the one who remembers to call and say hi 
 every two years or so. We can ofer an entirely dif er ent goal: to 
act  toward our loved ones in such a way as to enable both them 
and us to promote and participate in a good- enough world.

Instead of the mutually destructive arms- race of parenting 
(or the parallels in friendship and love), we can reimagine the 
types of  people we want to be for each other. We can realize that 
being the good- enough parent or friend or lover is difficult and 
unparalleled in its ofering. If I have been a good- enough friend 
or lover or son in my life, it is when I have managed to resist the 
vari ous temptations of greatness. I have given what I can of my-
self without  doing so much that I burn out. I have accepted the 
failings of my loved ones and been open and honest about my 
own limitations. I have recognized  those moments when more 
than ordinary care is called for, and I have been able to ask for 
or ofer extra attention without expectation of incessant in-
crease. I have not  imagined that I alone have the perfect solu-
tion to  every prob lem we confront, but a  humble position that 
 will only be meaningful if it speaks to every one’s needs and 
concerns. I have encouraged  those around me to find meaning 
and purpose in creating a good- enough world for all, not seek-
ing to get a piece of greatness for themselves.

I fear, as I write this brief list, that I have often failed, suc-
cumbing to the temptations of greatness. Greatness in relation-
ships is a tortuous dance of imbalanced passions. It is a seesaw 
of excessive energies that leave each person overworked, over- 
expectant, and inevitably unfulfilled. Good- enoughness in re-
lationships, on the other hand, is an imperfect harmony of 
pleasant connections and mild mis haps. It leaves each person 
energetic, respectful, and feeling appreciated and cared for. If I 
say that my  family relations, or my friendships, or my marriage, 
is good enough, I am being so bold as to claim that we have 
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managed, enough of the time, to be  these kinds of  people for 
each other.

Romantic Stories

In the previous chapter I used the history of philosophy to help 
me think through how individuals can understand themselves 
in relation to the goal of good- enoughness. In this chapter, I use 
a variety of stories— personal, literary, and cinematic. Why sto-
ries?  Because how we think about relationships and the kinds 
of parents, friends, and partners that we want to be comes, in 
part, through the stories we are told and tell ourselves about 
how  people should treat each other. Like philosophies,  these 
stories  will change over time, and their meanings  will transform 
as we confront them in dif er ent contexts. I want to understand 
how storytelling can help us see the prob lems with aiming for 
greatness in our relationships, and the values of achieving good- 
enough ones.

In his essay “The Storyteller” (1936), Walter Benjamin sug-
gested that part of what storytelling does is to “provide coun-
sel.” But, he warned, we cannot simply go to stories for such 
wisdom.  There is a kind of paradox at the heart of receiving 
wisdom from storytelling: “Counsel is less an answer to a ques-
tion than a proposal concerning the continuation of a story 
which is just unfolding. To seek this counsel one would first 
have to be able to tell the story.”6 In other words, we can only 
hear the wisdom of the story if we are able to narrate our own 
lives in the first place. If we do not know where we find our-
selves, we  will have no way to incorporate the wisdom we re-
ceive into our lives. We need to analyze the stories we are telling 
ourselves in order to open up to new possibilities.
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I know this to be true from my own past. I used to tell myself 
a story about how my parents’ divorce when I was very young 
affected my desire to be in a relationship when I got older. 
Throughout much of my life, I had an intense— and annoying 
to my friends— desire to be in a relationship. I always inter-
preted it as an attempt to heal the fracture of the divorce. And 
so I kept getting into relationships too soon and staying in them 
too long, even when it was clear that they would not last. I 
would do every thing in my power to keep from breaking the 
relationship apart. It was a fantasy of my own greatness as a 
partner, a belief that I could be so wonderful that I could heal 
the obvious failures of my connection to someone. I have, for 
example, an embarrassing memory of a time when a partner 
betrayed me. I told her on the spot that I forgave her— and then 
asked, almost in the same breath, if that made me her best part-
ner ever.

The inaccurate story I was telling myself is well described by 
the phi los o pher Alain de Botton in his writing on love. He ar-
gues that many of us are stuck in “the Romantic idea . . .  that a 
perfect being exists who can meet all our needs and satisfy our 
 every yearning.” Equally, I would add, we sometimes imagine 
ourselves as just such a perfect being. De Botton encourages 
 people to swap this view for a “tragic (and at points comedic) 
awareness that  every  human  will frustrate, anger, annoy, mad-
den and disappoint us— and we  will (without any malice) do 
the same to them.”7 By telling myself a Romantic story about 
myself and the kind of relationship I could create, I was block-
ing myself of from this wisdom about the limits of any relation-
ship. Throughout the relationship- craving stage of my life, 
friends tried to give me counsel about  either my general atti-
tude or the par tic u lar relationship I was in. But  because I had a 
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bad story— a faulty narrative about what I was looking for— I 
could not receive that counsel.

But, you might say,  isn’t falling in love supposed to be one of 
 those perfect moments in one’s life?  Aren’t we meant to be 
struck by Cupid’s arrow and get pulled out of our narrow selves 
and into the grandeur of  union? This was another story I was 
telling myself. It is an old one. We can see it in Plato’s Symposium 
(fourth  century BCE), for example. One interlocutor, Aristo-
phanes, tells a myth (with echoes of the story of Babel) of how 
 humans  were once androgynous orbs who  were growing too 
large and power ful for the gods, and so Zeus cut them in half. 
We are all now  these halved souls. A few of us are so lucky as to 
re unite with our other half.  These are the  people who are so 
bounded to each other that they would prefer to be melted into 
one and go into the afterlife as a single soul.8 The Roman poet 
Ovid (first  century CE) tells a version of this story in the myth 
of Baucis and Philemon, two  humble landowners who ofer 
excessive generosity to two anonymous travelers, who turn out 
to be the gods Zeus and Hermes. In return (with echoes of the 
biblical story of Noah), the gods spare the  couple from a flood, 
and  later allow them to die in the same instant, bound together 
as they become perpetually blossoming trees.9 A decent gloss 
of  these myths can be found in the phrase made famous by the 
movie Jerry Maguire (1996): “You complete me.” Who could 
not want to find a love like this?

The journalist Lori Gottlieb, for one. In her book Marry 
Him: The Case for Settling for Mr. Good Enough, Gottlieb comes 
to terms with what her search for the perfect mate has left her: 
she has wound up perpetually dissatisfied and alone. As she 
looks back on her dating life, she sees that she passed up on a 
number of perfectly good men in search of “the one.” And she 
finds that she is not alone. Interviewing other  women her age, 
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she discovers that most of them believe they would be happier 
now if they had just married that nice guy they met through a 
friend a de cade ago, instead of blowing him of for a one- night 
stand with the sexiest person at the party. Gottlieb concludes: 
“Marriage  isn’t a passion- fest; it’s more like a partnership 
formed to run a very small, mundane, and often boring non-
profit business. And I mean this in a good way.”10 Or as Bridget 
Fonda’s character says in the 1992 film Singles: She just wants 
someone who says “bless you or at least gesundheit” when she 
sneezes.

As she was writing her book, Gottlieb came across the re-
search of Paul Amato, a sociologist who coined the concept of 
the “good- enough marriage.” Amato has shown that divorce 
rates are highest not among  people who  really hate each other, 
but among  people who think that they are just missing a bit of 
spark.  These  people tend to divorce, remarry, and then find 
themselves dissatisfied yet again. Average divorce rates for sec-
ond marriages are thus higher, and third marriages higher still. 
Moreover, unlike  children of actually bad marriages who suf-
fered through the heartbreak and anger,  children of sparkless- 
driven divorces tend to sufer higher rates of depression, and 
similar misguided hopes for their own relationships. The evi-
dence would seem to suggest clearly: if you rate your marriage 
a 7 or 8, then  you’re  doing as well as one can, and if you  can’t 
find satisfaction  there, you  won’t find it anywhere.11

But as Gottlieb also notes, settling itself is not a particularly 
clear concept. Even once she commits to settling for Mr. Good 
Enough, she still won ders, “Maybe I can  settle for better.”12 The 
ambivalence  here strikes at the heart of why we need a more 
robust understanding of what “good enough” actually means. 
Is  there something between settling for a guy who meets the 
basest criteria of saying “bless you” and someone to whom you 
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are so perfectly fitted that you are literally the other half of your 
partner’s soul?

We can start by  going back to the stories in Plato and Ovid. I 
certainly think that part of a good- enough relationship means 
we  will feel this intense desire for oneness some of the time.  There 
are times when I hug my wife and it feels so completing—to use 
Jerry Maguire’s language— that I never want to let go. I  will even, 
in a cute mood, whisper “merge.” But the truth, of course, is that 
neither of us wants to merge. Neither of us wants to give up our 
individuality, our alone time, our dif er ent interests or friends or 
pursuits. What makes our marriage work is not that we want to 
merge in perfection. It’s that we know when to say such merging 
is enough;  we’ve had this beautiful moment, and, OK, now we 
have other ele ments of our lives to explore.

The prob lem with most romantic theories of love is that they 
ignore time. I  don’t just mean what marriage counselors call the 
“natu ral ebb and flow of lasting relationships,” that is, the ways 
in which healthy relationships go through cycles that relate, in 
part, to dif er ent chemical pro cesses in our brain.13 I mean that 
romantic love stories exist at the level of legend rather than 
history. I take this distinction from the literary critic Erich 
Auerbach, who explains it as follows: “[Legend] runs far too 
smoothly. All cross- currents, all friction, all that is casual, sec-
ondary to the main events and themes, every thing unresolved, 
truncated, and uncertain, which confuses the clear pro gress of 
the action and the  simple orientation of the actors, has dis-
appeared. The historical event which we witness . . .  runs much 
more variously, contradictorily, and confusedly.”14 When we 
think about the moment of melting together in Plato, we forget 
about all the  little skirmishes along the way— the bad tempers 
aroused by too  little sleep, the inability to read a glance or gri-
mace, the distraction that  causes us to ignore a plea for aid. And 
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 because we have a vision of perfection that contradicts such 
realities, we grow frustrated by them and neglect to treat them 
as the pedagogic events that they are.  There are limits, to be 
sure, to how much we can reduce our irritability when ex-
hausted, but we can certainly improve our ability to recognize 
exhaustion and not our partner as the cause. But to do so, we 
have to study our relationships as histories, not legends: full of 
miscues,  mistakes, and melioration, not limitless oneness.

This is what it means to  settle for better. It is not “good 
enough” in the sense of  running a boring business together. That 
goes too far from legend and too much into the doldrums of 
history. We need a bit of both in our love. We need some gran-
deur and ecstasy (the good; or, OK, the  really good), but we also 
need some everyday care and concern (the enough). And we 
also need to appreciate that we are not every thing for our part-
ners, and nor are they for us.15 We need to be good enough for 
each other, and accepting of each other’s good- enoughness. It is 
only this that allows us moments of won der while still enabling 
the meaningfulness of our own strivings to flourish.

A Circular Journey

The phi los o pher Todd May, who was one of the key philosophi-
cal inspirations of The Good Place, has argued that being ethical 
requires this recognition that both we and other  people have 
meaningful lives to lead. Following this code leads to what he 
calls a “decent life,” which is not too dissimilar from what I am 
describing in this book.16 Good- enough relationships work 
hard to balance the needs generated by what makes life mean-
ingful for each individual involved. Greatness- oriented parents, 
focusing on something supposedly much better than a decent 
life, sometimes forget this.
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About a de cade ago, the difficulty of learning this balance 
was the subject of Amy Chua’s controversial memoir, The  Battle 
Hymn of the Tiger  Mother (2011). In the book, Chua detailed 
her experiences as a parent between two cultures: what she 
loosely calls the “Chinese” and “Western” models. (She ac-
knowledges the limitations of the cultural ste reo types to some 
extent.) According to Chua, in the Chinese model, academic 
excellence and virtuoso musical per for mance are the sole goals 
of childhood, and daily hours of practice, insults, and harsh 
punishments are necessary means to  these fabulous ends. In 
the Western model, the child’s enjoyment and emotional well- 
being are prioritized; if they come out  great at something, 
that’s wonderful, but if not, well, no biggie. Chua further clari-
fies that even the more greatness- oriented Western models 
 don’t meet Chinese standards. If you want your kid to be the 
best at tennis or even just generally “self- optimized,”  you’re miss-
ing the point. Chinese parents are not interested in how the 
child thinks about their optimization.  They’re interested in 
what they know are the best  things for their  children to be, and 
they  will stop at nothing to override the laziness of their 
 children and propel them to meet the parents’ academic stan-
dards. (The only areas in which it is OK not to be the best in 
class are “gym and drama.”17) This is parenting greatness on 
ste roids: not only does the child have to be the best and the 
parents be endlessly dedicated to their child’s perfection, but 
all  children must meet a singular metric for greatness.

When Chua’s book came out, it was first released as a se-
lection in The Wall Street Journal that, in order to garner public-
ity, focused on the most unpleasant aspects of her parenting— 
things that many readers considered abusive. Nevertheless, her 
memoir was not a cele bration of all the  things she did; it was a 
“ battle hymn,” and it was a  battle that she had lost. She had gone 
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to war with her  daughters over how to make them the kind of 
 people who sit atop the social pyramid, and she had found that 
her attempts hit a furious wall of rebellion in her younger 
 daughter, Lulu. In the book’s climactic scene, the  family is on 
vacation in Rus sia and Chua insists her  daughter try the caviar. 
Her refusal to do so leads to an explosion of anger in which all 
the pressures of the childhood are exposed. Lulu says that she 
hates her  mother and all that she has done. She shatters a glass 
in the fancy restaurant, embarrassing Chua and leading her to 
run out of the restaurant. But she returns  after having an epiph-
any that  there is a limit to “Chinese” parenting, one that, ironi-
cally, she comes to admit was the lesson of her own  father, who 
had moved to the United States to get away from his own par-
ents. She did not want to repeat this exile with her own 
 daughters. It was her eventual realization that led many readers 
to defend Chua. They understood that she  didn’t come to praise 
her own parenting, but to bury it.

This shift in tone, however, only reflects a transformation of 
Chua’s method, not what she takes to be the goals of her parent-
ing. She tells us at the end of her story that she still wants her 
 daughters to be wildly successful; she just  doesn’t want them to 
hate her in the pro cess. And as should be obvious from the fact 
that many  people  don’t have relentlessly pushy parents,  there is 
no real correlation between method and end. It is true that 
some  children, like Sophia, the older  daughter,  will excel 
 because they  were pushed, while  others  will rebel in furious 
anger, like Lulu. And some  children  will excel precisely  because 
their parents did not push them, and they, in the context of a 
culture that only rewards greatness, rebel against their parents’ 
own ac cep tance of an “ordinary” life.

The question we should ask about Chua’s parenting or 
any other parenting is not just what kinds of rewards and 
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punishments it uses (although  these of course  really  matter), 
but what exactly its goals are. The unfortunate assumption is 
often that  there is no option between pushing  children to maxi-
mal success and being completely absent. We have not yet cul-
turally embraced Winnicott’s insight about the good- enough 
parent: that although it reduces the burdens of perfection, it is 
still a difficult and demanding mode of raising  children. It re-
quires us to practice a kind of discipline that is as foreign to 
Chua as it is to an absentee parent: to be able to both give 
enough and withhold enough from our  children. In this com-
plicated balancing act, our  children learn an ethics other than 
the single- minded pursuit of their own success. They learn that 
ordinary pleasures  matter, that cooperation is difficult and fun-
damental, that joy and tragedy are copartners in existence, that 
we need to be creative and adaptable  because the path is not 
always set out for us, that we need to learn to appreciate  people 
who have dif er ent gifts and virtues, that success at math or 
writing or piano- playing is but one metric of  human accom-
plishment, that we should not pursue our own goals at the ex-
pense of  others, that the privileges we have bind us to a social 
contract to help  others achieve them, that the unnecessary 
pains we sufer bind us to a social contract to ensure that no one 
 else has to sufer them.

I am very glad that Chua opened up to her  daughter’s needs 
and helped teach other parents to do the same. But the point of 
giving and receiving counsel from stories is that we can only 
properly hear it if our own story is in the right place. Since Ch-
ua’s story is still framed by the opposition between success and 
failure, the counsel she receives and the counsel she ofers read-
ers gets stuck at the level of method. The choice is not between 
being a Chinese parent or a Western parent. It’s between teach-
ing your  children that the narrative of life is a story of winners 
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and losers, or that it is about the strug gle to ensure decency and 
sufficiency for all.

A Theory of  Laughter

While the path to perfection is strewn with fights and tears, the 
good- enough life sometimes ofers a more humorous route to 
decency. I have said that the good- enough life requires us to ap-
preciate some degree of tragedy and difficulty in our relation-
ships, and that it understands that good enough is all that life can 
ofer. But it would be a  mistake and a profound misunderstand-
ing to overlook the comedic and joyous aspects that this other 
way of living makes pos si ble. I would even say that the realiza-
tion of the good enough may be one of the reasons we laugh.

One common theory of laughter, often traced to a 1709 essay 
by Lord Shaftesbury, is what is called the “relief theory.” Ac-
cording to humor theorist John Morreall, “The Relief Theory is 
an hydraulic explanation in which laughter does in the ner vous 
system what a pressure- relief valve does in a steam boiler.”18 
Laughter allows us to release psychic energy that is other wise 
burdensome on our minds. Perhaps the foremost exponent of 
this idea of humor was Sigmund Freud. According to Freud, 
humor allows for a release of psychic energy. In one example, 
he tells a story from Mark Twain about his  brother. Twain’s 
 brother, according to the story, was working on a railroad proj-
ect and got blown into the sky in an explosion. The punchline: 
when he came back down, he was docked half a day’s pay. Ac-
cording to Freud, we laugh at this  because the first part of the 
story sets up an emotional debt—to pity Twain’s  brother— that 
we are immediately released from when it proves to be a hu-
morous story. Laughter is the expression of the release of this 
psychic debt.19 This is how Freud, perhaps not surprisingly, 
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understands the relation between sexual repression and jokes. 
Sexual humor creates a situation in which we no longer have to 
feel inhibited to repress our sexuality. It is not so much that the 
joke releases our sexual impulses as that it releases the energy 
we have been spending repressing them. Not part of Freud’s 
theory, though I think it fits rather well, is that laughter may also 
express the feeling when we are released from the psychic en-
ergy that we have bound up with ascending to greatness.

 Will Ferrell and Adam McKay’s Hollywood film Talladega 
Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby (2006) ofers a good example 
of this lesson. Talladega Nights is the story of a racecar driver, 
played by Ferrell, who becomes one of the greatest Nascar 
 drivers in the sport’s history. Ricky’s story is almost the oppo-
site of Chua’s  daughters. His  father,  Reese, is completely absent 
from his life. He only returns briefly and somewhat randomly 
for his son’s “ career day” at school when Ricky is about ten years 
old. He comes in full of bravado and gives a rousing speech to 
the class about being cool. He insults the teacher, however, and 
gets thrown out. Before he abandons his son yet again, he turns 
around and gives Ricky the man tra that  will guide his life: “If 
you  ain’t first,  you’re last.” (Not too dissimilar from Chua’s rule 
that her  daughters always “be the #1 student in  every subject 
except gym and drama.”)

Ricky’s lifelong quest is fueled ( pardon the pun) by this 
logic. In  every race he  either finishes first, or finishes last by 
crashing while trying. (Ricky’s dad’s attitude is almost the op-
posite of Chua’s, but he ironically has the same efect on his 
child.) Eventually a new driver comes along to defeat Ricky— a 
French racer played at a high pitch by Sacha Baron Cohen, who 
drinks macchiatos and reads Camus’s The Stranger while he 
speeds away from the pack. Jean’s victory and the spiral of doom 
produced by being second leads Ricky to lose his wife, his job, 
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and his best friend. Ricky moves back home, where his  mother 
recruits his  father to come back into his life to help him recover 
his tenacity. Ricky confronts his dad about his man tra of being 
first or last and how it ruined his life. His dad responds with 
perfect comedic timing: “Aw hell, Ricky, I was high when I said 
that. That  doesn’t make any sense at all. . . .  You could be sec-
ond, you could be third, you could be fourth. Hell, you could 
even be fifth!”

This moment is not immediately so funny for Ricky, who is 
momentarily even more traumatized by the revelation that he’s 
lived his life based on a nonsensical  thing his dad said while high. 
But  there is humor  here for the viewer, whose energy has been 
bound up with the idea that Ricky’s redemption means his be-
coming number one again. Eventually he, too,  will realize the 
folly of this. Part of what’s funny in this scene is simply the 
 mistake of taking seriously a ridicu lous  thing that someone said 
on drugs. But  there is also the moment of release from the de-
mand of greatness: Ricky can now be redeemed not by winning, 
but by learning how to live without being number one. Laughing 
at the folly of greatness is one of the  great joys of the good- 
enough life. That’s why, as the comedian Larry David might say, 
the life we are seeking is “pretty, pretty, pretty . . .  good.”

The Paradoxes of  Kindness to Strangers

In the poem “Famous,” Naomi Shibab Nye writes: “I want to be 
famous to shuffling men / who smile while crossing streets, 
sticky  children in grocery lines, / famous as the one who smiled 
back.”20 I can imagine Nye, or the person she is writing about, 
standing in line. She has had a harried day, teaching in the gig 
economy, raising her  children, trying to find time to write. She 
has a few strands of patience left, and she is in a rush to get home 
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and eat at last. She is in a slow- moving line with an underpaid 
and undervalued clerk, who, if she  were writing during an event 
like the COVID-19 pandemic, would be putting herself at  great 
risk simply to make every one  else’s necessary shopping pos si ble. 
A child has ripped open the candy they have been told not to 
touch. Perhaps they are spreading the virus. The lollipop sticks 
to their face. They do not understand the insane pressures and 
fears of the moment. They look up at Nye. Her psychic tension 
can break in one of two ways. She can explode: she can funnel 
her anger over her own condition at the child or the  mother or 
the clerk. Or she can laugh: she can release the energy she has 
been holding in as she pushes herself to strive, to write, to be 
famous. Somehow, by some remarkable power of turning her life 
 toward ordinary decency and care, by seeing that yes, this is actu-
ally funny, she manages the strength to smile back.

It is unfortunate to have to think of smiling back at a child as 
some kind of extraordinary achievement. But such small acts of 
interpersonal care become increasingly difficult in a greatness- 
oriented culture. This has a power ful impact on our general 
sociability. If we are all striving to be  great and ignoring the 
ordinary interactions that constitute the bulk of our lives, we 
are  going to be less friendly to  others— both to our most inti-
mate acquaintances and to  those we do not know but with 
whom we share the world.

In 1973, two psychologists at Prince ton University, John 
Darley and Daniel Batson, published the results of an oft- cited 
experiment with students at Prince ton Theological Seminary. 
Darley and Batson wanted to test the “Good Samaritan” parable 
in the Gospel of Luke, in which a man is left on the side of the 
road by a priest and a Levite but helped by a Samaritan— a 
member of a group of religious outsiders. Darley and Batson 
theorize that the priest and the Levite may have been too 
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preoccupied with religious  matters to help, whereas the Samaritan 
was, according to them, prob ably not thinking about such  things 
 because “Samaritans  were religious outcasts.”21 We should 
prob ably be somewhat suspicious of our authors,  because  there 
is no logical connection between being an outcast and not 
thinking about religion. But Darley and Batson, at any rate, ofer 
another explanation: that the Samaritan, as less impor tant in 
the community’s life, prob ably had more time. This is also a 
somewhat dubious claim, but, in any case, it leads them to two 
pos si ble hypotheses for why someone might be a good Samari-
tan or not: the content of their thought, and how much of a 
hurry they are in.

To test which explanation might be the prevailing  factor, 
Darley and Batson gave some students from the Seminary an 
assignment: to go give a lecture across campus on the parable 
of the Good Samaritan. On the route, they placed a man in 
some vis i ble distress (bent over, coughing,  etc.) to see if the 
lecturers would stop to help him. And they added the key vari-
able: some of the students  were told they  were late for their 
lecture, some of them  were told they had a bit of leeway, and 
 others  were told that they had plenty of time. The results are 
staggering: 63  percent of the low- hurry theologians  stopped to 
help, whereas 45  percent of the intermediate and only 10  percent 
of the running- late ones did.22 It appeared to make  little difer-
ence what the content of their thoughts  were. Even  those who 
said they had gone to the seminary to help  others tended to 
speed past when they  were told they  were late.

But Darley and Batson do not tell us anything about  those 
10  percent who do stop. What leads one out of  every ten to 
break the pattern of rushing over helping?  Here Darley and Bat-
son’s original interpretation of the story may be of some inter-
est: the priest and the Levite are of a dif er ent social class than 
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the Samaritan. Studies over the past half- century have consis-
tently shown that  people living in poverty are more likely to 
engage in acts of direct mutual aid than  those with wealth.23 
Is it pos si ble that the nine in ten  were simply not acculturated 
into mutual aid, while the one student was? Darley and Batson 
 didn’t ask, so  we’ll never know.

But this explanation does not seem entirely satisfactory 
 either. Around the same time that Darley and Batson  were per-
forming their study, a set of social economists that included 
Roy Harrod, Stafan Linder, and Fred Hirsch  were puzzling 
over a curious fact: growing affluence was decreasing available 
leisure time.24 This was puzzling,  because the assumption had 
been that as economies grew and  people became wealthier, they 
would have more time for leisure. What the economists found 
instead was that  people  were working harder than ever. They 
ofered two mutually reinforcing mechanisms as explanations. 
First, increased opportunities for consumption meant increased 
pressure on maximizing consumption. If  there is so much to 
potentially enjoy, how do we know what to enjoy? One might 
think  today of trying to decide what to watch on a streaming 
ser vice such as Netflix (or which streaming ser vice to subscribe 
to in the first place).  There are so many choices, and  because of 
our  limited  free time we feel pressure to maximize our choices 
by watching the best material available. This is what the psy-
chologist Barry Schwartz calls the “paradox of choice”: choice 
makes us freer up to the point at which it paralyzes us.25 This 
first tendency is further compounded by the second develop-
ment: as economies increasingly tend  toward winner- take- all 
models in which  there is ever greater pressure to make it to the 
top or fall to the bottom, leisure time is forced to compete with 
 labor time. Even as someone might be struggling to decide what 
to watch on Netflix, they are also having half- thoughts about 
stocks they should have bought if they could afford them 
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(Netflix, obviously), or jobs they wish they had. And that’s even 
if they make it to the couch at all.  People at the top of the econ-
omy are working ever longer hours to maintain their social sta-
tus, while  those at the bottom are working ever more jobs in 
ever more hazardous conditions. The two  factors keep pressur-
ing each other: we work harder to get more leisure time, which 
is self- negating, and so we have less leisure time, which we put 
more pressure on to be as enjoyable as pos si ble. In the language 
of this book: the quest for economic greatness and the quest for 
maximal leisure may make some wealthy, but it makes most 
 people miserable.

What does all this have to do with Darley and Batson’s study? 
Hirsch explains that unlike the general give and take of friend-
ship, the benefits of coming to a stranger’s aid are less immedi-
ate for the individual. Caring social actions— such as giving to 
the homeless on the street— have small piecemeal costs, but 
few immediate and obvious returns to the giver (which may be 
part of why  those with fewer means are more likely to give— 
they are more likely to expect to be in a position of needing 
aid). But, Hirsch points out, this need for immediate return 
misses the point: “all individuals gain more from the minority 
of transactions in which they benefit than from the majority in 
which they lose on a piecemeal basis, [thus]  there is a failure in 
organ ization.”26 In other words, even if we only benefit once 
in our lives from the kindness of a stranger, it  will likely be 
worth more to us than what we lost giving out a dollar (or what-
ever we could aford to do)  every time we  were asked. What is 
meant to solve this error of organ ization is morality: “The Good 
Samaritan remedies a market failure.”27

But  there’s the rub. A paradox of tragic proportions emerges: 
winner- take- all socie ties produce more and more losers, who, 
in turn, need more mutual aid, but,  because every one is caught 
up in the winner- take- all racket, no one is  there or willing to 
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help. So around the same time as the Prince ton Theological 
Seminary experiment that asked no questions about class or 
economic pressure and its accompanying pursuit of positional 
goods (being at the top pulpit in the country, for example), 
 there was developing a power ful socioeconomic logic to ex-
plain the very phenomenon they  were trying to unravel. It is not 
just that being in a hurry as such has a transhistorical efect on 
our willingness to help. It is that in certain social conditions— 
such as the very unequal conditions against which Jesus in-
veighed, or the very unequal conditions that have been growing 
for the past few decades— interpersonal kindness diminishes 
within a sector of the population (and perhaps the class sector 
of the population that is most likely to attend a place like Prince-
ton Theological Seminary). As we  will see in the next chapter, 
this is a paradox that bedev ils much modern conservative 
thought: even as it enjoins us to practice Good Samaritan eth-
ics, it is trapped by an economic logic that rips the possibility 
of embodying such an ethical stance out from  under our feet.28

To Heaven or A- fishing

The economy is not, however, the only site of the trou ble with 
greatness that concerns us  here. If we move from strangers to 
friends, we can see that other forms of greatness- pressure com-
plicate our ability to engage meaningfully with each other. As a 
writer, I know all too well that perfecting one’s craft can be such 
a pressure. When I am writing intensely, I am not a particularly 
good friend or partner. I am irritable when distracted and often 
lost in thought. Perhaps, you might say, this is the cost of  doing 
something well.

A writing teacher who was encouraging me to be even more 
diligent about my language told me the following story about a 
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writer. (I remember it being Flaubert, but I  haven’t been able to 
find the story anywhere.) The writer is asked by an interviewer 
what he did that day. He says: “In the morning I put a hyphen 
in a word. And in the after noon I took it out.” While the story 
was told to me as being about the pursuit of perfection, I see it 
now as an allegory of the futility of greatness. This writer liter-
ally spends a day attempting to perfect their writing so much 
that they efectively do nothing.

But this is not the only prob lem in this story, or in my own 
fixations on writing. In being so fixated on a hyphen, what has 
our  great writer missed? What other insights have passed 
them by? What joys or moments with friends? What kinds of 
anx i eties and absurdities have been created in their pursuit of 
perfection? And what are we as readers passing up— what 
noncanonical writers and stories have gotten lost? How can 
we hear of the meaningful lives of  those who  didn’t perfect 
their use of hyphens, but did tell us a story that we could learn 
from im mensely? Might  these stories and experiences have 
been the  things that would have improved the writer’s book, 
rather than twiddling with their hyphens?

In a poignant scene in Walden (1854), Henry David Thoreau 
ofers a critique of his own fixation on perfection along  these 
lines. Sitting alone in his hut, Thoreau is reading some new 
translations of the works of Confucius, and they appear to be 
inspiring him to new heights of insight. He rec ords that he feels 
himself “as near being resolved into the essence of  things as ever 
I was in my life.” If only he can think a  little longer, he is sure, he 
 will arrive at this resolution, at which point, supposedly, the 
anxious tumult of his  mental life  will subside, and he  will be 
welcomed onto the other side of sublime experience. But sud-
denly his friend the poet appears to ask if Thoreau wants to go 
fishing. He is thrown from his reverie and never recovers it. 
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Dismayed, he asks: “ Shall I go to heaven or a- fishing?”29 The 
interruption has made the decision for him. Thoreau has been 
condemned to a quotidian outing.

Or so it would seem.  Later in the book, Thoreau returns to 
his reading of Confucius, and rec ords a few of the lines that he 
was meditating on. One of them is: “Confucius says truly, ‘Vir-
tue does not remain as an abandoned orphan; it must of neces-
sity have neighbors.’ ”30 To feel oneself resolved into the essence 
of  things is, I imagine, about the greatest insight one can have. 
But even if one achieves it, what does one do next? How does 
a person who has had such an insight proceed to live in a world 
in which they have to eat and drink and defecate and be inter-
rupted all the time?  Unless one can find the essence of  things 
in  these daily encounters, it is bound to be a fleeting resolution. 
Indeed,  these daily encounters, full of such minor annoyances, 
cannot produce that mystic feeling of transcendence. But they 
can produce something  else: a genuine appreciation for the 
good- enough world that, in all its limits and suferings and 
difficulties, is still as radiant as heaven itself. Perhaps Thoreau 
did, indeed, arrive at his resolution, just not the one he was 
looking for. Thus he also rec ords this thought from Confucius 
about where to find insights: “They are  every where, above us, 
on our left, on our right; they environ us on all sides.”31 They 
are even in our mettlesome friends. We can never be fully 
resolved on our own,  because who we are is bound up in our 
relationships.

As Zhuangzi and Huizi  Were

I’m not sure if my two best friends, however, are pleased that I 
am writing this book at all. They are too polite to say so, but 
they give tell- tale signs. Although they ply me with questions 
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about all sorts of small occurrences in my life, they rarely ask 
about this book. When I do something they consider  great, 
they remark on the “irony” that I am the one writing a book 
about being good enough. (They are not good for my humility.) 
Whenever anything goes wrong, they say I  can’t blame anybody 
 because my life is still “good enough.” And sometimes they 
bring up their understandable doubts about a White, able- 
bodied, cis- hetero, middle- class US- American man  going 
around and telling every one  else to be good enough, even if I’m 
trying to redefine the meaning of the phrase. More fundamen-
tally still, they believe that life should be about excess, grandeur, 
exquisite beauty. They live their lives in the pursuit of  these 
goals, and, with their generosity, they try to enable  others to live 
lives of intense splendor as well. What are they  doing hanging 
out with this good- enough lifer?

Zhuangzi might help to answer this question. He was a Tao-
ist phi los o pher who lived around the fourth  century BCE in 
China. His thoughts and stories are compiled in an eponymous 
book that is rich with parables of a frequently humorous and 
skeptical nature. It speaks of “ free and easy wandering,” of re-
jecting social norms and mores and finding a more genuine and 
joyous way of living together. One of my favorite stories is a 
brief scene where Zhuangzi is taking a stroll with his perpetual 
antagonistic interlocutor Huizi. Zhuangzi remarks that the fish 
look happy. Huizi responds that since he’s not a fish, he  can’t 
know if the fish are happy. Zhuangzi replies:  you’re not me, so 
how do you know if I know that fish are happy?32 In another 
conversation, Huizi complains that he has a useless tree that he 
feels burdened by, and Zhuangzi responds by praising the use-
less tree as a model for the good life: “loaf and wander  there, 
 doing lots of nothing  there at its side, and take yourself a nap, 
far- flung and unfettered,  there beneath it.”33
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When I first read the book, I thought of Zhuangzi as the un-
disputed victor of  these disagreements. But when I began re-
search for this book, I  couldn’t find my old copy and so bought 
a new translation by the scholar Brook Ziporyn. In Ziporyn’s 
introduction, he makes a  simple point that turned my reading 
of the book on its head: Zhuangzi and Huizi are best friends! 
Ziporyn even goes so far as to suggest that the  whole book may 
be part of a secret, ongoing dialogue with Huizi.34 What might 
this dialogue be about? Huizi’s teaching is summed up in 
Zhuangzi as pointing to a single conclusion, which echoes what 
Thoreau learned from Confucius: “Love all  things without ex-
ception, for Heaven and earth are one body.”35 This seems like 
the right teaching, so what does Zhuangzi disagree with  here?

Ziporyn suggests that Zhuangzi disagrees with Huizi’s insis-
tence on his ability to prove, once and for all, that this is the ethical 
truth. Ziporyn comments: “In  doing so, he [Huizi] implicitly 
asserts the unique ascendancy of his own position and prac-
tices, as the one who can victoriously demonstrate and pro-
claim this [truth]. It is to this, it would seem, that Zhuangzi 
lovingly and laughingly objects. . . .  Zhuangzi seems to adopt 
every thing from Huizi except his answers— and his concomi-
tant status as ‘the one with the answers.’ ”36 What Zhuangzi 
objects to, in other words, is Huizi’s claim to having reached 
the top of the hierarchy of knowing. He wants Huizi to experi-
ence not just the perfection of insight, but also the joyful hu-
mility of doubt.

What bonded them in friendship was not homology, but 
proximity with diference. What makes friendships work, at 
some level, is this balance, this closeness that also has an edge. 
 Because  there is no completion available to us in life, no single 
shared understanding.  Because part of the fun of friendship is 
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seeing how someone so close to you can still disagree. And I 
think this is beautiful to us  because it reveals the truth of good- 
enoughness:  there are no perfect friends with whom you would 
have a stasis of agreement.  There is the dynamic joy of discover-
ing, again and again, that your friend is good to you, your friend 
helps you sustain and maintain, but your friend is only ever 
good enough for you, can only ever ofer you some combina-
tion of sympathy and disagreement.

And this is also what secures the value of friendship, no 
 matter the economic conditions.  Because no  matter how 
pressed for time we are, no  matter how much we may think that 
our pursuit of being atop the hierarchy of wealth or knowledge 
may overwhelm the need to go fishing, the truth is that our 
success cannot resolve us into the essence of  things,  because 
any such insights eventually dissolve into the chaos of our 
shared world. Our  great material value  will not provide us the 
meaning we think it  will,  because only the values of neighborli-
ness can secure our joy. Having to disagree with our friends or 
spend time away from our consuming pursuits may feel like a 
diminution of our power, but the opposite is true. Our strength 
comes from tarrying with the difficulty of shared needs and dif-
ferences. Some of de Botton’s words on loving relationships are 
relevant to friendship  here: “The person [or  people] who is best 
suited to us is not the person who shares our  every taste (he or 
she  doesn’t exist), but the person who can negotiate diferences 
in taste intelligently— the person who is good at disagreement. 
Rather than some notional idea of perfect complementarity, it 
is the capacity to tolerate diferences with generosity that is the 
true marker of the ‘not overly wrong’ person.”37 Even I might be 
friends with  people who believe in greatness, or they with me, 
as Zhuangzi and Huizi  were.
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 We’ll See

I talk to my  mother on the phone about once a week. Given the 
peripatetic life I’ve been living for the past few years due to cir-
cumstances somewhat outside of my control, we talk a lot about 
what ever vari ous new plans I’ve come up with for increased 
stability. The plans usually unwind for what ever reason, but in 
the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, my attempts at stability 
became a joke. Each time I have some new foundation, my 
 mother finds herself repeating to me a bit of old country wisdom: 
If you want to make God laugh, make plans.

 There is a story closer to Zhuangzi’s time that illustrates this 
aphorism. It appears in the Taoist- affiliated work, Huainanzi 
(around 139 BCE). It is a famous parable that has many varia-
tions, and I prefer the oral version I’ve heard on vari ous occa-
sions slightly more than the one in the original text.38 It goes 
something like this:  There is a  family on the frontier whose 
 horse runs away. The neighbors come by and say how unfortu-
nate this is. The  father says, “ We’ll see.” Soon the  horse returns 
and brings with it several wild stallions. The neighbors say how 
lucky the  family is. The  father says, “ We’ll see.” One day, while 
the son is trying to tame one of the stallions, he falls and breaks 
his leg. The neighbors exclaim the misfortune. The  father says, 
“ We’ll see.” Soon  after, the king’s soldiers come to conscript 
young men for war. The neighbors say now how lucky the bro-
ken leg is. The  father says, “ We’ll see.”

I read the story as yet another indication of the value of being 
open to imperfection. The neighbors are certainly right to say 
that what happens, in the moment, is fortunate or unfortunate, 
but the nature of life is that  things that appear one way at one 
time  will often morph into other meanings. That Amy Chua 
had a terrible and embarrassing fight with her  daughter was bad, 
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but it led to her realization about the limits of her parenting 
(and not to mention some fame as an author). That my early 
relationships kept falling apart was painful, but it taught me 
something about self- analysis, expectations, and the hard work 
of opening oneself up to counsel. Failed relationships or 
thwarted expectations are not necessarily bad  things.

In a moving TED talk, “Good and Bad are Incomplete Stories 
We Tell Ourselves,” the writer Heather Lanier brings this essen-
tial lesson into another domain. Not surprisingly given her title, 
she begins with the story of the man and son and their constant 
reversals of fortune in the Huainanzi. But this is not for her an 
abstract lesson; it is the story of her first child. She tells the audi-
ence that she had initially hoped for a flawless “superbaby” and 
had done every thing in her power— supplements, organic 
every thing, exercise to the max—to ensure having “not just a 
good baby, but the best baby pos si ble.” When her child was born 
at 2.15 kilos with the ultra- rare Wolf- Hirschhorn syndrome, her 
doctor told her that the child was the product of  either “bad seed 
or bad soil,” and she, herself, saw the situation as “unequivocally 
bad.” But this imposition of cultural logics around what consti-
tutes proper development, she quickly realized, had blinded her 
to the joys of being with her child, who loved reggae, gazed in-
tently at every one, and was performing constant small miracles 
of her own unique formation. As Lanier came to understand 
this, she began to resist the normalizing trends of her child’s 
physical therapists, who kept trying to make her  daughter work 
against her own body in order to be more like other kids. She 
realized that her  daughter could have her own form of the good 
life, with its own limitations and strengths, and it was her job to 
help her achieve that, not some  imagined perfect way of being.

But then perfection crept in in a second way.  People began 
to assume that her  daughter was “one of God’s special  children,” 
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some magical being  there to teach them something wonderful. 
She had to learn to resist  these kinds of romanticizations of 
her  daughter being “angelic.” The prob lem  here was that  these 
well- meaning friends  were simply placing new undue burdens 
on her  daughter, creating of her the image of the perfect child 
in a new way. This threatened to take away from her  daughter 
the kind of messy complexity that all of our good- enough lives 
can ofer. “My kid is  human, that’s all,” she concludes, “And 
that is a lot.”39

If  This Is Good Enough

It is  because of stories like Lanier’s that I believe that the good- 
enough vision of the world is not reserved for  those who live 
comfortable and relatively easy lives. But  there are reasons to 
ask about its applicability in all circumstances. In the previous 
chapter, I raised the question of  whether it makes sense for a 
privileged person like me to be writing about the need to aspire 
to good- enoughness. I did my best to admit that  there are strict 
limits on what I can say, and that  there are reasons to concede 
that some degree of excessive efort may be needed to over-
come the depredations of the past, but only if that pursuit re-
mains constantly subordinated to the broader need for creating 
a good- enough life for all. The pandemic that began in 2019 has 
thrown into stark relief the real ity that through much of history 
most of humanity has not had decency and sufficiency. Does it 
make any sense to speak of good- enough relationships in the 
midst of such conditions?

We have some profound documents attesting to the diffi-
culty of answering this question. In 1958, the Italian chemist 
Primo Levi, a survivor of Auschwitz, published Si questo è un 
uomo (literally If This Is a Man; translated into En glish as 
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Survival in Auschwitz). The book begins with  these remarkable 
words: “It was my good fortune to be deported to Auschwitz 
only in 1944.” Levi means that  because of the war’s demands for 
more laborers, such late- arriving prisoners  were kept alive a 
 little longer in order to perform hard  labor. This is the source of 
his “good fortune.” But to encounter  these words is purpose-
fully jarring: can  there  really be good fortune to be had even in 
how one is put in a concentration camp? Levi, on my reading, 
wants this to remain as a question. “If this is a man” is a genuine 
conditional statement about the degrading conditions of Aus-
chwitz, not a plea begging for affirmation.

Much of what Levi documents is how the “ordinary moral 
world” crumbles within Auschwitz.40 The debate between 
 whether to be a “moral saint” or a basic decent person is mean-
ingless when stealing a piece of a neighbor’s bread may be the 
only  thing that can keep you alive. In light of this, Levi pauses 
to consider why he is even writing his book: “we can perhaps 
ask ourselves if it is necessary or good to retain any memory of 
this exceptional  human state.” He responds that “no  human ex-
perience is without meaning or unworthy of analy sis, and that 
fundamental values, even if they are not positive, can be de-
duced from this par tic u lar world which we are describing.”41 He 
rejects out of hand the idea that what has happened in the camp 
is an exposure of the fact that humanity is “fundamentally bru-
tal, egoistic, and stupid” without civilization. Rather, it reveals 
something peculiar about civilization itself. In a decent civiliza-
tion, according to Levi,  people should ensure that the weak do 
not become too weak nor the power ful too power ful. But in 
certain historical moments such as the one in which he finds 
himself, a “ferocious law . . .  is openly in force.” To explain what 
this law is, he cites the Gospel of Matthew: “To he that has,  will 
be given; from he that has not,  will be taken away.”42 This is the 
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way in which the concentration camp functions: a few “saved” 
individuals are the ones who, by no real logic, just keep surviv-
ing. They cannot help their compatriots, the “drowned,” who, 
by an equally absurd logic, just keep falling. In the camp, one is 
no longer a socially connected  human, but a rec ord of contin-
gent fortune.

What this means for Levi is that if one can be  human in Aus-
chwitz, it would only be  because somehow, by some grace, one 
manages to continue acting (or at least believing) that this fero-
cious law is not fully operative. For Levi this is embodied by his 
friend Lorenzo, who arrives  after Levi has been in the camp for 
some time already. “By his natu ral and plain manner of being 
good,” Lorenzo keeps alive for Levi the remote possibility of 
goodness more generally.43  There is something undefined that 
keeps Lorenzo outside of the reduction to sufering and need 
that other wise overwhelms the camp. “The personages in  these 
pages are not men. Their humanity is buried, or they themselves 
have buried it,  under an ofence received or inflicted on some-
one  else. . . .  But Lorenzo was a man. . . .  [And] thanks to Lo-
renzo, I managed not to forget that I myself was a man.”44 It is 
genuinely not clear if the basic, decent, ordinary goodness that 
makes life valuable can be sustained in the twisted starkness of 
Auschwitz. But if it can, one path to it is found through some-
thing that happens in the decency of friendship.

We might push Levi’s claim further in other contexts.  There 
are, I think, grounds for saying that although it is obviously not 
good enough for  there be situations of such horror in our world, 
that does not render it impossible to live some ele ments of a 
good- enough life  under oppression. Indeed, the assumption of 
impossibility may lead to the denial of decency and meaning 
attainable by  people who live in such conditions. This was part 
of the point made by Ojibwe writer David Treuer in his book 
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The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee (2019). He begins as follows: 
“[This book] is adamantly, unashamedly, about Indian life 
rather than Indian death. That we even have lives— that Indians 
have been living in, have been  shaped by, and in turn have 
 shaped the modern world—is news to most  people. The usual 
story told about us—or rather, about ‘the Indian’—is one of 
diminution and death, beginning in untrammeled freedom and 
communion with the earth and ending on reservations, which 
are seen as nothing more than basins of perpetual sufering.”45 
Across some four hundred pages, Treuer shows the reader why 
 every part of this view of Indigenous life is wrong. The past is 
more complex, and the pre sent more vibrant.  There is tragedy, 
yes, but also creativity, cunning, and success. On a personal 
scale, that includes the realization of the vitality of his own 
 family— his  mother, the  lawyer who fights for Ojibwe rights, 
and his  father, the Holocaust survivor, who fi nally found where 
he belonged while living on the reservation: “I was a refugee . . .  
an outsider. I was told throughout my life I  wasn’t enough, I 
 wasn’t good enough, I  didn’t belong. When I came  here I felt at 
home. I felt like  people understood me.”46 And on a national 
scale, it includes nations like Tulalip, bordered within Washing-
ton State, which since its founding in 1855 has sufered as many 
social prob lems as any other Indigenous polity. But  today, 
through creative communal practices and decisions,  there is a 
thriving social demo cratic, autonomous government that pro-
vides  free healthcare, education, childcare, retirement options, 
and a universal basic income. Treuer sees in Tulalip not “just what 
a tribe could be . . .  but what Amer i ca might be.”47

 There is a real risk that outsiders  will fail to see the power and 
vitality of  peoples if they assume that oppression means that 
 there is no possibility for them to live a good- enough life. This 
is a tricky balance that writers like Levi and Treuer  labor to 
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express: how to clearly acknowledge the terror of the situations 
without erasing the power of the  people who live through them. 
Historians of slavery in the Amer i cas have also worked through 
this difficult terrain for many years. Especially since the 1970s, 
and building on research by W.E.B. Du Bois and  others, histo-
rians have written to refute the general assumption of Black 
passivity during captivity, as well as to show how complex cul-
tures and ways of life both endured from the past and devel-
oped at the time.48 According to historian Vincent Brown, this 
repositioning allows historians to “at least tell richer stories 
about how the endeavors of the weakest and most abject have 
at times reshaped the world.”49 Such work questions the ten-
dency to so steadfastly declaim the horrors of slavery that we 
forget that  people— generations— lived entire lives in  these con-
ditions.50 Brown and  others want us to see that, without in any 
way excusing  these conditions, we can still speak meaningfully 
about the lives that  people led and the values they tried to carry 
with them and pass on. Ella Baker— the civil rights or ga nizer I 
discussed in the previous chapter— identified with the impor-
tance of  these stories for shaping her own worldview. Her ma-
ternal grand mother had given up certain  limited privileges 
she enjoyed on the plantation as someone who worked in the 
own er’s  house when she refused to accept an arranged marriage. 
She was sent back to the fields and possibly subjected to greater 
vio lence, but she and the man she chose to marry became ex-
emplary community members  after Emancipation. They 
worked hard to ensure that as many  people as they could aford 
to help had food and housing. Baker’s demo cratic ethos, insist-
ing on the dignity and right to sufficiency for all, was grounded 
in such stories.51

And in the post- slavery world of African American culture, 
the literary critic and historian Saidiya Hartman has similarly 
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questioned the way we normally understand the lives of poor, 
young, Black  women in the early twentieth  century.52 They are 
viewed as objects of pity, but Hartman believes we should rec-
ognize them as “social visionaries and innovators.”53 In one ex-
ample from her archival research, she comes across an 
unbearable- to- look-at photo graph of a young girl, naked, posed 
for some viewer’s plea sure on a  horse hair sofa. Unflinchingly, 
Hartman writes: “I envisioned her not as tragic or ruined, but as 
an ordinary black girl, and as such her life was  shaped by sexual 
vio lence or the threat of it; the challenge was to figure out how 
to survive it, how to live in the context of enormous brutality, 
and thrive in deprivation and poverty.”54 Hartman then suggests 
what this might look like: “the beauty of the black ordinary, the 
beauty that resides in and animates the determination to live 
 free, the beauty that propels the experiments in living other-
wise . . .  Beauty is not a luxury; rather it is a way of creating pos-
sibility in the space of the enclosure, a radical art of subsistence, 
an embrace of our terribleness, a transfiguration of the given.”55 
To not see this is to victimize  these  women all over again, to re-
fuse to appreciate the beauty they created from within condi-
tions that put most of our daily complaints to shame.

In her concluding thoughts, Hartman links this loss of 
sympathetic appreciation to the constant focus on the heroic 
figure— the Martin Delany, the MLK— who somehow man-
aged to rise above the morass and become a  great man. But in 
only recognizing the  great man, we fail to see the wonderful 
words and worlds of  these visionary  women. Hartman returns 
to a phrase she used in reference to the young girl in the photo-
graph— “possibility in the space of the enclosure.” She tells us 
that one source of this thinking for her is the etymology of “cho-
rus” in the Greek language: “to dance within an enclosure.”56 The 
chorus in Attic tragedy often contrasts positively with the  great 
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hero onstage who  will inevitably fall in the course of the drama. 
Of course, it is the names of the heroes that we remember; it is 
their stories we tell. But “The chorus is the vehicle for another 
kind of story, not of the  great man or the tragic hero, but one in 
which all modalities play a part, where the headless group in-
cites change, where mutual aid provides the resource for collec-
tive action.”57 Developing the abilities to relate to each other 
and to find what is meaningful and glorious in each other re-
quires a shift in perspective away from greatness and  towards 
our vari ous possibilities— maligned though they have been, 
oppressed though they are. Aspects of a good- enough life are 
pos si ble in the midst of a terrible world, and we have an ethical 
injunction to bear witness to their existence.

A Good- Enough President?

To say this is not in the least to excuse the tragedies of our past 
and pre sent, to say, well, anything can be excused  because any-
one can live well enough even in terrible times. A good- enough 
worldview appreciates such a possibility, but it still keeps up its 
normative horizon: a world that is decent and emotionally and 
materially sufficient for every one. While  there are  things that 
we can do in our individual philosophies or in our relationships 
to move us in this direction,  there are limits to what we can 
achieve without the po liti cal  will to reform our institutions.

 There was perhaps no leader in US history who espoused 
good- enough relational values better than Barack Obama. In his 
memoir Dreams from My  Father (1995), Obama expresses a keen 
skepticism regarding the pursuit of excess. Upon arriving in New 
York, he remarks on his disappointment at the infinity of desire 
for more: “a more expensive restaurant, a finer suit of clothes, a 
more exclusive nightspot.”58 And this disappointment, he tells 
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us, is not just about the moral issues. It is po liti cal: “Beneath the 
hum, the motion, I was seeing the steady fracturing of the world 
taking place. . . .  It was as if all the  middle ground had collapsed, 
utterly.”59

To find meaning in this fractured world, Obama turns to our 
good- enough moments of relation. Once, while lonely and dis-
illusioned as a tourist in Barcelona, he is approached by a kindly 
man from Senegal, with whom he shares  little language, but 
who ofers to buy him a cup of cofee. He won ders about the 
meaning of this encounter, and the wandering yearnings of his 
soul, “ Until I settled on the fact that this man from Senegal had 
bought me cofee and ofered me  water, and that was real, and 
maybe that was all any of us had a right to expect: the chance 
encounter, a shared story, the act of small kindness.”60 This be-
lief in the value of small acts of decency carried into his po liti cal 
 career. In his defining speech from the 2004 Demo cratic Na-
tional Convention, Obama said that “the true genius of Amer-
i ca” was not to be found in skyscrapers, military might, or mate-
rial wealth, but “a faith in  simple dreams, an insistence on small 
miracles; that we can tuck in our  children at night and know 
that they are fed and clothed and safe from harm.”61

And yet, Obama seems to assume that the pursuit of great-
ness is what ensures the possibility of this good- enough life. In 
his DNC speech, he prefaced the above comment by remark-
ing: “To night, we gather to affirm the greatness of our nation.”62 
And his inaugural address, four years  later, followed a similar 
line: “In reaffirming the greatness of our nation we understand 
that greatness is never a given. It must be earned.”63 Obama 
certainly believes that Amer i ca has not always earned the right 
to call itself  great, but he still believes that the greatness of the 
nation is the goal. The prob lem is that a nation set on greatness 
 will inevitably produce exclusions, misrecognitions, and brutal 
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repressions of  those not deemed to be building this “greatness”—
or simply  those who are not citizens of the “greatest” nation. If 
the nation’s pursuit of greatness is the very  thing that creates the 
“steady fracturing of the world” that he wants to overcome, then 
why does Obama slip back into greatness rhe toric?  There are 
certainly contextual reasons, especially the fact that Obama had 
to  battle against intense and unforgivable racism. This mani-
fested especially in the claim that he was not American, or was 
even un- American, and this put especial and undue pressure on 
him to affirm mainstream values.64 But I do think he had his 
own reasons as well.

My concern  here, of course, is not that Obama used the word 
“greatness.” It’s about how the ideology of greatness appeared 
in his administration. In The Tyranny of Merit, Sandel ofers an 
excellent overview of the research on this topic by popu lar po-
liti cal writers like Jonathan Alter, Thomas Frank, and Neil 
Barofsky.65 They all note how Obama’s administration was 
stafed through a belief in the meritocratic pro cess, with a heavy 
dose of both Ivy- educated professionals and leaders from the 
corporate world. As Sandel points out, while  there is nothing 
in theory wrong with such  people, the historical experience of 
US politics had before shown the folly of a reliance on “the best 
and the brightest.” That phrase,  after all, was the famous title of 
David Halberstam’s book on how a similar crop of elite thinkers 
had blundered their way into the United States- Vietnam War. 
In this case, the result was not quite as catastrophic, but it was 
still a serious blunder.

Obama’s first major act as president was to deal with the on-
going damage of the  Great Recession. During his transition to 
the White House, he faced a choice. He could  either focus on 
shoring up the basic structure of the direly unequal economy 
he inherited from Reagan, Clinton, and the Bushes, or he could 
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alter course and redirect the economic might of the country 
 toward a more egalitarian formation such as FDR had done in 
a previous moment of economic crisis, and as Joe Biden is 
somewhat attempting to do in his presidency as I write  these 
words. Obama chose the path of in equality.66  There are many 
competing theories as to why, including his basic ac cep tance of 
neoliberal economics, his desire to win over Republican sup-
port, and, most generously, the possibility that restoration of 
the old economy was the best path to stabilization for every-
body.67 All of  these are likely  causes. But it is also the case that 
Obama’s fundamental orientation  toward greatness was central 
to his choices. As Frank put it, “Obama deferred to Wall Street 
in so many ways  because investment banking signifies profes-
sional status like almost nothing  else.” And in Berofsky’s words: 
“The Wall Street fiction that certain financial executives  were 
preternaturally gifted supermen who deserved  every penny of 
their staggering paychecks and bonuses was firmly ingrained in 
[Obama’s] Trea sury’s psyche.” Indeed, Berofsky continues, it 
was so firmly ingrained that not even the fact that  these  were 
the same  people who had just caused the economy to crash 
could sink in.68 Over the next eight years,  these executives 
would repeatedly fail to help  those left out in the recovery, lead-
ing to continued electoral losses for Obama’s party and helping 
to pave the way for the rise of Trump. But when Obama began 
to plan his post- presidency, he returned to Silicon Valley execu-
tives and the McKinsey consulting group to figure out what he 
should do next.69

Greatness may appear as the best path to the good- enough 
life for ourselves and our relationships, but, as we have seen, it 
in fact subverts  these very aims. This is no less true in our po-
liti cal and economic lives. The political- economic man tra of the 
modern United States has been that governments should 
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enable as much unfettered growth as pos si ble,  because such 
growth  will inevitably help every one in society. Even if in-
equality grows, that is OK,  because  those at the bottom  will still 
be in a better position relative to where they would have been 
without such growth. The prob lem with this argument, as I  will 
discuss in the next chapter, is that it is entirely factually wrong. 
In equality impedes growth and destabilizes society. Like all 
forms of greatness- orientation, its claims to produce a better 
world are belied by our experience. In his analy sis of Obama’s 
economic recovery plan, the economist Paul Krugman con-
cluded that Obama’s work had been good—it did help stabilize 
the economy— but in terms of actually making a better eco-
nomic life for the nation and the world, it was “not good 
enough.”70 What might such a good- enough vision of our eco-
nomic life look like?
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For Our World

Let’s say you began this book a skeptic, but now that  you’ve read 
the first few chapters,  you’ve de cided to re orient your life around 
the idea of being good enough. (I know that I’m not that convinc-
ing, but let’s say so for the sake of argument.)  You’ve  stopped 
aspiring to be the best, and, beyond that,  you’ve seen through the 
absurdity of even thinking  there is such a  thing as the best.  You’ve 
come to appreciate the inevitable sufering and limitations of ex-
istence without always trying to turn them into positive lessons. 
You appreciate that you are part of an interdependent world 
where your own actions find their deepest resonance in how they 
complement the activities of  others. And to that end,  you’re try-
ing to focus on promoting and participating in a world that is 
decent and sufficient for every one.  You’ve learned to gain strength 
from the profundity of the everyday and the meaningfulness of 
 simple decency.  You’ve recalibrated your sense of the purpose 
of parenting, love, and friendship, moving away from a desire to 
be among the  greats and  toward an understanding of the values 
of dissonance as much as communion.

But now you encounter a prob lem. Every one around you is 
still striving for greatness. They  really appreciate your new laid- 
back attitude and sophisticated philosophy of life, and  they’d 
 really like to hear about it sometime. But seeing as they have to 
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write ten books in six years to have a shot at tenure, master the 
cello so they can teach their kid, or work three jobs to scrape out 
a living, that “sometime” looks like it  will be about a de cade 
from now. And, with every one  else so busy, you  don’t find a 
good- enough world to be a part of, and so what  else do you 
have to do but fall back on all your old habits of strife, anxiety, 
and dismay?

The logic of the good- enough life is predicated on the fact of 
our fundamental interdependence. This means that living a 
good- enough life in the midst of a society that is oriented 
 toward greatness is extremely difficult (even if, as I noted in the 
previous chapter,  people manage to find paths to ele ments of it 
in the direst of circumstances). I see the general difficulty  every 
year when I welcome a new crop of first- year students to my 
classes. I hear them talk about how  they’re passionate about 
sculpture but  will be studying “financial engineering,” or how 
they  really care deeply about in equality and so plan to make as 
much money as they can to help fight it. This drive for eco-
nomic success is hard to derail.  After all, in a winner- take- all 
economy with vast in equality, if you do not strive to be at the 
top of the economic pyramid, you run the risk of facing ongo-
ing economic precarity. And yet, as I mentioned  earlier, when 
I describe my book research to my students, they all look much 
more excited and joyous than when they talk about macroeco-
nomics prob lems sets, or the competitive pressures of an in-
ternship on Wall Street. Many of us intuitively recognize that 
living in a good- enough society would benefit all of us, but how 
do we get  there from  here?

In industrialized, cap i tal ist socie ties, the most common an-
swer has been, ironically, that we arrive at good- enoughness for 
all through the pursuit of greatness for the few. This is, as I  will 
discuss below, the basic claim of the liberal tradition (in the 
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sense of free- market economics, not po liti cal sensibility) from 
Adam Smith to Friedrich Hayek, and even, as we saw at the end 
of the last chapter, Barack Obama. The basic argument can be 
boiled down to the claim that though the pursuit of  great for-
tunes creates vast inequalities, it nevertheless raises the general 
standard of living across the board. In the United States, this 
claim was backed up by the famous “Kuznets curve” (1955), 
which predicted that cap i tal ist growth would force in equality 
to rise up to a certain point, and then begin to level of before 
declining, even as growth continued. In the pithy phrase associ-
ated with John F. Kennedy, “A rising tide lifts all boats.” The 
trou ble was that once  there was sufficient data, it entirely dis-
proved the claim.1 Rising tides actually do exactly what we 
would expect them to: lift the yachts and the warships and 
drown the small  family rafts and personal canoes.

Of course, for many on the po liti cal left, no such extensive 
data was necessary to prove what Karl Marx and  others had 
long argued. According to this argument, although it is true that 
capitalism is better than most previous economic systems, it is 
nevertheless a ruthless, exploitative, and alienating system in 
which  those with access to capital are able to make their profit 
of the toil of  others. Since the primary aim of the cap i tal ist is 
economic gain at any cost,  owners of capital take part in a com-
petitive downward cycle. They constantly seek out the lowest 
wages pos si ble, the cheapest equipment pos si ble, and the least 
liability pos si ble. One does not have to be a rapacious and 
greedy owner to see that if you pay good wages to your employ-
ees while the owner down the block does not, the other owner 
can have cheaper prices and may drive you out of business. (It’s 
also pos si ble, though, that you  will incur higher costs  because 
of constant turnover, and the store down the block  will have 
healthier and happier employees who are more productive.) 
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 There are many other issues with using the cap i tal ist system 
to pursue growth, including the way it can encourage and legiti-
mize inequalities, environmental despoliation, baseless specu-
lation, and deadly habits (think Exxon, Bear Stearns, and Purdue 
Pharma).2 In theory, capitalism has ways of dealing with this 
through proper regulation, or ga nized  labor, and  legal con-
straints. The trou ble is, however, that when you have so much 
wealth concentrated into the hands of so few, the levers of gov-
ernment are easily controlled by wealthy interests. Economic 
plutocracy inevitably subverts po liti cal democracy. Po liti cal sci-
entists have demonstrated that the agendas of the wealthy are 
carried out with alarming frequency over the policy desires of 
every one  else, with some even claiming that the United States is 
better considered an oligarchy or plutocracy than a democracy.3 
This does not mean that capitalism (a too- general term to de-
scribe dif er ent pos si ble forms of market- driven economies) 
necessarily produces all of  these prob lems, but its current relent-
less drive for competition and profit for some means that capi-
talism as we know it is bound up with greatness for the few and 
difficulty for the many. So, at the very least, our current cap i tal ist 
system is nowhere near good enough.4

Unfortunately for  those who have sought to overcome this 
system, the first major modern attempt to implement a more 
egalitarian society, in twentieth- century Rus sia, was a cata-
strophic failure.  There are many contentious debates about the 
cause of this failure.5 And it is impor tant to remember that writ-
ers in  favor of more egalitarian economies  were among the earli-
est critics of what was happening in Rus sia. The revolutionary 
socialist Rosa Luxemburg, for example, was highly enthusiastic 
about the revolution in princi ple, but she was also highly critical 
of the legitimatization of dictatorship by Lenin and Trotsky. Al-
ready in 1918 she condemned the fact that freedom was being 
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restricted to  those who supported the new regime: “Freedom 
only for the supporters of the government, only for the members 
of one party— however numerous they may be—is no freedom 
at all. Freedom is always and exclusively freedom for the one 
who thinks diferently.”6 Meanwhile, liberal socialist Bertrand 
Russell,  after vising the Soviet Union shortly  after the revolu-
tion, similarly believed in the world- historical potential of the 
event but expressed dismay at its trajectory. He predicted that 
the Soviet Union would become an imperial power, be part of a 
“prolonged world- war,” and ultimately succumb to the forces of 
capitalism. All three came to pass.7 Russell and Luxemburg thus 
saw clearly that the prob lem in the Soviet Union was a dictator-
ship, not the promise of a more egalitarian economy.8

 There are many reasons for why this move to dictatorship 
came to pass, but it seems plausible that a form of greatness is 
again one of the issues. One  thing that stands out is that coun-
tries like the Soviet Union greatly diminished material inequali-
ties but exacerbated what Hirsch called positional inequalities. 
So far as the data is available, it is clear that economic in equality 
was significantly reduced between 1917 and 1989. Nevertheless, 
access to power was deeply concentrated in a few leading fig-
ures, and access to perks like certain goods, vacation places, and 
freedom of movement was  limited to elites. Many bad decisions 
 were made  because too few  people with too  little input  were 
making them.9 Soviet communism, in other words, never fully 
dealt with the prob lem of greatness in a social order.10 To un-
derstand why our current world is so full of  these greatness- 
fueled inequalities and destructive be hav iors, we  will need to 
overcome such social issues as much as economic ones. Indeed, 
 we’ll have to overcome the social vision— the idea of building 
a society around greatness— that lies at the heart of modern 
economic thinking.
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Of course, a lot of greatness thinking in society is not just 
about the economy, but also about social  orders. We live in a 
world that retains ideologies of greater genders, greater races, 
and greater abilities, all of which must also be overcome. You 
may rightly won der why this chapter focuses on the general 
economy at all, rather than the ongoing inequalities that have to 
do with race, gender, ability, and other aspects of identity. First 
of all, it is impor tant to note that none of  these are disconnected 
issues.  Here again the COVID-19 pandemic has functioned like 
an X- ray of society’s failures to ensure a good- enough life for all. 
Data from within the first few months of the pandemic quickly 
showed that in the United States, disease prevalence, fatality 
rate, and economic hardship  were all disproportionately con-
centrated among Black, Latinx, and Indigenous  peoples.11 Simi-
lar racial disparities  were seen in many Eu ro pean countries.12 In 
Singapore and several countries in the  Middle East, virus inci-
dence and economic hardship also landed heavi ly on mi grant 
workers from poorer nations like Bangladesh.13 Globally, the 
economic toll also fell disproportionately on  women, in part 
 because they are frequently assumed to give up their jobs to care 
for  children and  family members, and in part  because they are 
overly represented in professions hit by the pandemic, like do-
mestic  labor and aged care.14

 These trends are exposed by crises, not created by them. The 
economic system that we live within is predicated on the idea 
that some kinds of activities (like high finance) are more valu-
able than  others (like delivering food and caring for the sick and 
el derly). In countries with long- standing histories of racism, it 
is not an accident that the more highly valued activities have 
been the province of primarily able- bodied White men or other 
power ful racial or ethnic groups. The system came into being 
with racial, gendered, and ableist assumptions baked in. 
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Po liti cal scientist Cedric Robinson has argued, for example, 
that modern capitalism emerged out of the racial history inter-
nal to Eu rope. The Irish, Tartars, and Slavs (from whom the 
word “slave” originates)  were considered inferior and thus avail-
able as unpaid and enslavable laborers.15 This early racism cre-
ated the basic structure that would deepen and expand into 
New World slavery, focused especially of course on Africans, 
but also including Indigenous  peoples and  these  earlier Eu ro-
pean ethnic groups (now raised up to the status of “indentured 
servant” in the racial hierarchy, along with later- arriving Asian 
immigrants).16  Whether our current economic system requires 
racial divisions or not is debatable.17 At the very least, it re-
quires an underclass of menial laborers who are underpaid and 
undervalued, and who, in order to justify their position, are 
often racialized. And it is relatively clear that the modern cap i-
tal ist system was forged through its racial divisions. As historian 
Walter Johnson puts it, “ There was no such  thing as capitalism 
without slavery: the history of Manchester never happened 
without the history of Mississippi.”18

Nor did much economic growth happen without the unpaid 
 labor of  women. Feminist scholars associated with the Wages 
for House work Movement in the 1970s, including Mariarosa 
Dalla Costa, Selma James, and Silvia Federici, argued that 
modern cap i tal ist accumulation is predicated on a mystifica-
tion of the role of  women’s  labor. While non- enslaved manual 
laborers are at least paid for their production,  women’s  labor 
of reproduction—of producing and sustaining the very  humans 
who would go work in the factories— was never compensated. 
As Federici puts it, capitalism mystifies  women’s  labor as a 
“natu ral resource or personal ser vice, while profiting from the 
wageless condition of the  labor involved.”19 This is a prob lem 
of recognition, of what kinds of  labors are seen and valued, and 
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what kinds are simply expected and naturalized. More recently, 
economist Nina Banks has argued that Black  women’s  labor 
over the past  century has added unrecognized nonmarket value 
to the economy by providing ser vices left unofered by a ne-
glectful state. She suggests that an intersectional analy sis of 
gender, race, and the economy would lead to a recognition not 
just of  house work, but of this community activism as well.20

Disability rights activists have further raised the question of 
how our current economic order can  handle  those who are not 
productive in the same ways as other  people. While feudal 
socie ties have many disturbing ele ments, historians believe that 
they may have incorporated  people with disabilities better. 
Since maximum productivity was not the goal, it is likely that 
 there  were ways for  people to engage in community production 
and reproduction at dif er ent paces and with dif er ent capaci-
ties. With the rise of  labor standards in industrial capitalism, 
 people who had found grooves in community life  were sud-
denly excluded. This period saw the beginnings of institution-
alization and exclusion.21 As disability activists and scholars 
Marta Russell and Ravi Malhotra have argued, this was not just 
about exclusion, but also commodification. Institutions eventu-
ally became profitable businesses— often by providing inade-
quate care at the taxpayer’s expense.22 As a result of  these shifts 
and policies,  people with disabilities in the United States are 
three times more likely to live in poverty than  others, not to 
mention having to face social exclusion and stigma.23 This situ-
ation is not just endemic to capitalism, but to any productivist 
mindset that equates  human value with economic produc-
tion.24 As such, Russell and Malhotra argue,  people with dis-
abilities ofer a power ful criticism of our economic system as 
reductive of all  human value to par tic u lar forms of  labor. They 
write: “Employability, aptitude for earning money and even 
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work chosen during one’s  free time are not, a priori, the mea-
sure of what it means to live, to be part of the  human race.”25

 These scholars and activists challenge the common response 
to a recognition of  these prob lems: that the best way forward is to 
simply include more  people in the current economic system—to 
ensure that every one, no  matter their race or gender or ability, 
can have access to the same opportunity to be a winner in soci-
ety. Indeed, this argument  faces a lot of headwinds if we follow 
 these writers and  really think through the prob lems. The chal-
lenge of racial capitalism is not just racism, it’s  whether or not 
the current economic order can function without some kind of 
underclass, and if it cannot,  whether some kind of racial forma-
tion  will tend to emerge to explain who deserves to be part of 
that underclass. The challenge of feminism is not just about 
including  women in the workplace; it is about asking  whether 
we currently have economic models that can properly value the 
 labors of raising  children, maintaining a home, and caring for 
 family and community, regardless of the gender of the person 
who does it. The challenge of disability studies is not just about 
overcoming negative assumptions about someone’s capacities, 
but about  whether the social order can promote a meaningful 
understanding of every one’s values if the economic system is 
designed to pay for only par tic u lar kinds of  labor.

Combatting  these and other challenges is another area where 
we can see the value of promoting a good- enough life for all, 
regardless of one’s current identity or class position. Based on 
the normative values of good- enoughness generated so far in 
this book, we can say that a good- enough approach to our socio-
economic order would be predicated on princi ples including: 
(1) recognizing the value of dif er ent kinds of  labor as connected 
parts of a meaningful society, none of which is pos si ble without 
the  others (no presidents without janitors); (2) allowing  people 
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to strive more for the sake of the task (excellence of the craft it-
self) than for wealth or mere survival; (3) ensuring re spect and 
decency and quality of life for  people not able to engage in tra-
ditional forms of  labor; (4) taking concrete steps to redress past 
exploitation, not by vengeance, but by careful attention to inte-
gration into the good- enough, which may require consideration 
for  those of any background who  haven’t had previous advan-
tages, or who remain subjects of stigma even when they have 
achieved equality in class status; (5) relying on every one’s abili-
ties to cooperatively participate in ways not commanded by a 
punitive state or corporate monopolies; (6) by bringing in more 
 people and more technology, allowing each of us to do less, so 
that  there is both more abundance and leisure; and (7) under-
standing and appreciating that the results of this system  will still 
be imperfect, that some inequalities  will remain and some fail-
ures  will occur, but  those inequalities  will be  limited and  those 
failures  will be shared by every one, as  will any success made 
during a recovery.

Such solutions  will likely require a pluralist approach that 
makes room for cooperative enterprises, government- run insti-
tutions, and private initiative. We already have all of  these  things; 
we just have to improve and restructure them. And any doubt 
that we can make a fair and just world should be laid aside by the 
remarkable technological revolutions we have created. If we can 
innovate our way to outer space, surely, if we apply the same 
energy and imagination, we can create a good- enough life for all. 
Across the board  there  will need to be regulation ensuring that 
 there is a decent floor below which  people do not fall, and a low 
ceiling above which  people do not ascend and amass too much 
power over  others. We may not all be in the same room, but we 
should at least all share in the same good- enough  house. And 
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though this may seem like a far- fetched dream, I believe we are 
in fact closer to achieving it than we realize. Still,  there are major 
obstacles standing in our way.

The Path of  Pinheads

The idea that greatness- oriented economies benefit all has a 
significant origin in the writings of Adam Smith. According to 
the opening pages of his Wealth of Nations (1776): “It is the  great 
multiplication of the productions of all the divisions of  labour, 
which occasions, in a well- governed society, that universal opu-
lence which extends itself to the lowest ranks of the  people.”26 
Although Smith and con temporary cap i tal ists are much farther 
apart than the latter tend to claim (note that “well- governed 
society” part), the basic justification is the same: if we grow the 
general pie, it  will swell “universal opulence” and benefit the 
“lowest ranks” as much as every one  else. According to Smith, 
to properly grow the pie, we need a proper division of  labor, 
which is to say, a logical parceling out of an industry. Smith’s 
famous example is pinheads. Whereas one pinmaker could only 
do all the vari ous operations (straightening, cutting, and grind-
ing the wire; making the head; attaching the head to the wire; 
painting the head,  etc.) to make a full pinhead a few times in a 
given day, by splitting up the tasks companies are said to be able 
to make nearly fifty thousand a day.

Setting up this division of  labor also requires a division be-
tween types of laborers, and between  labor and capital. For 
example,  there is the inventor (or inventors) who came up with 
the idea of a pinhead in the first place. And  there are the manu-
facturers of the machines that help cut and grind the wires. And 
 there are the landowners who guide the construction of the 
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building where the pins are made. And  there are the investors 
who put up the money to buy the machines and pay the work-
ers before the first pins are sold.

This pro cess of the division of  labor, however, only explains 
a small part of modern economic growth. It especially ignores 
 women’s unpaid  labor, the colonial extraction of resources, and 
the slave trade. The general logic of growth is highly contested, 
but one plausible explanation also includes an increasing use 
of “natu ral capital”— extraction and energy usage. Some econ-
omists even argue that the unseen  labor of coal and oil is a 
better explanation of  today’s wealth than any feature of mod-
ern capitalism.27

 These limitations in Smith’s causal argument aside, he is not 
unaware of the fact that the divisions of  labor create tensions. 
He worries about the tendency of  owners to overwork and thus 
burn out their employees.28 And he is critical of laws in his day 
that forbid the equivalent of worker  unions and do not set mini-
mum wages, but allow man ag ers to conspire to keep wages 
down.29 “No society,” he tells us, can be “flourishing and happy, 
of which the far greater part of the members are poor and miser-
able.”30 If Smith  were alive  today he would as likely be a social 
demo crat as the type of neoliberal economist who claims to 
follow his teachings. But his top- down logic still supplies much 
of what is  behind  today’s economic world. By this logic, the 
system requiring the drudgery and difficulty of cutting pin 
wires at subsistence wages for one’s  whole life is still better than 
any other economic structure  because it grows the general pot. 
Yes, some may live  great lives of opulence and leisure while 
 others toil away, but the opulence of the few ultimately benefits 
all the rest of us.

The famous image that Smith gives for how this works is the 
invisible hand. In The Wealth of Nations, he explains the concept 
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in the context of a discussion of domestic versus foreign trade. 
Smith suggests that, with some significant exceptions,  people 
with capital  will tend to prefer to invest in domestic rather than 
foreign industries  because such investments take less time and 
are more trustworthy, and one has better recourse to the law in 
one’s own country.31 When a cap i tal ist thus invests domesti-
cally, they do so not in order to help the local economy, but to 
help themselves. Smith draws from this his famous conclusion: 
“By directing that industry in such a manner as its produce may 
be of the greatest value, he intends only his own gain, and he is 
in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to pro-
mote an end which was no part of his intention.”32 Individuals 
attempting to do good, or the state regulating for the public 
good, Smith suggests, would only diminish the general growth 
of capital. And, recall, it is the growth of capital that is said to 
improve every one’s lot.

This is not, however, the only place where Smith mentions 
the idea of the invisible hand. It plays a more articulated role in 
his  earlier work, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759; Smith 
revised the book in 1790 and stood by its conclusions). It might 
surprise readers who are only familiar with The Wealth of Na-
tions to open Moral Sentiments and find that it begins as follows: 
“How selfish soever man may be supposed,  there are evidently 
some princi ples in his nature, which interest him in the fortune 
of  others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though 
he derives nothing from it except the plea sure of seeing it.”33 
Smith doubles down on this point a few pages  later: “To restrain 
our selfish, and to indulge our benevolent afections, consti-
tutes the perfection of  human nature; and can alone produce 
among mankind the harmony of sentiments and passions in 
which consists their  whole grace and propriety.”34 Come again? 
Adam Smith, who is most famous for telling us that our selfish 
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pursuits  will make every one better of, is saying  here the com-
plete opposite. How are we to make sense of this?

The seeming contradiction is at the heart of Smith’s complex 
theory of  human nature. According to Smith, our fundamental 
desire in life, as I noted in chapter 1, is to be loved.35 And so we 
spend much of our  mental  labor trying to figure out how to 
receive love. We watch the world around us and see who is 
loved, and who we spontaneously love or hate. And our normal 
conclusion from this pro cess is unfortunate for the develop-
ment of benevolence: “the respectful attentions of the world 
[are] more strongly directed  towards the rich and the  great, 
than  towards the wise and the virtuous.”36 Smith does not think 
this is a good  thing. “The disposition to admire, and almost to 
worship, the rich and the power ful . . .  [is] the  great and most 
universal cause of the corruption of our moral sentiments.”37 
But he does think that this is just the way  humans are.

So Smith has a prob lem to solve.  Human beings want love 
and re spect above all  else, and they see that  there are two paths 
to that: wisdom and virtue, or wealth and greatness of rank. The 
ideal path is through the former, but the most recognizable path 
is through the latter. This is doubly problematic,  because not 
only does the latter path take us away from our goal of virtuous 
life in civic harmony, but it actually undercuts that goal by “cor-
rupting” the very sentiments that should hold society together. 
(Smith, it seems, would agree with some of what Fred Hirsch 
had to say about how economic greatness destroys the very 
Good Samaritans it puts us in need of, as I discussed in the 
previous chapter.) Smith does not think this is the special in-
sight of phi los o phers. He believes that we all know at some level 
that greatness (of rank and wealth) is a corrupting force both 
for society and for  those who pursue it. Nevertheless, we tend 
to forget this and focus on the mundane pleasures that wealth 
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and power aford, and thus approve of and desire to be like the 
 great.38 In  these crosshairs of circumstance, what is to be done?

This is the moment where Smith conjures the idea of the 
invisible hand. Although the pursuit of greatness corrupts so-
cial morals and produces endless anxiety for the individual, in 
so  doing it “rouses and keeps in continual motion the industry 
of mankind.”39 This is the key to understanding what  will hap-
pen in The Wealth of Nations. Society as a  whole needs general 
wealth to grow in order to bring us to a state of comfortable and 
quality living. But, according to Smith’s (inaccurate40) history, 
if we actually consider what it takes to grow that wealth, to carry 
the burdens of greatness in our social formations, then we 
would never do it. It  will corrupt our souls and divide our social 
fabric, but we need it to raise the general quality of life. Smith’s 
solution is to say that while the vis i ble hand of greatness per-
forms  these terrifying acts, the invisible hand gives us pro gress 
for all,  because even as the rich act like fools and drown out 
common decency, even as they greedily hoard land and riches, 
they can only do so by returning some amount of their bounty 
to the rest of us.  After all, Smith says, they can own endless 
fields, but they cannot eat all the produce that grows on them. 
And, besides, in the “economy of greatness,” it is more enjoy-
able to use excess goods and resources to buy “baubles and 
trinkets” to show of your success than to hide it. The rich and 
the  great are thus “led by an invisible hand to make nearly the 
same distribution of the necessaries of life, which would have 
been made, had the earth been divided into equal portions 
among all its inhabitants.”41 And for  doing so, they get more of 
the non- necessary pleasures.

Smith justifies this material in equality for the  great with a 
spiritual in equality in  favor of the lowly. In this scheme, every-
one  will have what they need,  those who have an excess of 
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goods  will also have an excess of anxiety and  labor, and  those 
who have fewer goods  will have more of “what constitutes the 
real happiness of  human life.”42  There is a famous story of Alex-
ander the  Great approaching Diogenes the Cynic and asking if 
 there was anything the general could do for the phi los o pher. 
Diogenes asked him to get out of his sun. Smith alludes to this 
passage: “The beggar, who suns himself by the side of the high-
way, possesses that security which kings are fighting for.”43 
Smith does not want the world to be how it is. He wants wis-
dom and virtue and the “benevolent afections” to reign. But he 
sees that the world is not made to enable this. And so he seeks 
another path. If we cannot stop  people from trying to become 
 great, at least we can design social institutions like markets and 
the division of  labor that  will help ensure that this pursuit does 
in fact aid all of us. Smith would like to overcome greatness, but 
instead he makes a Faustian bargain with it. Thus does greatness 
make cynics of us all.

One final point about Smith’s invisible hand of greatness is 
worth pausing over. I noted above that the section in The Wealth 
of Nations where he defends the idea is about why capital prefers 
domestic markets. But Smith did predict that someday interna-
tional trade might prove more lucrative for capital. This would 
inevitably mean that jobs that  were once stable in the home 
country would move to  others. Smith considered that this might 
cause considerable unrest, but his theory predicted that, in fact, 
 there was nothing to worry about. “The capital of the country 
remaining the same, the demand for  labour  will likewise be the 
same, or very nearly the same, though it may be exerted in dif-
fer ent places and for dif er ent occupations.”44 It was this basic 
idea that allowed a number of con temporary politicians and 
economists not to worry about the efects of globalization, or to 
claim that  those who  were resentful of losing their jobs to 
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poorer- paying countries  were simply not seeing the big pic-
ture.45 It is why free- market conservatives who are anti- Trump 
refuse to see the connection between the policies they support 
and his election, even though the data clearly shows that coun-
ties where jobs  were lost to NAFTA or permanent- trade status 
with China voted disproportionately for Trump.46

But if anyone was surprised by this outcome in 2016, it was 
only  because they had not read their history. Karl Polanyi, one of 
the most astute observers of the po liti cal economy that led to the 
ravages of Nazism and fascism, had long ago seen that the same 
dynamic was then at play.47 In 1944, he wrote: “To expect that a 
community would remain indiferent to the scourge of unem-
ployment, the shifting of industries and occupations and to the 
moral and psychological torture accompanying them, merely 
 because economic efects, in the long run, might be negligible, 
was to assume an absurdity.”48 That absurd assumption was at the 
heart of the rise of interwar authoritarianism. Since then, empiri-
cal and historical studies have consistently affirmed Polanyi’s 
finding that market- driven inequalities produce civilizational- 
level crises.49 The solution was equally known: in material and 
positional equality lies the salvation of democracy.  People who 
have a say in their lives, who find that their eforts are meaning-
fully rewarded, that their failures are adequately understood, and 
that they can have basic trust in the decency of both neighbors 
and strangers— such  people are not easily corrupted by dema-
gogues. And since democracies thrive when they can work coop-
eratively with  others and without fear of attack, that equality itself 
works best when it is shared across nations, not just within their 
borders. To embrace this basic truth is to abandon the pursuit of 
economic and national greatness and appreciate that nothing less 
than global solidarity based on decency and sufficiency for all is 
the best path for peace and security.
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The Road to Serfdom

 After the Second World War, it seemed for a time that progres-
sive economics had won the  battle of ideas. In 1974, the newly 
elected head of the British Conservative Party, Margaret 
Thatcher, found that even her Conservative colleagues  were 
enthralled with the left- leaning prescriptions of thinkers like 
Polanyi and especially John Maynard Keynes. In a meeting with 
the party’s research department, she famously grabbed out of 
her bag a copy of Friedrich Hayek’s The Constitution of Liberty 
(1960) and slammed it on the  table: “This is what we believe!” 
she reportedly yelled.50 A de cade  earlier, US Senator Barry 
Goldwater had made a quixotic, far- right bid for the presidency. 
His small- government, low- tax, economics- first platform was 
“much influenced” by an  earlier book of Hayek’s: The Road to 
Serfdom (1944).51 Although Goldwater was trounced in the ’64 
election, his California campaign cochair, the former Holly-
wood star Ronald Reagan, would become president in 1980. 
Reagan, like Thatcher, was deeply influenced by Hayek.

That Hayek’s ideas would come to have such a far- ranging in-
fluence was by no means assured. When The Road to Serfdom was 
first published, its central thesis— that any government interven-
tion into an economic sphere that could other wise be controlled 
by the private market would necessarily lead to tyranny— was at-
tacked on both the left and the right. While Keynes approvingly 
wrote to Hayek about his moral vision of freedom, he thought his 
argument about government intervention was dangerous and 
unprovable folly. And even colleagues on the right, like the Uni-
versity of Chicago’s Frank Knight, thought Hayek’s arguments 
 were vastly oversimplified and inconclusive.52 Nevertheless, the 
book received major press at the time, including a mixed review 
by George Orwell and a celebratory statement in The New York 
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Times Book Review.53 Then in 1945, luck struck when the book 
was condensed and circulated to the nearly 9 million subscribers 
of Reader’s Digest.54

But though it became a popu lar hit and made Hayek some-
thing of a star, the book did  little to further his academic reputa-
tion. Even the conservative University of Chicago economics 
department did not want him, though he wound up with a post 
in their Committee on Social Thought. In need of a pension 
(Hayek was reputed to be not so good with his own finances), he 
moved to universities in Freiburg and then Salzburg, and was  little 
known in some academic circles. When he won the Nobel Prize 
in Economics in 1974, it was said that many major economists had 
never even heard of him.55 This was perhaps not surprising, since, 
as Avner Ofer and Gabriel Söderberg have recently detailed, the 
Nobel Prize in Economics was in ven ted in 1969 by neoliberals at 
Sweden’s central bank as part of their assault against social democ-
racy.56 Although the prize did in the early years go to some social 
demo crats, it was often awarded to thinkers attacking this then 
widely held economic model. Most Nobel economics prize win-
ners, at least,  were at the height of their fame at the time they won. 
Hayek was the first to see his reputation sal vaged, and his citations 
increase dramatically,  because of the award.57

Hayek’s key argument, like Smith’s, is in part an unwilling 
concession to greatness. His main aim, he tells us, is to stop the 
accumulation of power in the hands of the few. His target in The 
Road to Serfdom is the rise of totalitarian states. And his argu-
ment is that the best way to keep totalitarian states from rising 
is to stop them from assuming control over the direction of the 
economy. Hayek, I should be clear, appreciated the impulse 
 behind central planning to break up the power of corporations. 
He sympathetically cites the liberal socialism of Bertrand Rus-
sell, for example, and he maintained something of a friendship 
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with Keynes throughout his life. But he claims that Russell’s 
argument is based on “the tragic illusion” that one can “extin-
guish power” by locating it in a central government.58 To the 
contrary,  doing this places more power in the hands of a single 
entity— the central planning committee— than is available 
even to the most power ful corporations. Avoiding central plan-
ning, in theory, should reduce the general power of anyone over 
anyone  else. “To split or decentralize power,” Hayek continues, 
“is necessarily to reduce the absolute amount of power, and the 
competitive system is the only system designed to minimize by 
decentralization the power exercised by man over man.”59 
Hayek makes a lot of claims about necessity, and that his system 
is the “only” one that can stave of fascism. But the logical chains 
almost always falter  under scrutiny. Even fellow economic liber-
als (in the traditional sense of the word) like Jacob Viner and 
Lionel Robbins, who advocated strongly for cap i tal ist markets, 
pointed out that, no, totalitarianism does not follow from social 
welfare proj ects, and, no, giving power to businesses does not 
make society freer.60

Just as much as The Road to Serfdom is a screed against social-
ism, it is also dead set against the “wooden insistence” of some 
liberals on “the princi ple of laissez- faire.”61 Hayek was not a 
laissez- faire cap i tal ist. Indeed, he did not think that business 
should operate without government intervention. Rather, he 
argued that the government should set up the conditions in 
which businesses can compete with each other.  There should 
be planning, but it should be “planning for competition,” not 
“planning against competition.”62 It is this competition alone 
that, again in theory, should ensure the possibility that no single 
actor assumes too much power. Remarkably and perhaps in-
consistently, Hayek was thus not opposed to breaking up mo-
nopolies, prohibiting the use of certain poisonous substances, 
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placing maximums on working hours, putting in safety regula-
tions, having an “extensive system of social ser vices,” regulating 
patents, or having strong standards about preserving the envi-
ronment, limiting pollution, and reducing noise.63

But where consistency against non- market actors returns, and 
where most of his importance for modern life lies, is with his 
arguments for vouchsafing a system for the pursuit of greatness. 
Hayek’s concern ultimately is not the freedom of the system; it’s 
the preservation of an elite.64 We can see this if we look at some 
of his arguments in The Constitution of Liberty (1960). He argues, 
rightly on this starting point in my opinion, that  human beings 
can never know the totality of information. It follows for him 
that,  because we cannot know, we have no choice but to design 
a society in which individuals are at “liberty” to pursue what ever 
proj ects they see fit— within basic  legal constraints that are 
equally applied to every one. Only by so  doing can we ensure the 
kind of pro gress and growth that benefits all members of society. 
 Here Hayek follows Smith quite closely.

He continues by arguing that an attempt to limit or curtail 
reward, or the attempt to suggest that every one in society de-
serves a certain equality of living standard,  will undo the very 
possibility of such pro gress. If we determine  today, for example, 
that every one should have universal broadband access, that 
would mean diverting to this aim individual creative powers 
that might other wise be working to create something even bet-
ter than broadband. For a society to say that we need to make 
sure every one has something before we make the next big ad-
vance is, according to Hayek, to efectively ensure that such 
advances  will never occur.

This is the basis of his defense of in equality as a good  thing 
for every one. By allowing some  people to have better  things be-
fore  others, we guarantee that  those better  things  will eventually 
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be held by every one: “The rapid economic advance that we have 
come to expect seems in a large mea sure to be the result of this 
in equality and to be impossible without it. Pro gress at such a fast 
rate cannot proceed on a uniform front but must take place in 
echelon fashion, with some far ahead of the rest.”65 Even if this 
 were true— I’ll say more in a moment about why it’s not66— 
what should give us pause  here are the purposes to which Hayek 
 will put the claim. Perhaps most gallingly, he uses it as a justifica-
tion for massive inherited wealth. According to his argument, 
wealthier parents  will, on the  whole, be able to produce better 
 children, who  will in turn make greater advances, which  will in 
turn benefit the rest of society.67 Somehow, by Hayek’s logic, the 
pursuit of greatness for the few is meant to produce a better 
world for the rest of us, even if it is appallingly unfair and even 
unconcerned with the  actual abilities of  those deemed  great. At 
least Hayek, who, unlike his followers, never claimed his eco-
nomics could create “equality of opportunity,” is honest about 
what this economic system means.

Like Smith, Hayek is not arguing that any of this is a good 
 thing. He simply maintains that “men being what they are,” 
 there is no better path available for our social world.68 He re-
peatedly expresses sympathy with the socialist viewpoint, and 
he seems earnest  here. In an interview, he even suggested that 
in his youth he “would be described as a Fabian socialist.”69 So 
if he indeed thinks that greater equality is the correct impulse, 
but that any attempt to actually create it would undo pro gress 
and growth, the obvious question to ask is if  there is any evi-
dence for this being correct. According to an increasing ma-
jority of con temporary economists, ranging from Thomas 
Piketty to number crunchers at the Organ ization for Eco-
nomic Co- operation and Development (OECD), historical 
experience has shown Hayek to be the Ptolemy of economics. 
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He simply has got every thing backwards. Indeed, according to 
the currently available economic data, the reverse of his claim is 
true: in equality is what impedes growth.70 The numbers are 
straightforward. As Thomas Piketty has shown, for example, in 
the United States, from 1950 to 1990 the GDP growth rate was 
an average 2.2%. From 1990 to 2020, it was 1.1%. The inflection 
point is in the 1980s, during which time Reagan (and to an ex-
tent Bush and Clinton  after him) let top income tax rates fall 
from 72 to 35%. In turn, from 1990 to 2020, the top 1  percent’s 
share of national income  rose from 12 to 18%.71 As the rich got 
richer, the economy grew more slowly. Meanwhile, researchers 
have shown that growth in highly unequal socie ties tends to 
lead to recessions and depressions.72

Why? Heather Boushey, an economist currently working in 
the Biden administration, lists a few key points. First, in equality 
is an “obstruction,”  because it inhibits a majority of  people from 
contributing their talents and abilities to the economy. Second, 
in equality “subverts” the public pro cesses that can enable every-
one to participate by creating too much power in the hands of 
the wealthy. Fi nally, it “distorts” the economy by making it ap-
pear as if every one is benefitting, when only in fact rewarding 
the few. In a commonly cited statistic, for example, although 
worker productivity has been steadily rising for the last four 
de cades in the United States, wages are stagnant.73 In general, 
better paid workers are more motivated workers, have more 
capital for consumption, and also are less likely to become po-
liti cally disenfranchised and thus support regressive policies 
that threaten the stability on which growth depends.74 (And 
this does not even  factor in  whether GDP growth rate is a good 
mea sure of economic or social pro gress, given that it says noth-
ing directly about the well- being of individuals, or the environ-
ment on which their lives depend.75) This suggests that we need 
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a Copernican revolution in how we think about the economy: 
away from top- heavy to bottom-up. This is not only morally 
better; it is also logically so.

And it is not only growth that is at stake  here. It also applies to 
the very innovative pro gress that Hayek claims for the competi-
tive enterprise system. To see why, simply return to the example 
of putting more social resources into expanding broadband ac-
cess. We know from autobiographical accounts that most of Sili-
con Valley’s advances  were developed precisely  because its early 
found ers had— through their privileges— extensive early access 
to computers.76 Hayek would say that this shows the logic of his 
claim: the privileged had early access and thus  were able to de-
velop hardware and software that the rest of us now benefit from. 
But imagine a dif er ent scenario. Computers and the internet— 
having been developed largely through the US government and 
military— were considered a public resource from the begin-
ning.77 Instead of having a lucky few get early access, any inter-
ested student could have computer time. You might have had 
thousands—if not more—of very highly qualified  people early 
on. With their combined abilities, who knows what more won-
drous pro gress they might have made, and, equally if not more 
impor tant, what disasters of concentrated power in the tech 
world might have been avoided? And, moreover, since the re-
sources would have been understood as being public, the profits 
could have been kept public, and  these could then have been 
plowed back into ever more research and development, instead 
of payments to stockholders to hide in overseas untaxed ac-
counts.78 The motto of the tech industry has been, “ We’ll climb 
up ahead of the rest of you and then throw you back down a lad-
der. Good luck lifting yourselves up to it.” Perhaps the motto 
should be that of the National Association of Colored  Women 
(founded in 1896): we need to be “lifting as we climb.”79
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And  there is other evidence against Hayek’s fundamental as-
sumption of the relationship between competitive enterprise and 
pro gress. Or perhaps better put:  there is insufficient evidence 
that competition is the best way to create pro gress.80 Develop-
ments happen more quickly when every one works together for 
a common goal.  After all, competition slows the pace of discov-
ery by dispersing knowledge, creating perverse incentives (trying 
to make money rather than trying to solve the prob lem), and 
fragmenting the potential collective energy. Cooperation enables 
knowledge sharing, the ability to focus on the proj ect rather than 
the profit, and the collective dynamics that propel knowledge. As 
scientists who worked collectively on developing synthetic rub-
ber to aid the US military during World War II reported, the solu-
tion was “the result of a thousand  little discoveries made by a 
small army of well- funded industrial chemists.  Those scientists 
remembered it as a golden age, when men who had formerly la-
bored as rivals in dif er ent companies could collaborate with a 
shared sense of purpose.”81

At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, it seemed like 
many understood this historical lesson.  There was a sense of 
global cooperation around topics like the global economy and 
how to develop a safe vaccine as quickly as pos si ble.82 Scientists 
and governments appeared to be spurred on by the possibility 
that we might even have been able to entirely avert this catas-
trophe if  there had been global cooperation ahead of time. As 
pandemic- prevention expert Peter Daszak related to science 
journalist Jennifer Kahn: “ ‘The prob lem  isn’t that prevention 
was impossible. . . .  It was very pos si ble. But we  didn’t do it. 
Governments thought it was too expensive. Phar ma ceu ti cal 
companies operate for profit.’ ” Kahn added: “And the W.H.O., 
for the most part, had neither the funding nor the power to 
enforce the large- scale global collaboration necessary to 
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combat [this lack of motivation].”83 New cooperation was 
promised in light of this failure.

Very quickly, however, competitive feelings resurfaced, with 
countries struggling to get the first vaccine to prioritize the 
well- being of their own citizens, and companies focusing on 
reaping the financial rewards of selling doses. Scientifically this 
makes  little sense  because it impedes the sharing of informa-
tion. Practically it makes  little sense  because it ignores global 
interdependence, both in the sense that variants of the virus 
have developed and spread, and  because economic recovery in 
a globally connected world requires a global recovery. Morally 
this race to be first makes  little sense  because it makes it less 
likely that vulnerable populations, rather than simply  those in 
wealthy countries,  will receive the vaccine first. Po liti cally it 
might make sense in that the winner of the vaccine race could 
be a national hero, but it may not even work  there, especially if 
the rush creates a dangerous product.84

The competitive spirit did not wholly overtake the vaccine 
planning, and the World Health Organ ization managed to en-
gage 150 countries to help ensure that vaccines would be globally 
available, although for many in poorer nations,  those vaccines 
did not arrive soon enough.85 And why did the vaccine have to 
be an issue of national wealth in the first place? Researchers at 
the Universities of Helsinki and Oxford in fact had vaccines 
ready to deploy cheaply very early on in the pandemic, but deci-
sions to partner with private companies (in Oxford’s case, report-
edly due to pressure from the Gates Foundation) meant that 
profit considerations overtook public health concerns.86 Mean-
while, the United States has largely allowed phar ma ceu ti cal 
companies to reap the profits of what the public paid for, and 
patent laws prevented more rapid difusion of the vaccines, which 
risked allowing continued global economic damage alongside 
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the proliferation of potentially dangerous variants.87 And none 
of this is even scraping the surface of how the focus on private 
economic growth has led to de cades of deterioration of the 
public sphere, which in turn has helped create a misinformation 
nightmare inhibiting vaccination even in countries that have 
sufficient supply.

 Here again, then, is an example of how plans designed 
around economic greatness undercut the very values they 
promise to deliver. They promise pro gress but in fact impede it. 
They promise the best pos si ble life for all but only deliver for 
the few. They promise a social order that promotes peace and 
prosperity but in fact leads to authoritarianism and war. And 
what remains unfortunate is that, in spite of repeated claims 
other wise, we in fact have excellent models for other ways to 
design our lives and socie ties. In this par tic u lar case, we had that 
model given a forceful articulation in the very same year that 
Hayek published his greatness- affirming blockbuster: Polanyi’s 
The  Great Transformation. In spite of the title’s invocation of 
greatness, the book is in fact a paean to the good- enough life.

The Good- Enough Transformation

Polanyi saw the essential lie at the heart of the liberal argument 
 going back to Smith. This argument, again, is that if we set up a 
system that enables the pursuit of wealth for the few via the 
competitive market, it  will create both prosperity and in-
equality. They in turn justify this in equality by claiming that 
every one’s lives  will improve through the prosperity, even if 
some lives improve more than  others. What Polanyi saw quite 
clearly was that no social order could actually be maintained 
when top- heavy markets  were being put into efect. The result-
ing inequalities and environmental destruction would simply 
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create too much tension, leading to social upheaval. In Polanyi’s 
words: “Such an institution [of market- based society] could not 
exist for any length of time without annihilating the  human and 
natu ral substance of society.” For Polanyi, the key is to correctly 
understand the relationship between the economy and society. 
Whereas liberals want to put society and even morality on a 
market basis, Polanyi wants us to understand the economy as 
“embedded” within society.

To understand what this means, it is impor tant to be clear 
about what Polanyi means by market- driven economies. He 
does not have any opposition to markets for commodities, 
which are as ancient as culture itself. What concerns him is that 
liberal capitalism makes almost every thing into a commodity. 
He is especially concerned about what he calls the “fictious 
commodities” of land,  labor, and money. According to Polanyi, 
for most of  human history, land,  labor, and money  were not 
subject to markets, but to community standards and norms— 
hence, they  were embedded in society. This may have certain 
disadvantages depending on what  those norms are. But mar-
kets, too, have norms, and  those norms tend to reward some 
and disenfranchise  others. By making the necessities of life into 
commodities, into  things sold in a market, we hamper society’s 
ability to deal with prob lems that may result in the market’s 
maldistribution of basic necessities. Hence  there is perpetual 
homelessness, poverty, and food insecurity, even in economic 
boom times.

This is part of why self- regulating market economics almost 
always goes out the win dow in a national crisis. While some 
economists and politicians continue to call for the business cycle 
to do its work and the weakest businesses to simply fold, reason-
able  people  will mostly come to abandon their “economic princi-
ples” to save us from the annihilation that Polanyi predicted. 
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During the 2008 financial crash, even the ostensibly libertarian 
Koch  brothers backed the TARP bailout when they saw their 
stocks crashing.88 And in response to the coronavirus pan-
demic, ideas like governments printing money to pay idle work-
ers  were implemented by conservative governments in places 
like the United States, Australia, and the UK.89

This  simple act of putting the needs of society over  those of 
the market is what Polanyi famously defined as socialism: “So-
cialism is, essentially, the tendency inherent in an industrial 
civilization to transcend the self- regulating market by con-
sciously subordinating it to a demo cratic society.”90 In this 
sense,  there is no society that exists without socialism. And all 
economies in the world  today maintain a balancing act between 
their socialist and market- driven sectors. What has largely been 
lost since the ascendancy of neoliberal economics is this bal-
ance. The result has been that the socialist tendencies that work 
to ensure demo cratic control over our socie ties are increasingly 
drowned out by the demands of profit.

If Polanyi’s definition of socialism is correct, then much of 
what passes for understanding it  today is simply wrong. Some 
writers insist that the only correct definition of socialism is “gov-
ernment owner ship of the means of production,”91 but socialism 
has many meanings, and for Polanyi it means demo cratic, social 
owner ship of the means of production. (Other wise, he would 
have called it governmentalism!) As economist Richard Wolf 
puts it, “When workers collectively and demo cratically produce, 
receive and distribute the profits their  labor generates, the en-
terprise becomes socialist.”92 Not government, not private cor-
porations, not power ful individuals, but every one having their 
share of the wealth and well- being they help create— that’s so-
cialism according to Polanyi and Woolf. Wolf notes that  there 
is no single path forward from this basic princi ple, and Polanyi 
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does not give us a clear outline  either.  There are still many com-
plicated questions about the role of government, individuals, 
markets, and cooperatives, and how they relate to each other. 
The point is that demo cratic socialism is not (or at least not for 
Polanyi) about government owner ship (although it may involve 
the same kind of mixed economy we see  today around natu ral 
resources, utilities, and essential ser vices). Socialism for him is 
more fundamentally about how to ensure that society as a  whole 
has a more equal and demo cratic stake in global wealth.93

This social owner ship, Polanyi also makes clear, does not 
mean social control. One of the terrible losses in our vision of 
society  today has been the idea of “freedom versus equality”— 
that is, the claim that we can  either have individual freedoms 
subordinated to the demands of social justice, or individual 
liberty at the expense of social justice.94 As many con temporary 
critics of this position have pointed out, the very framing of 
this choice is problematic.95 To think of freedom versus equal-
ity reduces freedom to personal whim and perverts equality 
into collective nightmare. Equality and freedom are in fact in-
separable from each other. A society that ensures decency and 
sufficiency for all, and drastically limits the concentration of 
power and wealth, ensures that no one has too much power 
over anyone  else.

This is why, in concluding his book, Polanyi speaks of a “right 
to nonconformity” and the creation of ever new “spheres of ar-
bitrary freedom.”96 He appears to mean that we should not be 
constrained by the dictates of efficiency or forced into perma-
nent, terrible  labor just to survive. Con temporary advocates of 
a more equal economy follow this line. Po liti cal theorist Albena 
Azmanova, for example, has argued for policies that both pro-
vide secure employment and encourage  people not to stay in it 
too long. She advocates for both stability and leisure as goods 
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that should be shared, and argues that industrial society could, 
if it  were well or ga nized, provide  these.  After all,  because of the 
current shape of our economy,  there are many  people dedicat-
ing more than the hours necessary to maintain the general wel-
fare.  People have to do what the anthropologist David Graeber 
bluntly called “bullshit jobs”— jobs with no purpose other than 
to have a job and its attendant social standing. Graeber esti-
mated that about half the work done in the world  today is such 
 labor. And he argued, like Azmanova and Polanyi, that provid-
ing both standardized income and standardized leisure could 
create more freedom to pursue our interests and values.97

In a more entrepreneurial mindset, Thomas Piketty has ar-
gued that, even within the constraints of the current economy, 
 there would be much greater freedom if every one  were actually 
endowed with the economic capacity to pursue their ideas. He 
suggests very progressive taxes coupled with strong public ser-
vices and an automatic inheritance of 125,000 euros for every-
one at age 25. This would allow “every one to participate fully in 
economic and social life,” while also keeping in equality from 
driving both the material and positional economies to ex-
tremes. Maintaining the tax system on a permanent basis would 
ensure that every one in  every generation  really did have some-
thing close to the same opportunities.98 What ever one makes 
of  these dif er ent proposals, the point is that what they all pro-
vide is more freedom  because of more equality.

 There  will undoubtedly still be issues  here about time and 
resources and interpersonal strug gles. Some proposals might 
still fail. We are not talking about utopia, remember. We are talk-
ing about a vision of a society that provides a good- enough life 
for all. And this is what Polanyi promises is pos si ble when we 
limit the influence of the market to dictate every thing. Society 
is difficult. Working with  others and persuading and convincing 
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them, or making oneself open enough to be convinced by them, 
is a difficult task. Polanyi concludes: “Uncomplaining ac cep-
tance of the real ity of society gives [us] indomitable courage and 
strength to remove all removable injustice and unfreedom.”99 
Not all injustice and unfreedom is removable.  There is no utopia 
 either of the market or of society for the  simple reason that 
 human beings interacting with each other in social life with their 
dif er ent desires and dissonant beliefs  will have to live with solu-
tions that do not please every one. One can respond to this fact 
with Hayek’s abandoning any concept of justice in the name of 
allowing the  great to prosper. We have seen what kind of world 
that creates. Or one can respond with Polanyi’s invocation to 
embrace the complexity, difficulty, and beauty of working 
 toward common social goals without relinquishing personal 
whims. We have had glimpses of that world, and  there are many 
new ideas to help it come into being. But before we can get to 
them, we have to climb over one more hurdle of greatness.

Why Philanthropy Is Not the Answer

Up the hill from where I teach the first- year students, the phi-
los o pher Peter Singer ofers his legendary ethics class, which is, 
by many accounts, a remarkable, open- minded course. But in 
his own writings, he has increasingly subscribed to the great-
ness worldview. In The Most Good You Can Do (2015), Singer 
urges his readers to give away as much of their wealth as pos si-
ble, which seems like a fine idea. However, he relates that one 
day he was asked about  whether  there is an ethics to how one 
makes one’s money. In a word, Singer says no. Any wealth earned 
by someone who  will give it away is better than wealth earned by 
someone who  won’t. If you  didn’t make that money, someone 
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 else would, so committing to making money and giving it away 
is the most good you can do.

Although Singer identifies with the po liti cal left, his position 
 here is remarkably similar to Andrew Car ne gie’s. It was Car ne-
gie,  after all, whose canonical defense of capitalism and philan-
thropy held that cap i tal ists should be allowed to make as much 
as they want in what ever rapacious manner that they want so 
long as they then leave very  little to their  children. Instead, he 
suggested it should be taxed away, or, preferably, given away 
by the  great men (always men) themselves for public works 
and educational institutes.100 What gives the lie to this type 
of argument is that it is nothing more than a vicious cycle. Busi-
nessmen make vast sums by brutally treating their workers— 
Car ne gie does not shy away from admitting this. They then use 
the money to fund universities.  Those universities fund a new 
generation of businessmen who, in the pursuit of profits to give 
away, act like Car ne gie by mistreating their workers. This is the 
endless cycle of greatness justifying itself as helping  others, but 
then only managing to reproduce all of its misery.101

And “justify” is the key word. Piketty has shown at  great 
length that capitalism is just the latest of a number of unequal 
regimes that have found ways to make themselves appear not 
only natu ral but beneficial.102 John Kenneth Galbraith wrote 
pointedly of  these justifications: “The grounds have been many 
and varied and have been principally noted for the rigorous ex-
clusion of the most impor tant reason, which is the  simple un-
willingness to give up the enjoyment of what they have.”103 But 
Car ne gie of course  will not admit this. He claims his work is 
“not only beneficial, but essential for the  future pro gress of the 
race.”104 This is the language of kings and clerics, the logic in-
ven ted to suit  those who are  doing the inventing. Marx and 
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Engels may have overstated the case, but they  were not entirely 
wrong when they said that the ideas of a given era are the ideas 
of the ruling class.105 Philanthropy is a very clever justificatory 
idea—so clever that we sometimes forget that it is only a justi-
fication and not, in fact, necessarily a benefit to the rest of us, 
nor essential for our pro gress.

Indeed, it is remarkable the prestige that philanthropy en-
joys  today, given that it was once considered deeply problem-
atic in countries like the United States.  There  were frequent 
criticisms that philanthropy was just a public relations cover 
to hide the origins of ill- gotten gains. In the spirit of the times, 
President Theodore Roo se velt declaimed: “No amount of char-
ities in spending such fortunes can compensate in any way for 
the misconduct in acquiring them.”106 Consider the case  today 
of George Soros, whose initiatives have been an impor tant 
force for demo cratic  causes over the past two de cades, and 
whose criticism of “market fundamentalism” (that is a belief 
system more than an empirical science) was an impor tant blow 
to neoliberalism’s prestige.107 All the same, Soros’s money 
came from finance capitalism, and his famous bets against the 
British pound and the Thai baht made him a fortune while 
destabilizing both of  those countries. Some have even drawn 
a direct line between Soros’s actions and Brexit. As a generally 
approving New York Times profile noted, “The industry that 
made him a billionaire contributed significantly to the circum-
stances that now imperil what Soros the philanthropist has 
tried to achieve.”108

But although the giving may not compensate for the damage, 
it can cover over it.  Today Bill Gates is, undoubtedly, a signifi-
cant philanthropist whose giving to education and scientific 
 causes is truly impor tant. This reputation, however, is in marked 
contrast to how Gates was thought of before his giving. As one 
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New York Times report noted: “Twenty years ago,  people associ-
ated the name Gates with ‘ruthless, predatory’ monopolistic 
conduct that gave him ‘the reputation of a modern- day robber 
baron,’ said Charles Lowenhaupt, a wealth adviser in St. Louis. . . .  
His philanthropy has helped ‘rebrand’ his name, Mr. Lowen-
haupt added.”109

As a result, and in spite of some the conspiracy theories that 
he is trying to control us with vaccines, the  causes Gates champi-
ons have a fair amount of traction. Through his wealth, he can not 
only guide research at a scale only plausibly matched by govern-
ments, but he can also help afect government policy.110 Gates’s 
stature as a man who is using his wealth to help  others means he 
can decide how  others get helped. Sometimes he is certainly in 
the right— it’s hard to imagine a good- enough life  today without 
vaccines. But his profit- minded pursuit of  these  things has also 
been roundly criticized for slowing down vaccine production and 
distribution during the COVID-19 pandemic.111 And it’s also 
impor tant that some of the opposition to even his good policies 
may come from the very fact that he is one of the world’s wealthi-
est  humans. According to the historian of philanthropy Rob 
Reich, this was the fundamental reason for early opposition to 
the practice of philanthropy in the United States. Philanthropic 
foundations “ were considered a deeply and fundamentally 
antidemo cratic institution, an entity that would undermine po-
liti cal equality, convert private wealth into the donor’s preferred 
public policies, could exist in perpetuity, and be unaccountable 
except to a handpicked assemblage of trustees.”112 Perhaps one 
of the best examples of this pro cess is that such foundations 
are not only accepted, but beloved  today. None of this would 
have happened, according to Reich, without John D. Rocke fel ler 
wanting to start a tax- deductible foundation and having the 
money, connections, and po liti cal clout to force an unpop u lar 
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bill through Congress.113 If I have to choose between David 
Koch trying to fill our atmosphere with toxins and Bill Gates 
trying to make us healthier, I’ll choose Bill Gates, but I’d rather 
have a demo cratic voice in the pro cess myself.114

However, by Singer’s logic, Gates versus Koch  really is the 
best available option. “ Those who think the entire modern cap-
i tal ist economy should be overthrown have conspicuously 
failed to demonstrate that  there are ways of structuring an econ-
omy that have better outcomes. Neither have they indicated 
how, in the twenty- first  century, a transition to an alternative 
economic system might occur.”115 It is not clear why Singer be-
lieves that we can have only unfettered make- as- much- as- you- 
possibly- can capitalism. Indeed, most  people who oppose the 
current system have sketched  viable alternatives and have 
shown how to transition to them. Supporters of progressive 
capitalism like Joseph Stiglitz and Mariana Mazzucato have 
proposed relatively straightforward changes that build on the 
current system and embody ele ments of practices that have 
worked in the recent past.116 What stands in our way is not the 
lack of an alternative, but the active  labor of  those  today who, 
like Car ne gie in his era, benefit from the current system to 
keep  things as they are. One of the best ways to fight back is 
to continually remind ourselves of the other models out  there. 
Progressive capitalism is a popu lar option, but other available 
economic systems can bring us even closer to a good- enough 
life for all.

Some Plans for a Good- Enough World

If  you’ve agreed with me so far in this book, you appreciate the 
goal of a life with less burnout, anxiety, strife, and anger, and 
with more ordinary joys, mutual recognition, and cooperation, 
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while still understanding that some degree of dissonance, fail-
ure, and sufering is inevitable. What I’ve tried to argue thus far 
in this chapter is that our current social and economic systems 
work against this kind of life. Along the way we have seen glim-
mers of other ways of organ izing society that can support the 
good- enough life. I now want to bring  these glimmers more 
clearly into view.

The nature of markets is, as we have seen, to be a power ful 
force in the growth of economies, but to distribute the money 
and power they generate terribly unequally across a society.117 
Thus the simplest way to move from a greatness- oriented soci-
ety to a good- enough society is to reduce the power of markets. 
This was the essential lesson of what is most generally called 
“social democracy,” and it was the basic mixed- economy frame-
work that guided post– World War II Eu rope, North Amer i ca, 
Oceania, and Japan, and  later parts of Southeast Asia, South 
Amer i ca, Africa, and elsewhere. According to the historian of 
politics Sheri Berman, this was efectively “the end of history,” 
when we had every thing figured out.  There  were markets for 
most  things and some degree of in equality, but the basic neces-
sities of life  were taken care of through welfare. Public housing 
and job assistance also took some forms of  labor and land out 
of the market system. Profits  were taxed heavi ly to reinvest in 
education, infrastructure, and public goods. Extensive  union 
membership ensured good wages and fair working conditions. 
Universal healthcare was provided (except in the United 
States), and robust systems of unemployment insurance, early 
childhood care, and social security for old age took care of 
 people at moments when it was not pos si ble for them to take 
care of themselves.118

But, of course, history never does end. Social democracy had 
deep flaws, and it tolerated still extensive levels of material and 
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positional in equality.119 Often this in equality was racialized. In 
the United States, for example, parts of the progressive eco-
nomic policy unleashed by the New Deal excluded some Afri-
can Americans, immigrants, and Indigenous  people from its 
bounty, and, most treacherously, coincided with putting Japa-
nese Americans in internment camps.120 Early social security 
and unemployment laws, for example, excluded farm and do-
mestic workers, who worked in industries that employed nearly 
half the Black population.121  There was also well- documented 
discrimination in access to afordable housing. Such early exclu-
sions multiplied over the years and have helped perpetuate the 
racialized economic in equality we see  today.122

Moreover, wealthy social democracies never managed to ex-
tend their bounty beyond national borders, and they did  little 
for postcolonial states. Indeed, they often fought back develop-
ment in  those countries in the name of growing their own 
wealth. When states in Latin Amer i ca, South Asia, and Africa 
began to push forward a “developmentalist” agenda and at-
tempt to replicate the Keynesian growth models of the West, 
they threatened the extensive profits that Western states ex-
tracted from neo co lo nial owner ship of land and resources.123 
In order to maintain power, Western nations backed military 
dictatorships, which resulted in what journalist Vincent Bevins 
calls “the mass murder campaign that  shaped our world.” In 
Indonesia alone, the toll is estimated at over one million lives.124 
This has also created ongoing economic prob lems, as  these dic-
tatorships borrowed and wasted money for which many nations 
are now still on the hook.125  These interventions  were often 
done in the name of fighting totalitarian communism, but many 
of them took place against social demo cratic and demo cratic 
socialist governments who  were simply trying to even the in-
ternational economic playing field.126 The United States was 
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often the primary mover, and stories of the military or CIA in-
tervening to protect business interests in Guatemala, Iran, and 
elsewhere are relatively well known.127 But I have to admit to 
being shocked recently watching documentary footage of a 
Swedish com pany’s  unionized workforce calling in the Liberian 
military in order to break up a  unionization efort of local work-
ers at a mining site.128 Although Scandinavian countries and 
citizens  were often more supportive of global egalitarian action, 
many of their companies  were not.129 Actions like this helped 
create global instabilities and enable (but of course do not jus-
tify) the immigration politics that  today are putting pressure on 
social democracy in countries like Sweden.

Indeed, at the same time that social democracies grew their 
wealth through unequal global power, they also let in equality 
grow at home, slowly loosening their progressive systems in the 
face of international competition and fluctuations in commod-
ity prices, especially oil. This eventually meant blowback for 
their global failures. They never fully developed a responsible 
way to ensure that fiscal justice would exist across borders, and 
thus they lost jobs and tax revenue.130 It is certainly true that 
this provided jobs that  were other wise absent in developing 
countries, but it is also true that  these jobs  were often terribly 
paid, dangerous, insecure, and environmentally hazardous.131 
Social democracy was ultimately defeated less by its own flaws 
than by the assault of wealthy elites who wanted to increase their 
power, but the global faults certainly left an opening. A good- 
enough world must be a good- enough world.

In response to the  Great Recession of 2007–9,  there was 
something of a “Keynesian resurgence” as many policy makers 
realized that only government intervention and deficit spend-
ing could hold back another  great depression.132 A de cade  later, 
while  there remained holdouts during the economic downturn 
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created by COVID-19, some of the strongest bulwarks of neolib-
eral thought began to fall. Even the editorial board of the Finan-
cial Times called for a return to the Keynes- inspired New Deal. 
Indeed, they even went further: “Radical reforms— reversing 
the prevailing policy direction of the last four de cades [i.e., 
since 1980, the beginning of the neoliberal era]— will need to be 
put on the  table. Governments  will have to accept a more active 
role in the economy. They must see public ser vices as invest-
ments rather than liabilities, and look for ways to make  labour 
markets less insecure. Re distribution  will again be on the agenda; 
the privileges of the el derly and wealthy in question. Policies  until 
recently considered eccentric, such as basic income and wealth 
taxes,  will have to be in the mix.”133

Given that  there is this movement occurring even in neolib-
eral corners, it is not surprising that the upheavals of the early 
twenty- first  century have also created a growing interest in 
demo cratic socialism.  There are impor tant overlaps  here. 
Keynes himself had warned against viewing socialists as the 
enemies of his economics. The split was not between social 
demo crats and demo cratic socialists, but between  those seek-
ing to make peace and improve the general welfare in the world 
as a  whole, and  those who sought “power, prestige, national 
or personal glory, the imposition of a culture, and hereditary or 
racial prejudice.”134 Both social democracy and demo cratic so-
cialism oppose this greatness- oriented worldview, and thus the 
rational economic debate in terms of a good- enough life is not 
 these two against each other, but  these two against greatness.

Still, social democracy and demo cratic socialism are quite 
dif er ent. Social democracy shares its roots with demo cratic 
socialism (and somewhat ironically, the Social Demo cratic 
Party was originally the more radical, as it was the official organ 
of Marxist politics in Germany). Both  were born out of the 
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frustration of socialists with the orthodox Marxism that reigned 
in Eu rope at the time.135 Demo cratic socialists, with Eduard 
Bern stein being perhaps their foremost theorist, saw that capi-
talism was not leading to the expected contradictions and revo-
lution.136 Indeed, as Smith predicted, general opulence was 
growing. Nevertheless, that opulence continued to accrue un-
evenly and unjustly. Bern stein argued that  these trends could 
not be reversed without establishing a less revolutionary and 
more demo cratic platform, less predicated on class antagonism 
and more dedicated to cross- class work for the common good. 
Marxists warned that any such collaborations would inevitably 
 water down their message, but Bern stein argued that this was a 
risk worth taking. He may have been right: according to histori-
ans like Berman, in the interwar period, the early implementa-
tion of social demo cratic policies helped stem the rising fascist 
tides in places like the United States, the UK, and Sweden. But 
the Marxists also had a good point: entering demo cratic politics 
inevitably meant compromise.  These  were the compromises 
that led to the social demo cratic welfare state we know  today.137 
So while demo cratic socialists and social demo crats (now the 
name for the moderates) share this fundamental origin, they 
also depart on the key question of owner ship. Social demo crats 
tend to work with taxes and regulations to redistribute wealth 
and guarantee ser vices. Demo cratic socialists tend to work on 
changing owner ship structures to “predistribute” wealth in more 
egalitarian ways.

According to Gary Dorrien, a specialist on the history and 
theory of demo cratic socialism, its aim is “a fully demo cratized 
society in which the  people control the economy and govern-
ment, no group dominates any other, and  every citizen is  free, 
equal, and included.”138 To this end, demo cratic socialists work 
to create the world as a cooperative community that reverses 
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the essential logic of competitive capitalism. In the latter, pri-
vate gains are maximized and then distributed—if ever—to the 
public. In the former, all work together to directly grow the 
shared wealth. If general opulence is indeed the key to general 
well- being, demo cratic socialists and other egalitarians ask, 
then why go through the bizarre practice of enriching the few 
first? Why not directly aim at increasing general well- being? 
This practice  today goes by many names— industrial democ-
racy, economic democracy, the pluralist commonwealth, par-
ticipatory socialism, worker self- directed enterprises— but the 
basic idea is the same: if we are to actually live in a demo cratic 
society, then that democracy must exist as much in the work-
place as in the country.139 (And, at least in the context of the 
United States, a term like “economic democracy” may be more 
po liti cally  viable than other names for a fairer economy.)

Furthermore, the fact that democracy does not function that 
way in the workplace is the cause of its not working that way in 
the country: uneven economic power inevitably means uneven 
demo cratic power. This was part of why Franklin Delano Roo-
se velt proposed an “Economic Bill of Rights” in 1944 as a sup-
plement to the po liti cal Bill of Rights that currently exists in the 
United States. This second bill included, among other rights, 
guarantees for a job, food, clothing, housing, and education— 
and not just at subsistence levels, but with “a decent home . . .  
good health . . .  a good education.”140 The logic of adding the 
second bill is that  things like freedom of expression  will be per-
verted through dominance by the few in a society that is too 
eco nom ically uneven.

 There are many models and debates for how to go about 
achieving this more demo cratic society— whether it is more 
social demo cratic or demo cratic socialist or not captured by 
 these names at all.141 And many of  these models, though we 
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may not hear about them while reading the daily business news 
or watching the Dow Industrials Index, are already in existence. 
Since World War II, large German and Swedish firms have had 
“codetermination” between shareholders, man ag ers, and labor-
ers. In this system, a certain amount of board seats and voting 
power are set aside for workers.142 The plans are somewhat 
 limited (shareholders retain the most power), but more expan-
sive versions have been proposed in  those countries, as well as 
by  Labour in the UK  under Jeremy Corbyn and in the US presi-
dential campaign platforms of Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth 
Warren.143 Perhaps the most famous version was the “Meidner 
Plan” in Sweden, which ofered a transitional model for owner-
ship of large corporations. In this plan, 20  percent of all profit 
from a given year would be reinvested in a com pany’s stock and 
held by the workers. Over time, as the workers’ share of the 
general stock grew, they would come to assume owner ship of 
the com pany. The plan was ultimately defeated as the Swedish 
Social Demo crats fell out of power, but it has had impor tant 
legacies— such as the current proposals.144

 There are also a  great number of companies that  were founded 
to be worker- owned, perhaps most famously the multi- billion- 
dollar- revenue- generating Mondragon Corporation, a federa-
tion of cooperative enterprises in the Basque country.  There are 
also smaller- scale enterprises springing up  every year. One 
promising path has been the “Cleveland model” (or the “Preston 
model” in the UK), in which coops work in an integrated manner 
with “anchor institutions” in the community, such as hospitals 
and universities.145 In Cleveland, the Evergreen coops have 
grown up around  these institutions, and include an industrial- 
scale laundry, solar energy production, and hydroponic vegeta-
ble growers.146 Their sustainable practices produce sustainable 
wages for their employee- owners.
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Economic power can also be demo cratized at a more general 
level, such as in sovereign wealth funds.  These are publicly held 
funds that are to be used for the sole benefit of the public. One of 
the most famous examples is the “Norwegian model,” in which a 
combination of funds and state- owned enterprises hold about 
60  percent of the wealth in the country. The funds are used for 
public spending proj ects, or to cover losses during economic 
downturns. Although it may seem a far- fetched Scandinavian 
model that is difficult to implement in other countries, it is in fact 
relatively common elsewhere.147 Gar Alperovitz points out that 
 there are enough versions in the United States to speak of “every-
day socialism, all the time, American style.”148 And, more often 
than not,  these proj ects are in conservative “red states,” including 
the Alaska Permanent Fund, the Texas Permanent School Fund 
and Permanent University Fund, and The Permanent Wyoming 
Mineral Trust Fund. Not to mention that 25  percent of the elec-
tricity in the United States is supplied by locally owned utilities 
or energy cooperatives.149 While  those permanent funds are 
largely based on oil extraction,  there are also collective ways to 
create a greener economy, more focused on regeneration of re-
sources than their degeneration through consumption.150

 These dif er ent social systems also foster dif er ent types of 
social interactions. Research has shown that cooperative sys-
tems tend to produce better communication, friendliness, help-
fulness, coordination of efort, orientation to task achievement, 
orderliness, higher productivity, feelings of agreement, ability 
to see other’s points of view, self- esteem, and hope about  future 
interactions.151 And as Riane Eisler, adrienne maree brown, and 
 others have pointed out, the values of egalitarian, partnership- 
focused systems also promote greater gender, racial, and ability 
equity.152 (This was perhaps part of why, throughout the twen-
tieth  century, African Americans have been at the forefront of 
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developing cooperatives, and  there are promising programs 
 today with Latina domestic workers in cities like New York.153) 
In  these systems,  after all, the aim is for each to contribute what 
they can to an overall goal in which they  will all share the ben-
efit. And “benefit” itself is redefined from a purely economic 
logic to the social values of working well together and to the 
vari ous forms of value that all of us can provide. Time and again 
it has been shown that workplaces that foster participation both 
positionally (less top- down and more equal power) and materi-
ally (shared rewards) increase productivity, happiness, and a 
sense of purpose.154

As just one example, consider Gravity Payments, an online 
credit card transaction com pany headquartered in Seattle, 
Washington, run by Dan Price. One day in 2011, an employee 
named Jason Haley told Price that he was cheating his workers 
by paying them only $35,000 a year while his salary was over 
$1 million. Price was initially shocked and ofended, but  after 
speaking to friends trying to live on amounts similar to the sala-
ries he paid in quickly gentrifying Seattle, he eventually heeded 
Haley’s message. Price realized that although he had founded 
the com pany through his risk and entrepreneurship, he was en-
tirely dependent on his workers, and could not justify living his 
comfortable life while they scraped by. His initial step was ten-
tative: he implemented 20  percent raises, thinking it would be 
a one- time  thing. But over the course of a year, he found that 
the raise more than paid for itself with increases in productivity 
and decreases in turnover. In 2015, based on academic research 
suggesting that earnings of around $70,000 a year would help 
create a happy and stable life for employees, Price instituted 
that figure as the com pany’s new minimum wage, and slashed 
his own salary to the same amount to pay for it.155 In 2020 he 
reported the results on Twitter: “*Our business tripled *Staf 
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who own homes grew 10x *401(k) contributions doubled *70% 
of employees paid of debt *Staf having kids soared 10x *Turn-
over dropped in half *76% of staf are engaged at work, 2x the 
national average.”156

Price’s model is in stark contrast to a more famed com pany 
headquartered in Seattle: Amazon. In 2019, Amazon initiated a 
search for “HQ2,” a second headquarters outside of Seattle. Al-
though  people in Seattle warned of the growing in equality and 
gentrification that the presence of Amazon could cause,  there 
was still widespread excitement across North Amer i ca for the 
potential jobs and tax revenues the headquarters could bring.157 
Cities offered billions of dollars of subsidies to one of the 
world’s richest companies. In the end Amazon chose two cities: 
Alexandria,  Virginia, just outside Washington, DC, and Long 
Island City, Queens, a neighborhood in New York City. Accord-
ing to journalist Alec MacGillis, who has extensively chronicled 
Amazon’s role in the modern world,  these choices  were the “ul-
timate example of the winner- take- all, rich- get- richer dynamic 
of  today’s economy, in which growth and prosperity flow to the 
handful of cities that are home to the tech  giants that control 
ever more of daily commerce.” At least, he noted, Amazon was 
up front about its aims, writing in a company- issued statement: 
“Nowhere did Amazon say HQ2 was a proj ect designed to help 
communities in need.”158

This quickly became painfully clear to poor communities in 
New York. As soon as the announcement was made, a fight en-
sued over  whether the com pany should be allowed into Queens, 
and  under what conditions.  There was par tic u lar concern over 
 whether Amazon would be “neutral” on  unionization (that is to 
say, would not oppose  unions), which they refused to do. 
Rather than engaging the fight, Amazon pulled out of the 
plan.159 Amazon’s not coming prevented increases in the kinds 
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of prob lems that Seattle had experienced and that are already 
rampant in New York: ever- increasing property prices and 
growing income in equality between the well- paid managerial 
staf and the low- paid workers. (Long Island City is near Elm-
hurst, one of the poorest areas in the city and one of the hardest 
hit by COVID-19, in large part  because it has so many workers 
in low- paid but essential jobs.) Still, Amazon’s not coming did 
take away the possibility of jobs and tax revenue.

From the good- enough life perspective, what is missing from 
the Amazon- Queens story is another way of bringing work to an 
area like Queens that does not rely on an anti- union, inequality- 
driven com pany. One solution would be to replace Amazon with 
something like Mondragon or the Cleveland model— a single 
large cooperatively owned businesses, or a collection of smaller 
such businesses. It could even have been Amazon itself, had Jef 
Bezos taken advice from his neighbor Dan Price. But  because 
our collective social mindset is so premised on  great found ers 
and entrepreneurs, the idea that Amazon would have an egalitar-
ian mindset or that it could be replaced by cooperatives never 
 really entered the public discussion.160 This is why it  matters so 
much that our leading ethicists like Peter Singer cease claiming 
that winner- take- all capitalism is the only  viable system. Claims 
like this cloud out our imaginative power to actually transition 
to the many available forms of economic democracy.

The combination of public owner ship, collective owner ship, 
and private owner ship is what Alperovitz calls the “pluralist 
commonwealth.”161 The point is not to create the perfect eco-
nomic system that  will resolve all of our social issues. It is to 
create one that  will enable decency and sufficiency for every-
one. What the experience of the last few centuries has taught us 
is that the winner- take- all cap i tal ist system of Hayek and  others 
is simply incapable of delivering this. It distributes rewards 
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unevenly, and its promises of eventual smooth distribution are 
simply never realized. While it has taught us a lot about markets 
and the growth of wealth, its logical premise for distribution is, 
ultimately, completely illogical. Imagine an analogical situation 
in which we create an irrigation system that floods one field at 
the top of the hill in the hope that the rest of the  water would 
eventually make it to the bottom. Or in the more pungent anal-
ogy from businessman and shared wealth advocate Djafar Shal-
chi: “Wealth is like manure: spread it, and it makes every thing 
grow; pile it up, and it stinks.”162

A more logical irrigation or manure system, like a more logi-
cal economic system, would simply distribute the resources as 
evenly as pos si ble to the fields. And it would ensure that it does 
so without spoiling the environment itself in the pro cess. But 
even in such a regenerative economy, some days  there would be 
leaks; some days the sun would shine too brightly; some days 
 there would be scarcities of  water. This cannot be stressed 
enough: economic democracy is not easy.  Those who look to 
demo cratic socialism or other more egalitarian forms of the 
economy as some kind of panacea are, I think, sorely mis-
taken.163  There is simply no system that can fully deal with all 
the issues that might arise in the endlessly complex emotional 
and social lives of interdependent  human beings. In a coop-
erative system, many questions arise: Does every one deserve 
an equal share even if they  don’t put as much energy into their 
work? How  will interpersonal conflicts be handled without 
strict hierarchy?  Will collective decisions be made by a  simple 
majority, or consensus, or modified consensus? If arriving at 
consensus takes many long meetings, is it fair to exclude  people 
who cannot stay  because of  family care needs? What space  will 
be allowed for  people who would prefer to work less and make 
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less money, or work more and make more money? When times 
get tough,  will economic demo crats continue to insist on equal-
ity, or  will they create new systems of division?164

Morton Deutsch, one of the leading theorists of  human coop-
erative be hav ior, has argued that  there are three social  factors that 
make cooperation work: substitutability (the possibility for one 
worker to swap  labor with another), cathexis (personal rapport), 
and inducibility (the power of group attraction). However,  these 
are also the very  things that overwhelm it: substitutability even-
tually leads to each member finding work they prefer, cathexis 
leads to cliques, and inducibility leads to a deadening confor-
mity.165 Deutsch still believes strongly in cooperation, but only a 
cooperative system that is prepared to acknowledge and work 
through the development of  these prob lems.

The point of shifting  toward increased economic democracy 
is not, therefore,  because it  will solve all our prob lems, but 
 because it  will give us good- enough prob lems, instead of the 
 great ones we currently face. A global society that followed Po-
lanyi and abolished markets for  labor, land, and money could 
not then expect all the prob lems in  these areas to then simply 
dis appear.  There are very in ter est ing, if presently difficult- to- 
imagine, suggestions  here— such as the idea espoused by Mar-
tin Luther King and  others of a guaranteed income— but all of 
them would have to begin from the premise that they  will be no 
more and no less than good enough.166 Any new economy 
would be no less than good enough  because our aim would be 
to design a society, step by step, in such a way as to aim at de-
cency and sufficiency for every one. In this economy we would 
not work to live of the opulent excess of the  great, but to build 
up the tremendous energies of the many. But the new system 
would also be no more than good enough  because it would 
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have to be prepared to deal with complexities, difficulties, and 
inevitable failures. Only the assumption of failure allows us to 
prepare for the trou bles to come.167

Limiting the Positional Economy

I’ve spent most of this chapter discussing the macro social dy-
namics of developing a connected world that provides a good- 
enough life for all. To this end, I’ve largely focused on economic 
theory. But as I’ve noted  here and in previous chapters, eco-
nomic in equality is not the only cause of our greatness- oriented 
society. It is also the product of what Fred Hirsch called “the 
positional economy.” As I use the term, it refers to a variety of 
 things ranging from awards, leadership positions, and beach-
front properties, to the attention one receives from a friend or 
mentor or lover versus what they give another person. The po-
sitional economy can also be an intense site of ableism, racism, 
and sexism, as, even among  people with similar material wealth, 
conscious or unconscious prejudices can influence who wins 
jobs, awards, attention, or re spect.168 Creating an economic de-
mocracy must be coincident with continued work for equal 
rights across  these spheres of identity.

The existence of a positional economy is one of the argu-
ments that libertarians like phi los o pher Robert Nozick have 
used to discredit the idea of material equality. Even if we get rid 
of vast diferences in wealth, Nozick says, we  will simply find 
other ways to compare ourselves and create new centers of 
power.169 Sigmund Freud similarly doubted that overcoming 
the prob lem of material in equality would do much to stem the 
prob lems of aggression and social discord, which he traced 
more to sexual than economic competition.170 In a sense, this 
is the corollary of the prob lem with which I started this chapter: 
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just as  human relationships find their limits in social systems, 
so can social systems be upended by the tragedies of  human 
relationships.

Several science fiction writers have considered this prob-
lem, including Cory Doctorow in Down and Out in the Magic 
Kingdom (2003) and Ursula Le Guin in The Dispossessed (1974). 
In Doctorow’s novel, automation has cured scarcity and death, 
and  people can live forever  going through dif er ent adventures 
without concern for food or health. But  because  there is still a 
positional economy, they trade on “whuffie,” a kind of currency 
of esteem. (Doctorow  doesn’t investigate the potential prob-
lems of inherited prejudices in his esteem economy.) The more 
whuffie one collects, the more one can do, including, in the 
main plot of the novel, taking control of Disneyland. In Le 
Guin’s The Dispossessed, a radical anarchist colony is estab-
lished on a nearby moon. “Propertarianism” is abolished, and 
every one lives for the collective. “ Don’t egoize” is the colony’s 
parenting version of saying “Say please and thank you.” While 
in equality is largely annulled materially, it excels positionally. 
Expertise—or a reputation for expertise— becomes particu-
larly meaningful. While no material benefits accrue, the ap-
pointed experts still feel the satisfaction of having the power 
to make major decisions.

In a brief, astute reading of Doctorow’s novel, Peter Frase 
notes that the book correctly perceives that even material abun-
dance cannot overcome the prob lem of power. Nevertheless, 
he suggests that it is a fallacy to assume that the new positional 
economy is merely a replication of the old material one. While 
in the material economy, the risk is that one kind of value— 
money— overwhelms all the  others, in the world of whuffie, 
one can get esteem for a  great many actions. Somewhat like the 
socie ties envisioned by Walzer and other virtue ethicists 
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(discussed in chapter 2), this “is not a world of no hierarchies 
but one of many hierarchies, no one of which is superior to all 
the  others.”171 Le Guin’s novel, although critical of the ossifica-
tion of the once radical anarchist society, concludes even more 
strongly on the side of equality, with the vindication of the so-
ciety’s core demo cratic and decentralized values, once reignited 
by the actions of the novel’s hero.

 These alternative visions make some sense of why the posi-
tional economy is dif er ent from the material one. With all due 
re spect to Freud, sexual competition simply  doesn’t have the 
same overarching power that the economy does, largely  because 
while wealth begets wealth, having one lover does not beget hav-
ing many, nor does it pass down through the generations. Eco-
nomic in equality, furthermore, translates more easily into other 
kinds of power. As Shakespeare famously put it in Timon of Ath-
ens, gold “ will make black white, foul fair, / Wrong right, base 
noble, old young, coward valiant . . .  / This yellow slave /  Will 
knit and break religions, bless the accursed, / Make the hoar lep-
rosy adored, place thieves / And give them title, knee and ap-
probation / With senators on the bench. . . .”172 Certainly fame 
can have a similar efect, as when it helped Ronald Reagan and 
Arnold Schwarzenegger become the governors of California, or 
Al Franken a senator. But while one comedian made it into the 
US Senate, about half of its members are millionaires.173

Nevertheless, the question still arises: if wealth meant less in 
society, would we just wind up with fifty  percent former actors 
in the US Senate? This poses real dilemmas for the good- 
enough life,  because, again, the life we are looking for  here is 
not just about every one having materially enough. It is also 
about fulfilling our social and psychic needs. And being disen-
franchised while other  people make decisions that upend your 
life is a damaging experience for individuals and communities. 
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Since rectifying such imbalances in the positional economy has 
received much less attention than economic  matters, I find the 
potential solutions more provisional, but still bountiful.

One area to begin our consideration starts in a terrible place: 
what Primo Levi called the “ferocious law” of Auschwitz that 
I discussed in the previous chapter. According to Levi, again, 
this law was best explained by a line from the Gospel of Matthew: 
“To he that has,  will be given; from he that has not,  will be taken 
away.” Levi believed that civilized life kept this law at bay, ensur-
ing that no one had too much and no one too  little.

Two de cades  after Levi’s account, however, the sociologist 
Robert K. Merton returned to this line from Matthew (al-
though he seems to have been unaware of Levi’s citation) to 
coin what he called “the Matthew efect.” For Merton, this was 
not a law confined to situations of unfathomable injustice, but 
a generally functioning rule for how benefits accrued in soci-
ety. Studying interviews of scientists who had received Nobel 
prizes and comparing their accomplishments with  people who 
had not, he noticed a pattern: “eminent scientists get dispro-
portionately  great credit for their contributions to science 
while relatively unknown scientists tend to get disproportion-
ately  little credit for comparable contributions.”174 To be sure, 
Merton’s point was not that the eminence of  these scientists 
was undue, but only that once they received their initial credit, 
the prestige snowballed, often to the point of obscuring the 
valuable contributions of  others. You might think, well, that’s 
not so bad: it’s a very dif er ent “Matthew efect” than what Levi 
described. And that is undoubtedly true, and  there is no anal-
ogy  here besides the citation to Matthew. I recall Levi only to 
mark that all Matthew efects— all systems that reward some 
repeatedly and take away from  others repeatedly— are harm-
ful, even if in drastically dif er ent ways.
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Consider in this more everyday context a situation in which 
 there is one top prize given to all the graduating environmental 
scientists in the country, which ofers them millions in seed 
money for research. Although hundreds of well- qualified 
 people apply, only one can be chosen. As with most applica-
tions, no idea  really stands out, but  there are fifteen to twenty 
that seem to deserve the award. At an impasse, the committee 
chooses one of the ideas  because it most closely aligns with 
their own research interests (which they of course think are the 
most impor tant). As it turns out, this idea  wasn’t actually very 
good for reasons that simply could not be clear at the time (no 
fault of the applicant or the committee; the experiments simply 
had to be done to find out). Meanwhile, some of the ideas that 
did not get funding would have been major breakthroughs, but 
they never get realized. Indeed, the scientists who had  those 
ideas, perhaps  because their scientific abilities far exceed their 
writing abilities, never get recognized. At the same time, our 
winner, even though completely unsuccessful, now has the pres-
tige of having won the top award. And so when another round 
of grant funding comes up, the committee thinks, “Well, this 
person was considered the best, so they prob ably are,” and they 
just keep winning rewards. Some of their ideas are good, some 
are bad, but the prestige accrues nevertheless, while  those who 
lost just keep losing. In a competitive job environment where 
only the winners prosper, this not only means  careers can be 
ruined, but that some of the best ideas get lost.

 There are some clear ways to counteract this pro cess. One is 
anonymous review, in which previous accomplishments are not 
listed. This means no letters of recommendation and no CVs. 
This pro cess, aside from the case of journal articles, is extremely 
rare, in part  because track rec ords can  matter, and in part  because 
it only cuts out bias about the person, not about the proj ect 
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itself. Another option that is gaining traction, especially in the 
sciences, is the idea of  doing lotteries for grant rewards.175  These 
lotteries are not just for anyone who applies:  there is a weeding 
out to assure general quality.  There may also be weighted  factors 
to ensure diversity in the identities of the winners, which can 
help ofset other advantages, such as access to mentorship. The 
lottery pro cess ensures decent quality, cuts down on Matthew 
efects, and also opens up applications to ideas outside of the 
mainstream.176 It can thus be a key component in reducing the 
power of the positional economy of prestige.

A more radical option, even more attuned with the good- 
enough life, is to decrease the positional power of the Matthew 
efect for awards by simply granting equal funding. This idea is 
also gaining traction in the sciences, which seem to be far ahead 
of the arts and humanities in thinking through the dilemmas of 
grant funding.177 Perhaps that is  because of the better docu-
mented discontent among scientists. For example, a recent 
study of scientists found that an eye- popping 97  percent said 
that they spent more time working on proposals than on their 
 actual work. An almost equal number—95  percent— wanted to 
see changes to the system.178 And researchers have found that 
if simply every one who qualified (a relatively low bar)  were 
given equal funding,  there would still be more than enough 
money to go around to fund major research initiatives (not to 
mention more collaborative proj ects).179 Not only would more 
proj ects be pursued, but  people would not have to spend all 
their time applying.

One can imagine  these practices being useful in other 
spheres of achievement. Athenian democracy, for example, 
used a lottery system to determine who would be a representa-
tive in the administration of the city. The aim of the system was 
not only to ensure that no one held power for too long, but also 
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that every one would be capable of governing effectively. A 
modified system like this could work in modern democracies, 
with  free training for anyone interested, a rigorous application 
pro cess, and a “good- enough” cutof, ensuring ethics, integrity, 
and knowledge of current issues. This would be one way, at 
least, of making elected office a triumph of who made the cut-
of, rather than who was the best campaigner, fundraiser, or 
demagogue. This has also recently been suggested as a way of 
removing the partisan rancor from choosing Supreme Court 
justices in the United States.180

 Others have argued for more extensive use of lotteries. Alex-
ander Guerrero, a phi los o pher of law and politics, has proposed 
what he calls a “lottocracy.”181 In Guerrero’s system, rather than 
power concentrated in a single, elected legislative body of  those 
deemed most worthy (meritocrats),  there would be a number 
of legislative bodies of randomly chosen— lottocratic— citizens 
who would be given time and resources to deliberate together 
on each issue. Part of the logic of this, as Hélène Landemore, 
another theorist of lottocracies, has pointed out, is that elec-
tions tend to  favor the power ful, the wealthy, the well con-
nected, the tall, the charismatic, and the eloquent. Obviously, 
none of  these identities help make better policy.182 Rather than 
hiding the luck of being born wealthy, tall, or charismatic, this 
system makes a more egalitarian luck the basis of who gets cho-
sen. It’s no longer a question of individual success but of ensur-
ing the general quality of the citizenry such that anyone, at any 
time, can fulfill the requirements of repre sen ta tion.

Landemore’s argument goes beyond simply making a case 
for greater participation  because it is a morally good  thing to 
do. Building on work the world over— from the gram sabhas 
of India to the National Public Policy conferences of Brazil to 
one- of events like the  Great National Debate on climate in 
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France— Landemore argues that  there are genuine improve-
ments from  these pro cesses. This research builds on millennia 
of work by communities both power ful and disenfranchised 
who have worked out cooperative ways to ensure that every one 
has a say in their lives. The academic theory that backs it up for 
Landemore comes from the work of orga nizational researchers 
Lu Hong and Scott Page. They argued that cognitively diverse 
teams outperform teams with higher but homogenous metrics. 
To explain this, Landemore uses a mapping meta phor: a ho-
mogenous team may reach the highest point of a given peak, 
but they might not realize that they missed genuine resources 
in a part of the terrain that they overlooked.183 Landemore 
argues that we should understand demo cratic pro cesses of di-
verse groups, chosen randomly, as both normatively and prac-
tically superior to groups of even  those deemed the best and 
the brightest. As a case in point, she mentions the Yellow Vest 
movement in France, which erupted  after the French adminis-
trative elite imposed a gas tax in order to curb emissions. The 
goal of curbing emissions is right, but the method has to meet 
the needs of the many, not just  those who can aford to live near 
where they work.

 There are also lottery- based models for other applications. In 
the eigh teenth  century, at the University of Basel, academic ap-
pointments  were picked by lot  after the best three candidates had 
been chosen.184 More recently, Barry Schwartz proposed what 
he calls a “good- enough” system for admission to selective col-
leges.185 Michael Sandel has strongly advocated for this as well.186 
 Under this system, applicants would have to meet certain basic 
criteria for academic and extracurricular achievement.  Those cri-
teria could be designed to  factor in variations based on systemic 
inequalities or even personal histories. And they should, in my 
opinion, prize civic and intellectual engagement over test scores. 
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Once  those criteria are designed, all applications that meet the 
criteria would be put into a lottery for admission. Given that top 
colleges, by their own admission, reject many more good appli-
cants than they can accommodate, this makes the presently arbi-
trary system more honestly random.187

The real advantages of the lottery system are not just that 
they help us find more good- enough applicants, but also that 
they contribute substantially to the good- enough life. If  there 
are basic cutof criteria for college admission that you have to 
meet and every thing  else beyond that  doesn’t  matter, then you 
can have your childhood back. You do not need to pursue  every 
last pos si ble  thing to do ( unless you  really want to) and can 
instead spend more time connecting with friends and  family. 
For parents, it’s also a good way to make the  whole “to be or not 
to be a Chua- inspired tiger mom so my kid gets into Harvard” 
moot. The system also erodes the positional power of  these 
schools or rewards,  because if it’s just down to a lottery, then 
the snobbish allure of having been admitted for no particularly 
better reason is annulled.

 There are also  things that individuals can do in the absence 
of systemic changes. Currently the most famous and elite in any 
field tend to crowd out  others by soaking up opportunities and 
platforms. Rather than crowd out, they could focus more on 
crowding in. A famous professor, for example, might insist on 
having an adjunct share the stage with them for their keynote. 
A famous artist might insist on having a show with an over-
looked colleague. We may also give more social esteem to such 
activities. Rather than being impressed that someone wrote one 
more book or made one more painting, we might marvel at 
their humility in not  doing so, but instead writing a foreword or 
a book review for  others. This could trickle up into the prestige 
economy. Perhaps  there could be more shared awards rather 
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than singular winners. (Who ever thinks the Oscar goes to the 
right film or person anyway?) And  there might be more awards 
directed to other wise unrecognized  people.

Open contests also help. I myself got to write this book 
 because I won a “philosophical op-ed” contest. Contests are 
good  because they open up outside of networks and names. But 
a dif er ent judge might not have picked me, and someone  else, 
prob ably equally worthy, would have gotten the platform to 
write their book. Theirs might have made the world a better 
place than mine. Or perhaps worse.  We’ll never know, and, 
 because  there is always more talent than attention, and always 
more kinds of talents than  those that get valued, the point can-
not be just to reward winners.  Here systemic change is needed.

As Fred Hirsch argued long ago, perhaps the most impor tant 
way to cut into the positional economy is by simply having fewer 
perks for the winners.188 The easiest way to do this is to have 
 things be more publicly available. If  there are better public 
schools, the advantage of private schools diminishes. High- 
quality universal healthcare limits the privilege of paying more 
for care. Beachfront properties that can be used for a few weeks 
a year by every one on a rotating basis reduces the pressure on 
every one to try to make enough to buy a vacation home. First- 
class tickets could be given out by lottery, or, even better,  every 
seat on a plane could just be comfortable enough with none par-
ticularly better. (And if someone thinks that this goes against any 
reasonable business model, I’d like to know how they think it’s 
pos si ble for  humans to achieve the remarkable feat of flying but 
fail to be able to make a plane that’s nice for every one on it.) 
 These mea sures, again, are better for almost every one in a soci-
ety: of course I’d like my own beachfront property, but I’d rather 
every one be able to have access to one of the state-  or commu-
nity-  or cooperatively run facilities on a rotational basis than let 
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massive estates go to waste for most of the year. Socializing goods, 
contrary to what some  people say,  doesn’t eliminate individual 
preference. Rather, it fi nally enables billions of individuals whose 
lack of wealth currently deprives them of individual preference 
to express and sometimes realize their desires.

In her book The Sum of Us, Heather McGhee makes an 
impor tant argument about how another aspect of social 
position— racism— has negative efects in all of  these domains. 
As I noted in chapter 2, McGhee shows how, in issue  after issue, 
a belief that one race should be ahead of another continually 
leads to policies that undo pro gress for both. Building on the 
work of po liti cal economists Woojin Lee and John Roemer, 
McGhee argues that the positional economy of racial hierarchy 
was a major contributing  factor in upending the material econ-
omy of social democracy in the United States.189 She argues 
that moving beyond racism would have a “solidarity dividend” 
for every one’s benefit. She concludes poetically with the hom-
onym (some/sum) in her title: “We are so much more when 
the ‘We’ in ‘We the  People’ is not some of us, but all of us. We 
are greater than, and greater for, the sum of us.”190 I would only 
add that the sum of us is more than the United States— the 
 whole world is better of when it works not to ensure that some 
are  great, but that all are included.

All that said, none of  these are perfect solutions.  There are ob-
vious flaws in  these systems and obvious risks, and  we’ll have to 
be vigilant for  those. We are reminded of this by writers like 
Nozick, Freud, Doctorow, and Le Guin, as well as daily facts like 
the per sis tence of racism and sexism regardless of class equality. 
And that is, again, the point of thinking of our goal as being good 
enough: it reminds us that our solutions  will, in turn, need their 
own fixes. It’s also true that  there is nothing that the good- enough 
life can do for a parent who does not give their  children equal 
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attention, or  people who experience the bitterness of unrequited 
love.  There is no social or interpersonal or even individual mea-
sure that can solve this. But that’s the  whole point of becoming 
good enough in the first place: to learn to appreciate failure for its 
own sake, to gain skills for dealing with the inevitable sufering of 
existence, to learn to think of your life as a point in a nexus of 
meaning, sufficiency, and limitation.

A Thought Experiment

Perhaps I’ve lost some of you at this point. Perhaps you nodded 
in agreement with me about individual and familial values but 
think now I’ve just gone too far. Perhaps you are imagining an 
unpleasant world of mediocrity, where  there is  little incentive to 
strive and create. Perhaps you think  these plans  will rob us of the 
strange won der of  human exuberance. I do not think that is the 
case, and I do not intend to argue for it. I believe strongly that 
greatness- oriented socie ties have done much more damage to 
 human potential by limiting the number of  people who can ex-
plore it. I believe that the good- enough life  will continue the 
liberations of the presently bounded energies of so many under-
appreciated  humans. I believe that a reasonable reckoning with 
the facts  will draw us all to this conclusion.

But perhaps the good- enough life still does not appeal to 
you. Perhaps you prefer our current lottery system to the one I 
am describing. Our current world is, indeed, a lottery. By some 
combination of luck and talent and industry, you may get the 
winner- take- all prize. In the good- enough world, although you 
 will never win it all, you are promised to win a fair share. So let’s 
try a thought experiment, borrowed from the phi los o pher John 
Rawls.191 Imagine that you have to choose between the 
greatness- oriented world and the good- enough- oriented world, 
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and that you do not know where you would wind up in the 
social hierarchy of  either society. Knowing full well that no 
 matter what you do, contingency may push you to the top or 
the bottom of  either, where would you  really want to live?

Let’s make it less hy po thet i cal. Imagine that you are, in fact, 
the lucky winner who sits atop the pre sent social hierarchy. You 
have access to the best in housing, food, education, healthcare, 
entertainment, and leisure. And you decide to go on a hiking 
trip. You go camping and have a wonderful guide and food and 
rest. And then one day you have a terrible heart attack.  Because 
all the best hospitals are in the cities and suburbs, and  there 
have been severe funding cuts where you are,  there is no ade-
quate care available for you in the rural area. Do you still want 
a world in which you have, when you  don’t need it, access to the 
best medical care, and no access to it when you do need it? Or 
would you rather live in a world that ensures good- enough 
healthcare for every one, everywhere? And if it’s not you hiking, 
now imagine that it is your child, or friend, or distant cousin, or 
someone  you’ve never met, someone whose life you may very 
well have had if luck had broken diferently for you, and as it 
may yet do tomorrow. Are you still sure you want to risk it all 
for a chance at having the best of every thing?

You might respond, as Hayek would, that this is not a ques-
tion of choice; it’s a question of  human nature.  People  will natu-
rally seek out their position on the top of the social pyramid, 
and we cannot constrain them without falling into tyranny. I 
cannot deny that some hierarchical striving is part of our  human 
nature. But  there are other parts, too, and our aim should not 
be to capitulate to what destroys us, but rather to embrace what 
lifts us up. And  doing so, I  will argue in the next chapter, may 
just be necessary for saving the very planet on which any life— 
great, neglected, or good- enough— can take place.
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For Our Planet

I have so far tried to make the case that the pursuit of greatness 
in our individual, interpersonal, and social lives is self- defeating. 
Not only is the end goal never achieved, but along the way we 
damage or destroy the many meaningful, everyday experiences 
we could have created. I have argued for refocusing on  these 
other experiences and learning to build a world together that 
aims to be decent and sufficient for all, if still inevitably imper-
fect. Each step along the way has been related to the next: we 
strengthen our capacity to create a good- enough life for all by 
embodying what that would mean as individuals, in relation-
ships, and in our social formations. All of  these steps  matter a 
 great deal. But perhaps the most significant reason to embrace 
the good- enough life  today resides in our relationship to nature, 
where the attitude of greatness is threatening to damage our 
life- sustaining environment beyond repair.

Before we can deal with this largest issue, however, we  will 
have to come to terms with how we think about  human nature. 
 After all, one of the commonest responses to the critique of 
greatness is that  there’s nothing we can do about it. It’s in our 
DNA; we are driven by the pro cesses of evolution to seek being 
at the top of the pyramid no  matter what. It is often said that 
even if this is not the case for every body, it is at least the case 
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for some  humans— the leaders, the alphas, the heroes. And 
from a racist  angle, it is sometimes said that greatness is the 
destiny of certain cultures or races.  Because I assume most read-
ers of this book do not share this last point of view, I  will not 
say too much about it. But I  will spend some time making the 
case for why we are not hardwired for greatness. It  matters that 
we move beyond our neuroscientific assumptions about great-
ness  because we may other wise be tempted into thinking that, 
yes, a life that focuses on preserving the decent and sufficient 
natu ral world that makes life pos si ble is the right  thing to do, 
but,  humans being  humans, they  will almost necessarily exploit, 
overpopulate, and decimate.

You might also doubt the value of good- enough responses to 
the catastrophic prob lems of climate change. On this point you 
are right, if we take “good enough” in the colloquial sense of just 
 doing the bare minimum. I wish  there  were  simple changes avail-
able to evade climate catastrophe. I wish that switching from 
plastic to reusable  bottles, flying less, driving a hybrid car, build-
ing solar panels on our homes, and planting more trees would be 
enough to stave of  these efects. But while all of  these are good 
 things to do, they are not sufficient. Indeed, they are already too 
late. As David Wallace- Wells, author of The Uninhabitable Earth, 
tells us in stark terms, “We have already exited the state of envi-
ronmental conditions that allowed the  human animal to evolve 
in the first place.”1 We  will certainly be able to keep living on this 
earth, but, according to the 2019 World Meteorological Organ-
ization report on climate change, “We are currently way of track 
to meeting  either the 1.5°C or 2°C targets that the Paris Agree-
ment calls for.”2 At the 1.1°C rise we have already seen, the result 
has been millions of climate refugees, mass extinctions in the 
natu ral world, endless unpredictable weather events, and billions 
of dollars in damage to property and livelihood.3
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 Here again the histories of racism, classism, and colonialism 
ensure that the distribution of this pain is severely unequal. Ac-
cording to a 2020 summary of research on the efects of affluence 
on climate change, “the world’s top 10% of income earners are 
responsible for between 25 and 43% of environmental impact. In 
contrast, the world’s bottom 10% income earners exert only 
around 3–5% of environmental impact.”4 And yet, in part  because 
of geography, it is the world’s poor who are likely to bear the 
brunt of climate change’s destruction. Not only  will this lead to 
loss of home, sustenance, and life, but it  will also compound the 
ongoing prob lem of foreign debt. Even as wealthy countries con-
tinue to extract value from  these poorer countries, and even as 
that extraction leads to environmental degradation, they still 
continue to demand interest payments on loans whose princi ple 
has already been paid.5 This current crisis builds on de cades (at 
least) of what Reverend Benjamin Chavis Jr. in the 1980s called 
“environmental racism”— the institutional pro cess of exploiting 
inequalities in order to systemically dump environmental prob-
lems onto marginalized communities.6 Responding to  these 
crises has meant—in spite of frequent media repre sen ta tions 
other wise— that  people of color and  those living in poverty are 
often at the forefront of movements for environmental pro-
gress.7 One study in the United States found, for example, that 
while 25  percent of White  people  were worried about climate 
change, that number more than doubled for Black  people and 
nearly tripled for Latinx  people.8

In response to the unpre ce dented situation of climate catas-
trophe, it comes to feel logical to hope for greatness to over-
come it. Some believe that if we give enough money to the 
smartest  people and then let them reap maximal rewards, it  will 
benefit all of us through new, green energy solutions.  Others 
believe that if we find and enable the greatest leaders, the rest 
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of us  won’t have to do much. This is understandable— given the 
inertia of our pre sent response to climate catastrophe and the 
need to quickly transform our world, we may have to rely a  little 
bit on  great actors. But the trou ble with relying on the  great few 
is, as always, that it robs us of the tremendous energies and ca-
pacities of the good- enough many. It makes us dependent on 
systems outside of our control, leaving most of us to feel in-
creasingly anxious and adrift, alienated from our power to be a 
positive force in our world. Equally, it sets up a  battle of the 
elites, in which the greedy and power- hungry cynics have so far 
been winning out over  those who are diligently pursuing ade-
quate policy solutions.

And even if the “good elites” win, the result may be new clean 
technologies, but ones whose economic benefit creates further 
divisions in our world. Indeed, a major global model for how to 
decarbonize the economy, from a team of more than twenty 
authors, suggests that we may not even need many new tech-
nologies. The team argues that focusing on technological 
change distracts us from the fact that what’s  really needed is the 
po liti cal  will to decrease wasteful consumption and transition 
to the already- existing green technologies that can solve this 
prob lem in the short term.9 And promoting the idea that a green 
economy  will lead to good- enough lives for all, rather than 
make some tech entrepreneurs fabulously wealthy, may help 
convince more  people to join the cause.

Focusing on  great leaders and innovators to save us also ig-
nores how the ideology of greatness has been part of how we 
got  here in the first place. Phi los o phers and intellectual histori-
ans have considered this possibility for some time. For example, 
in Dialectic of Enlightenment, a densely written treatise from 
1944, Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer argued that a be-
lief in mastery over nature helps enable  humans to believe that 
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they should have mastery over each other.10 In 1967, historian 
Lynn White argued that the biblical idea that  humans have 
dominance over nature had led to con temporary ecological cri-
ses.11 In more recent years, researchers working at the intersec-
tion of psy chol ogy, sociology, and ecol ogy have found remark-
able parallels between inaction on climate change and what is 
called “social dominance orientation,” a metric of how much 
someone believes that  there should be hierarchies and inequali-
ties in society. The more someone believes in  human hierarchy, 
the more likely they are to believe that  humans do not need to 
worry about climate change.

One interpretation of this phenomenon is that  there is a cor-
relation between the idea of hierarchy and the idea of mastery 
over nature.  People who express a sense that some  people 
should dominate or rule over  others tend to also believe that 
they can control and subdue nature. Heather McGhee and 
Kirsti M. Jylhä suggest another pos si ble interpretation. They 
argue that this  isn’t just about a sense of domination, but also a 
belief that  those who “deserve” to be protected— those who 
have made their way to the top of the hierarchy— will be saved 
from the effects of climate change.12 In some ways they are 
right:  those at the top  will be able to aford certain protections 
that  others cannot. But, as McGhee argues,  there are still limits: 
we all “live  under the same sky.”13 As floods and wildfires over 
the past few years have shown, no one is safe from the ravages 
of a rapidly changing climate. This is thus another instance 
where good- enough for all is better than  great for some.

Some readers might  counter that we are simply at a low point 
in our mastery and control. We are  great, the natu ral world is 
 great, and the combination of our greatness  will someday result 
in a  great world. We just have to keep pushing. By this logic, we 
are like a mythic person who has been pushing a massive boulder 
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up a steep hill for centuries, and if we give up now, the boulder 
 will come crashing down and all our pro gress  will be for naught.

We are not the first society to believe this. In the fifth 
 century CE, explorers from Polynesia settled Rapa Nui, a small 
island abundant with plant and animal life, as well as solidified 
volcanic ash. The  people flourished  there for eight centuries or 
so, reaching a population of about 10,000 on a sixty- four- square- 
mile island. As they expanded, they began to build sculptures— 
moai—to honor their ancestors. They used the volcanic ash to 
build massive stone sculptures, as tall as thirty feet and as heavy 
as eighty tons. Exploiting the island’s abundant forests, they 
constructed complex systems to transport  these statues from 
the quarry in the center of the island to the hills on its outer 
edges. Year by year, they built more and more transportation 
systems, felling more and more trees. Aided by the rats they had 
introduced to the island who crippled the young saplings, they 
soon found themselves on barren land. When a Dutch ship ar-
rived on Easter Day 1722— hence the Eu ro pean name, Easter 
Island— they found a desolate wasteland populated by the few 
hundred inhabitants who had survived.14

The anthropologist and novelist Ronald Wright, from whom 
I have taken this account, calls this kind of history a “pro gress 
trap.” He writes, “Pro gress has an internal logic that can lead be-
yond reason to catastrophe. A seductive trail of successes may 
end in a trap.”15 What is remarkable about Rapa Nui, as Wright 
and  others have pointed out, is that they might have known they 
 were in a trap.  Because of the small size of the island, they may 
have been able to see when the last trees  were being felled. And 
yet they did it anyway. Perhaps they had a belief system that sug-
gested that honoring the ancestors mattered more than the trees. 
Perhaps they  didn’t see how quickly the rats  were getting at their 
saplings. Perhaps they  didn’t actually see the last tree fall, but 
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rather the changes in the ecosystem led to a sudden “tipping 
point,” such as threatens the Amazon  today.16 Perhaps every one 
knew what was  going on except for a power ful class that con-
trolled the mono poly of vio lence on the island. We  don’t  really 
know. But what we do know is the harrowing lesson they teach 
us: at the end of rolling this boulder up the mountain, we may 
very well look out from our tremendous achievement onto an 
earth that can barely sustain  human life.

Wired for What ever

Consider two contrasting descriptions of what life was like for 
early  humans. According to one, it was “nasty, brutish, and short.” 
 There was constant vio lence, no law, and perpetual illness. Ac-
cording to the other, it was more of an idyll.  People lived harmo-
niously together and with nature. Their lives may have been 
short, but they  were peaceful and joyous. If you believe the for-
mer account, which comes from the seventeenth- century phi los-
o pher Thomas Hobbes, you prob ably think that the millennia 
since have been nothing but pro gress as we have established law, 
medicine, and civility. However unequal or unpleasant some fea-
tures of the pre sent may be, we have to concede that they are so 
much better than the past that we should re spect what ever pro-
cess got us  here. (Steven Pinker is a prominent exponent of this 
worldview  today.17) If you believe the latter, often associated with 
the eighteenth- century phi los o pher Jean- Jacques Rousseau, you 
prob ably think that pro gress is more superficial. Sure, we have 
better health and live longer, but we also have more war and 
anger, and we have betrayed our fundamentally decent  human 
nature. (Rutger Bregman is a prominent exponent of this.18)

Neither of  these accounts is exactly right.  There is plenty of 
evidence, as I noted in the first chapter, that early  human life 
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was actually rather pleasant and leisure- filled. But  there was also 
prob ably a fair amount of war, vio lence, and insecurity. The 
trou ble with the Hobbes- Rousseau debate is that it makes it 
seem as if humanity is  either good or bad, when our experience 
tells us quite obviously that we have the capacity for both tre-
mendous generosity and spirit- breaking cruelty. Perhaps the 
winner  here was then in fact their successor, Immanuel Kant, 
who suggested that what defined our nature was neither evil 
nor goodness, but “the  free power of choice” to act in one way 
or another. Kant did not mean that we  were innately  free, but 
that, if we worked on our constitutions (that is, both how we 
are individually constituted and our po liti cal constitutions), 
we could become the kinds of beings who acted justly more 
often than not.19 I do not entirely agree with Kant, but I do 
think his basic idea  here is correct: we are not determined to 
be  either good or evil, but rather must work through our com-
peting impulses. We are capable of remaking our world and 
ourselves in ways that make decency or terror more likely.20 
Our nature provides the resources for us to become better, but 
it also contains the seeds of our own destruction. We are, I 
might say, neither good nor evil, neither  great nor base, but 
simply good enough.

The primatologist Frans de Waal gives further evidence that 
we have  these multiple potentials in his book Our Inner Ape 
(2005). According to de Waal, part of what constitutes us as 
 humans is our chimpanzee- derived ge ne tic heritage. Chimpan-
zees, one of our closest ge ne tic relatives, have a strong hierarchi-
cal structure built around androcentric power and status. While 
the Hobbesian account would end  here, telling us that we  will 
never escape our inner vio lence and quest for power, de Waal 
continues: “We have the fortune of having not one but two inner 
apes.” It turns out that we share as much ge ne tic material with 
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bonobos as chimpanzees, and bonobos are a matriarchal, coop-
erative, and friendly species. Having two inner apes, according 
to de Waal, “allow[s] us to construct an image of ourselves that 
is considerably more complex than what we have heard coming 
out of biology for the past twenty- five years.”21 We have “a gamut 
of tendencies from the basest to the noblest.”22 Who we are—as 
individuals and a species—is not determined by nature, but 
rather exists in the complex entanglement of who  we’ve been, 
who we can become, how we reflect on that pro cess, and what 
kinds of institutions we manage to build in response.

Recent work in cognitive science further underscores this 
complex image of who we are and can be. While it is certainly 
true that some of us may be born with stronger tendencies in 
one direction or another (more ambitious or slothful, more 
generous or miserly), it is equally true that who we became is 
inseparable from what cognitive scientists call “cognitive ecol-
ogy,” or the ways in which our thinking is part of a wider sym-
bolic, cultural, and natu ral ecosystem.23 The cognitive ecol ogy 
model breaks with the once standard “repre sen ta tional and 
computational model” of the brain, in which the brain is some-
thing like a computer that can be studied to understand how it 
pro cesses and distributes information. The cognitive ecol ogy 
model sees the brain in line with “4E” cognitive science: as em-
bodied, embedded, extended, and enacted. In this model, we 
cannot understand the mind on its own (as something hard-
wired for greatness, for example), but only as part of an interac-
tive relationship with our bodies and environments.24 This 
complexity of cognition does not make the achievement of a 
good- enough life any easier— there are so many layers  here! 
But it does make it pos si ble.  Because we are not hardwired by 
our DNA or our brains to be any par tic u lar  thing, but rather are 
ourselves indeterminate, dynamic, and ongoing pro cesses, we 
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need not fear that somehow greatness and hierarchy are a nec-
essary part of our condition. They are one part of our “gamut” 
of possibilities, not our destiny.

This also  matters for the issues we discussed in the last chap-
ter. Recall that part of why Smith and Hayek argue that we have 
to deal with greatness is  because of “men being what they are.”25 
According to their logic, we may very well want a world in 
which every one has decency and sufficiency and no one has too 
much more than anyone  else, but that’s just not how we are 
built. The conservative po liti cal phi los o pher Thomas Sowell 
argued that this reckoning with how  humans are was a clear 
ideological split between conservativism and more progressive 
traditions. Sowell called  these the “constrained” and “uncon-
strained” visions. In this account, constrained thinkers like 
Smith and Hayek tend to try to work with our flaws by produc-
ing generally functioning systems. Unconstrained thinkers like 
Rousseau and Marx try to revolutionize who we are so that full 
justice can reign. The essential difference between the two, 
Sowell says, is “ whether or not inherent limitations of man are 
among the key ele ments included in the vision.”26 This idea has 
a quite a bit of traction still  today. Moderate conservatives like 
New York Times columnist David Brooks often use it to explain 
their policy proposals. Brooks writes: “In the unconstrained 
vision, you ask: What’s the solution? In a constrained vision 
you ask: What’s the best set of trade- ofs and reforms we can 
actually achieve? The constrained vision is wiser.”27

In many ways, the good- enough life is about having a con-
strained vision of real ity. It does not imagine that  there are per-
fect solutions to every thing, and it believes in the wisdom of 
appreciating our limits. My concern, however, is that the defini-
tion of constrained versus unconstrained in this strand of con-
servative thought incorrectly poses the prob lem of  human 
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nature. It says  there are certain ways that  human beings are, and 
 because of this we have to make policies adapted to how they 
are. This was the basic point that Smith and Hayek used to de-
fend the very concentrations of power they claimed to be op-
posing. But  because  human nature is so flexible, the correct 
question is not constrained or unconstrained, but rather: what 
parts of ourselves do we want to put more or less constraint on? 
If we have “two inner apes,” one that seeks hierarchy and status 
while another seeks cooperation and equality, then the great-
ness vision works to constrain the latter while the good- enough 
vision works to constrain the former. Neither vision, of course, 
is about complete constraint. In the greatness world,  there is 
still cooperation and equality, only less than  there might other-
wise be, and in the good- enough world,  there is still some hier-
archy and status, only much less than we have  today. As such, 
Sowell’s idea that conservatives better re spect  human nature 
and our limitations is simply incorrect. He is making a choice 
about what to constrain, no more or less than what I advocate.

Surviving the Fittest

Some might respond that of the two apes within us, one re-
mains dominant  because  there is always a competitive race for 
survival. This is one of modernity’s essential claims for great-
ness: that it is baked into the logic of evolution. According to 
Charles Darwin, life is a “strug gle for existence.” Its major en-
gine, natu ral se lection, is “daily and hourly scrutinizing, 
throughout the world, the slightest variations; rejecting  those 
that are bad, preserving and adding up all that are good; silently 
and insensibly working, whenever and wherever opportunity of-
fers, at the improvement of each organic being in relation to its 
organic and inorganic conditions of life.”28 Such words make it 
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sound as if the restless pursuit of improvement is not only natu-
ral, but the very means of survival.

Darwin inadvertently gave further credence to this view of 
evolution by approving of Herbert Spencer’s phrase “survival of 
the fittest” as a synonym for natu ral se lection.29 Darwin opted 
for Spencer’s term  because he feared that “se lection” implied too 
much conscious activity on the part of nature. His point was not 
that nature consciously chose the best adaptations, but that, in 
the strug gle to survive,  those attributes of an individual that 
 were most conducive to success would be “selected” by virtue of 
their ability to help us reproduce. As Stephen Jay Gould puts it 
with the brevity of wit: “It got colder before the woolly mam-
moth evolved its shaggy coat.”30 In turn, nevertheless,  those 
shaggy mammoths  were overrun by  humans, climate change, 
inbreeding, and possibly their own overuse of freshwater re-
sources.31 The fittest are not fittest forever.

This is one of the basic quirks of evolution and why “survival 
of the fittest” introduces as many linguistic prob lems as it solves. 
“Fittest” is not an absolute term in  either Spencer or Darwin. It 
refers, quite narrowly, to the adaptation between an organism 
and its environment. Darwin reminds his readers: “Let it also 
be borne in mind how infinitely complex and close- fitting are 
the mutual relations of all organic beings to each other and to 
their physical conditions of life.”32 “Fittest” in this sense then is 
not like how some person is the fittest one at the gym. They are 
not the best- looking, strongest, most ethical, or most power ful. 
They are simply the most suited to survive in the complexity of 
an environment. In an environment where height provides a 
better view of predators to run away from, tall  people might 
survive better. In another, where predators tend to attack the 
tall  people that they can see above the bushes, short  people 
might be better of. Sometimes being too “fit” in the colloquial 
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sense can in fact be a prob lem. Consider, for example, that 
many of the young and healthy  people who have died of 
COVID-19 did so  because their immune systems  were too 
strong and overzealously fought the virus, resulting in a “cyto-
kine storm” that attacked healthy organs as well.33 Adaptations 
that are advantageous in normal times often fail in extreme mo-
ments. In times of drought, for example, scientists have ob-
served that the largest girafes are the ones who die quickest, 
since they require the greatest caloric intake.34

Indeed, one consequence of evolution is that adapting to 
some aspects of one’s environment often makes one maladapted 
in other re spects. Evolutionary ge ne ticist Jerry Coyne explains 
how this happens on multiple fronts.  Human birth is an obvious 
example. Our brains kept growing and becoming larger, but our 
pelvis had to remain relatively narrow for us to be able to walk 
and run efficiently.35 Hence the terrible pain of giving birth. 
Other adaptations that help us reproduce can have similar set-
backs. It is pos si ble, for example, that the same genes that give 
men virility enlarge their prostates  later in life.36 Indeed,  because 
of advances in science, culture, and technology,  humans pre sent 
a particularly vexing picture for fitness. We evolved to love 
sweets and fats  because their high caloric intake reduced the 
amount of food we needed. Now that same encoding produces 
some of our worst health prob lems. But we are unlikely to lose 
the desire for sweets and fats  because (in terms of  human evolu-
tion if not individual childhood well- being) their toll comes late 
enough in life that they rarely afect one’s ability to reproduce.37 
Perhaps it is not surprising that “natu ral se lection” and “survival 
of the fittest” are inexact terms: like evolution itself, they solve 
some linguistic prob lems while producing  others. Evolution, 
properly understood, does not lead us to think that the greatest 
and most power ful are likely to survive. Rather, it ofers a rather 
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eloquent two- part summation of the good- enough philosophy: 
prob lems create solutions, and then solutions create prob lems. 
The complexity of life and environmental interactions means 
that no perfect adaptation can result.

To survive in this imperfect world, we need each other. Dar-
win may have recognized this when he insisted that he referred 
to the strug gle for existence “in a large and meta phorical sense.”38 
He writes, for example, “A plant on the edge of a desert is said to 
strug gle for life against the drought, though more properly it 
should be said to be dependent on the moisture.”39 In this ex-
ample, the “strug gle for existence” is not between individuals, but 
a collective efort.  There are, of course, plenty of examples where 
animals and plants do compete for scarce resources, but Dar-
win’s brief suggestion  here is that how we understand that com-
petition is no more fated than our  human nature. It is a choice. 
We can understand the strug gle as a ruthless pro cess against 
each other. Or we can understand it as a shared strug gle to help 
as much of the planet as pos si ble to survive and live well.

Even if evolution is as much or more about mutual aid than 
strug gle,  there are good reasons to doubt  whether we should 
map our understanding of  human life onto natu ral history.40 
Groups or nations wanting to increase their power are likely to 
use just about any justification of their eforts. No one needed 
Darwin to speak of the strug gle for existence and the survival 
of the fittest for some groups to enslave, rape, pillage, and at-
tempt genocide against other  peoples. But the idea that  there 
 were “ great races” that could, nevertheless, lose the ge ne tic 
strug gle for survival gave ideological fodder to some of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries’ worst atrocities. Indeed, 
this double move is the key to much racist horror: it is not just 
about how  great one group believes itself to be greater, but also 
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about their illogical and hatred- based fear that some other 
group  will dilute its gene pool and make it “less  great.”

This is the basic fear of “degeneration” and “miscegenation.” 
It is an idea that connected American racism to Nazism. As 
Timothy Ryback, author of Hitler’s Private Library, writes: “Hit-
ler’s most valued book on Amer i ca was The Passing of the  Great 
Race [1916], by . . .  Madison Grant, who claimed that American 
greatness, built on the Nordic stock of its founding  fathers, was 
being eroded by the allegedly inferior blood of immigrant races. 
Hitler quoted liberally from Grant in his speeches and is said to 
have sent him a letter describing [the book] as ‘my bible.’ ”41 
And according to Roger Griffin, one of the foremost experts on 
the history of fascism, this fear of lost greatness is the essence 
of the fascist creed: “Extensive study of the primary sources of 
Fascism . . .  convinced me that the core of its mentality was . . .  
devoting, and, if necessary sacrificing, individual existence to 
the strug gle against the forces of degeneration which had seem-
ingly brought the nation low, and of helping relaunch it  towards 
greatness and glory.”42

This is part of the under lying logic of the presidential cam-
paigns of Donald Trump. I am sure that many  people who chant 
“Make Amer i ca  Great Again” simply identify with the Repub-
lican Party or a general belief in the United States as a  great 
country and do not intend to invoke this racist history with 
their words. But Trump himself de cided to build his campaign 
on this slogan  after a long history of racist remarks and actions. 
He then announced his campaign with a racist description of 
immigrants, made regularly racist remarks throughout his presi-
dency, ignored the rise in hate crimes based on his rhe toric, 
doubled down in his last year as president by stoking anti- 
Asian- American sentiment during the pandemic, and generally 
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governed by trying to eradicate  every ele ment of Barack 
Obama’s legacy.43 And as the data clearly show, even if many of 
Trump’s supporters do not support racism, anti- immigrant and 
racist sentiments  were part of his winning electoral strategy in 
2016.44 As such, his words and actions are part of the history of 
terrors undergirding “American greatness.”45

We should not, nevertheless, assume that it requires explicit 
racism to echo this history, or that the prob lem is  limited to the 
Republican Party. As scholars like Khalil Gibran Muhammad 
have shown, ideas about “greater races” infect many US institu-
tions, perhaps most notably the criminal justice system. As Mu-
hammad shows in  great detail, the history of US criminal justice 
in the twentieth  century is predicated on a two- pronged ap-
proach to dealing with crime: social ser vices for Whites and in-
carceration for Blacks. How did this come to pass?  Because of an 
assumption that poor Eu ro pean immigrants had the capacity to 
improve with the right help, whereas Africans  were presumed 
inferior no  matter what.46 The history of institutional racism 
means that “ great race” ideas need to be systemically rooted out.47

I am sympathetic to  those who, like Obama himself, may 
want “American greatness” and “American exceptionalism” to 
refer to another history entirely— one in which the United 
States is unique among nations in its ability to create a good life 
for all its citizens. But I think we are better off avoiding this 
 whole history of pitting nations against each other and trying to 
see which is best. We are better of without thinking of the world 
analogically with nature’s strug gle for existence.  Because unlike 
many of nature’s creations, we can choose what ele ments of our 
plural natures we want to cultivate and embody. And  there is 
nothing about our world that benefits from some nations or cul-
tures or races  doing better than  others. Such competitive desires 
create the poverty, wars, and failures to act efectively on global 
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issues like climate change that we see  today. If we manage to 
overcome  these challenges, it  will not be  because the fittest sur-
vived, but  because we managed to survive the very idea of  there 
being some who are more fit to live than  others.

Evolving to Be Good Enough

Although we should not design our socie ties based on our vi-
sions of nature, it is worth noting that Darwin’s ideas about 
strug gle have been challenged by con temporary evolutionary 
theory. Concerned about Darwin’s tendency to express the pro-
cesses of evolution as trends  toward optimization, and, equally, 
the tendency to pervert this idea into social hierarchies, the phi-
los o pher of science Daniel Milo has argued that a par tic u lar idea 
of good- enoughness better explains evolution: being “good 
enough not to die of.”48 As he meticulously worked through the 
scientific lit er a ture on evolution, Milo found that the data sug-
gests some impor tant changes to Darwin’s theory. He never dis-
putes evolution as such. The basic idea of evolution— “descent 
with modification,” the theory that all species derive from bil-
lions of years of changes to some primordial living form— has 
proven correct. Darwin’s claimed pro cess of evolution— natu ral 
se lection, or survival of the fittest—is also true and has plenty 
of examples, but it  doesn’t explain the entirety of evolutionary 
pro cesses. Milo suggests that three  others— genetic drift (ran-
dom mutations in genes), geographic isolation, and founder 
efects (genes of migratory groups that start new populations 
elsewhere)— account for much more change than they are 
given credit for.  These are not particularly controversial ideas 
in evolutionary theory, but Milo suggests that they are under-
emphasized in how the general population understands evolu-
tion. Our vision of change is too much about natu ral se lection’s 
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perfecting pro cesses, whereas the rec ord in fact shows  things 
that are rather random, bizarre, or unfortunate (such as the ex-
amples of childbirth and aging I noted above). Further still, 
since the aim of evolution is reproduction, it prefers to stand 
still once it achieves this basic feat.  After all, what better way to 
survive than by following the pattern of someone  else who did?

Milo’s concern is that overemphasizing natu ral se lection’s 
competitive pro cesses enables a moral fable to design society 
on similar terms. Indeed, even viewing it as a competitive pro-
cess imputes something onto nature  because the point of evo-
lution is to be good enough to survive and reproduce, not 
necessarily stop someone  else from reproducing. Changing 
our understanding of evolution, he hopes, may help us move 
away from cutthroat competition and  toward an appreciation 
of the fact that, quite frankly, we already won the evolutionary 
game. We have no difficulty producing enough food, shelter, 
clothing, and medicine for all of humanity. What we lack is a 
functional system of distribution, in some part, Milo suggests, 
 because we keep thinking that we are competing with each 
other in order to survive.

Throughout his book, Milo ofers philosophical explanations 
at places where the science runs out. This begins with an at-
tempt to explain why the first group of  human explorers left 
Africa in the first place. Milo dismisses the vari ous available 
theories about natu ral conditions and suggests that they  were 
the sufferers of a new “virus called ‘elsewhereism.’ ”49 This 
“virus,” which he suggests may come from a par tic u lar gene mu-
tation, enables one to imagine a  future in which the  things that 
are wrong in one place might be solved somewhere  else, or in 
some other way of living. This ability to imagine a better  future, 
Milo argues, helped us to realize that we  were not entirely 
bound by nature’s offerings and could transform it to our 
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advantage. It is to this transformation in our brains that we owe 
our ability to create the socie ties of plenty that we have.

But like all  things in evolution, the solutions produced by 
elsewhereism have created new prob lems. Milo singles out what 
he calls “the excellence conspiracy.” This is a system “in which 
virtually every one takes part and in which we collectively en-
snare one another.”50 Milo blames our hyperactive elsewhere 
neurons, the very ones that enabled us to become who we are, 
 because now that we no longer need them to resolve the basic 
issues of survival, they still cannot rest. “They are the cabal plot-
ting the excellence conspiracy.”51 We pursue excellence not 
 because it is “excellent” to do so, but  because  we’re not smart 
enough to see that it is not in fact in our best interest anymore.

Or at least, according to Milo, not in most of our best inter-
ests. He does think that  there should be a “few necessary elite” 
who “maintain the safety net and expand it as required.”52 But 
the rest of us should embrace our strangeness and imperfection, 
appreciate that we are good enough to survive, and not burden 
ourselves with  running in a rat race or filling in a pyramid 
scheme that most of us  will sink to the bottom of. I very much 
appreciate Milo and his advocacy of being good enough. But as 
his book concludes on this point, he does not take up an obvi-
ous question: who are  these “necessary elite” and how are we 
to find them? As I have argued in previous chapters, if we have 
to train some to be elite, and  those who are elite get to have all 
the advantages of power and position, then every one who 
wants to enjoy  these privileges  will try to claw their way in, and 
we are very quickly  going to get stuck in the excellence con-
spiracy all over again.

To avoid this, we need to focus our bored neurons on pro-
moting and participating in the good- enough life for all. We 
certainly  will never have a perfect society, but we can make it 
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good enough in a more robust sense than just good enough not 
to die. We can be good enough in the complex way I have ad-
vocated throughout this book: decent, sufficient, appreciative 
of the ordinary, and creatively open to dealing with the inevi-
table limitations and setbacks. We have all the evolutionary 
tools to become this kind of world.

The Risk of   Great Green Revolutions

Nothing makes the necessity of transitioning to the good- enough 
life more apparent than the threats of climate catastrophe and 
the collapse of earth’s ecosystems. Our greatness- oriented model, 
especially in the economy, is simply incompatible with what 
some scientists call our “planetary bound aries,” that is, “the en-
vironmental limits within which humanity can safely operate.”53 
 There are nine of  these limits, including climate, freshwater and 
land use, nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations, and the 
maintenance of “biosphere integrity.” The bound aries idea is 
not uncontroversial, and  there are critics of dif er ent po liti cal 
persuasions who worry about how the idea might be used in 
too- powerful hands (creating population controls, austerity, 
and so forth).54 The idea may also have scientific inaccuracies: 
the earth is a dynamic system,  human technologies interface 
with it in sometimes surprising ways, and we do not have exact 
mea sure ments for  these  things.55 Nevertheless, we do know 
quite clearly some general guidelines, such as that above 2°C 
(or  really even 1.5°C) of warming, our planet  will undergo trans-
formations that  will make inhabiting this earth in a healthy and 
meaningful way much more difficult, if not impossible for 
many. I think it may be better to speak of “safe planetary condi-
tions” rather than “bound aries,” to signal that our concern is 
not an absolute knowledge of what the earth can do, but a 
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relative knowledge of the fact that only  under certain ecological 
conditions is the earth good enough to meaningfully sustain 
 human life, however many billions of us  there are.

According to this model, climate change and biosphere integ-
rity are the two “core” features that regulate all the rest. Although 
the former gets more attention than the latter, they are related 
and equally impor tant. Depleting our natu ral world has become 
a safe conditions prob lem.56 It is no surprise that the two greatest 
challenges of the moment— climate catastrophes and zoonotic 
diseases (like COVID-19)— are related to  these system- wide sus-
tainability features. Our rapacious consumption and abuse of 
natu ral resources is coming back to haunt us, not only driving 
climate change and resource depletion, but also, by pushing into 
new terrains, bringing us into ever greater contact with other spe-
cies and their viruses.57 In places across the globe, catastrophic 
weather events such as fires, hurricanes, and typhoons, coupled 
with the damage wrought by the coronavirus, hammer home the 
truth of  these destructive tendencies.58

It is a  mistake to assume that modern conditions alone have 
brought us to the brink. In addition to the case of Rapa Nui, 
 there are plenty of historical examples of human- caused plan-
etary destruction that precede our current state of afairs. Forty- 
five thousand years ago,  humans arriving to Australia at the 
same moment as a change in climate led to the extinction of the 
island’s megafauna— giant wombats, kangaroos, koalas, and 
 others. About 30,000 years  later, the grisly feat was repeated on 
the American continent.59  Humans are perfectly good at de-
stroying their natu ral habitat no  matter what their economic or 
symbolic- value system is.

Nevertheless, it is true that over time many  peoples around 
the world learned how to live well within their natu ral habitats. 
They developed extensive knowledge of their land through 
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experience and experiment, and that knowledge (sometimes 
called “traditional ecological knowledge”) is a fundamental re-
source for learning to live better with our environment  today.60 
But it is impor tant to remember that  these are achievements of 
learning to live with and understand the land, and not  because 
Indigenous  people are inherently more “natu ral.” The idea that 
some  peoples are automatically closer to nature than  others 
plays on the old racist idea of the “noble savage,” and it denies 
the agency and complexity of Indigenous  peoples, including 
the many diferences in how dif er ent  peoples conceive of and 
relate to nature.61

Paying close attention to how big climate change plans afect 
local communities and interact with their knowledges and ways 
of life is fundamental. Although some world- transforming solu-
tions for climate change prob lems (such as geoengineering) 
promise to reduce global warming, they also more or less guar-
antee wild swings in global weather patterns that  will unevenly 
afect dif er ent populations.62 Just as how in evolution  every 
transformation of a species to better adapt to survive may cre-
ate other prob lems for its well- being, so too does  every tech-
nological intervention in nature produce risks and conse-
quences.63 Some of  these are beyond our control, but some 
follow directly from the priorities and princi ples that frame 
our interventions.

The “Green Revolution” is the name given to a  wholescale 
transformation of global food production led primarily by the 
United States that began in the 1940s and accelerated from the 
’60s through the ’80s. It used collaborative research, public sub-
sidies, chemical fertilizers, and ge ne tic modifications to increase 
global food production, but it also led to greater carbon emis-
sions from agriculture, soil erosion, increased difusion of toxic 
chemicals, and other environmental degradations.64  There  were 
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also profoundly negative social consequences, as large agricul-
tural production was emphasized without any accompanying 
focus on inequalities in land distribution or gendered  labor.65 
Overall food instability as a result in fact increased in countries 
where the Green Revolution took place, even as it decreased 
globally.66

How did that happen? The food writer and historian Mark 
Bittman notes that the massive decrease in global hunger in 
 these years happened almost exclusively in China, where  there 
was no Green Revolution. Instead, Chinese leaders focused on 
state support for in de pen dent farmers, and the goal was to re-
duce poverty, not just increase crop yields. Having more crops 
available does not mean they  will be properly distributed,  after 
all. Much of the world’s explosion of new corn products during 
the Green Revolution in other countries, for example, went to 
ethanol and high- fructose corn syrup. China’s more direct if still 
imperfect approach achieved more of what the Green Revolu-
tion promised: “Production tripled post- Mao, but, more impor-
tant, the world’s most dramatic decrease in poverty ever took 
place.”67 That  didn’t happen  because of technological change 
alone, but  because of the combination of technology, invest-
ment in ordinary  people, and economic regulation.

 There are risks that when it comes to climate change, we  will 
repeat or even exacerbate the prob lems of our current greatness- 
oriented society, just as the Green Revolution did. We should 
learn from this history to avoid just focusing on corporate- 
driven, technological solutions that ignore social implications. 
We  don’t yet seem to be learning this lesson at scale. Consider 
the possibility, for example, that a group like Breakthrough En-
ergy Ventures (BEV) helps develop impor tant and  viable pro-
cesses to help clean up the planet and pursue sustainable 
growth. BEV was founded by Bill Gates and is funded by a 
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who’s who of the world billionaire elite: Jef Bezos, Jack Ma, 
Richard Branson, Michael Bloomberg, and  others. They invest 
in nuclear fusion, increasing battery storage capacity, replacing 
nitrogen fertilizers (one of the big prob lems exacerbated by the 
Green Revolution) with microbial ones, finding ways to se-
quester carbon, and other proj ects to promote “green growth” 
and reduce some of the terrible impacts that we have had on 
the planet— often ones, it should be noted, funded or produced 
by  these very same  people. Between their wealth and their 
star power, the members of BEV have the ability to fund and 
support  these proj ects, as well as the capacity to influence 
governments to support them.68 They also, of course, draw on 
technologies and systems that have been created using public 
money, such as the $22 billion International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor.69

 There is no doubt that the achievement of something as mon-
umental as nuclear fusion would be a  great boon to humanity. 
The question is how to ensure that we avoid the prob lems of 
something like the Green Revolution, creating deleterious side 
efects and exacerbating in equality. If BEV achieves a break-
through,  will we all benefit from it? Or  will we all be forced to 
be thankful for being saved by billionaires from billionaires (by 
their technology against their own business practices), while 
many continue to live in conditions of squalor, told that on the 
horizon every thing  will be good if they just keep working hard?

Gates’s 2021 book How to Avoid a Climate Catastrophe does 
not offer much hope that he has learned  these lessons. He 
writes, for example, that rich countries  will be the most likely 
to develop green technologies that they can then sell to the rest 
of the world. He acknowledges that rich countries have caused 
most of the global warming prob lem, but then does not seem 
to be particularly concerned that they take responsibility. 
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Rather, he seems to think, they should keep getting richer by 
helping the world get out of the crisis they themselves caused. 
His solution risks creating an ever- increasing spiral of global 
debt, in which wealthy nations use their advantage to careen 
ahead, rather than work collectively to lift every one up.70

More with Less, or More from Less?

Such potential social prob lems associated with responding to 
climate change have created significant divisions within the en-
vironmental community. On one side is a group that draws in-
spiration from the idea of “degrowth” (in the word coined by 
the phi los o pher André Gorz in 1972), who argue that the cur-
rent climate catastrophe shows once and for all that capitalism, 
endless growth, consumption, and in equality are simply incom-
patible with a safe and sustainable environment. According to 
this view, surviving the current climate situation forces us to 
create a world in which we— the affluent we— consume less 
and extract less. This vision does not mean some kind of eco-
logical harmony or back- to- the- woods fantasies, as are some-
times  imagined. Con temporary environmental activist and 
writer Naomi Klein, for example, is explicit about this: “Living 
nonextractively does not mean that extraction does not hap-
pen: all living  things must take from nature in order to survive. 
But it does mean the end of the extractivist mindset—of taking 
without caretaking, of treating land and  people as resources to 
deplete rather than as complex entities with rights to a dignified 
existence based on renewal and regeneration.”71 Nor does it 
mean that  there  will be no pro gress or development, or even 
“abundance,” according to con temporary degrowth advocate 
Jason Hickel. His argument is that wealth  today is generated by 
taking what is public ( water, for example) and privatizing it for 
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a fee (bottled  water, say). If we reverse that pro cess, and carefully 
manage the commons, we can have an abundance of resources 
that are collectively available. According to his argument, which 
directly attacks the theories of Smith that we saw in the previous 
chapter, we  don’t need private growth to create general opu-
lence. Rather, we need general opulence instead of growth. We 
can, as it  were, get more with less.72

 These kinds of degrowth scenarios are unpop u lar with a co-
hort of thinkers who sometimes call themselves “ecomodern-
ists.”73 Ecomodernists believe that the rhe toric of degrowth and 
economic equality is precisely the opposite of what is called for 
 today. They argue that the best path beyond our climate im-
passe is through greater use of cap i tal ist competition leading to 
technological breakthroughs. Degrowth, by their logic, is not 
only unnecessary (although they agree that overconsumption 
is a prob lem), but actually harmful. If we are  going to have the 
kinds of big changes that we need to see in the world, we are 
simply  going to have to rely on the existing structures of cap i-
tal ist development to push through big solar, wind, and other 
proj ects. They are also big advocates of nuclear energy, which 
they claim has gotten a bad rap.74 They oppose thinking of 
 humans as “in harmony” with nature, and instead write of us as 
beings capable of developing our natu ral world to support ever 
greater prosperity from economic growth. One key to this be-
lief is the possibility of “decoupling” growth from resource use, 
in large part through “dematerialization,” in which technologi-
cal efficiencies allow us to get more productivity from fewer 
resources. This is, in ecomodernist Andrew McAfee’s phrase, 
the possibility of getting more from less.75 The ecomodernist 
scenario is very appealing, perhaps more so than having to give 
up a lot of pleasures and privileges that affluent  people now take 
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for granted. So the question is:  will it work? We  can’t predict 
the  future, but we can raise some doubts.

One of the more engaging ecomodernist works is McAfee’s 
book titled with that phrase: More from Less (2019). The book 
argues that we are all thinking incorrectly about natu ral resource 
use. Contrary to our expectations that we are using up our natu ral 
capital, McAfee argues, we are in fact getting increasingly more 
goods from increasingly less of the planet. McAfee is an eloquent 
cheerleader for this process of dematerialization. Part of what 
makes McAfee so convincing is that he pre sents dematerializa-
tion as a kind of new discovery to himself as well. Before he 
started research on the book, he tells us, he too was a fool like us 
who thought we  were using up more and more. But then he came 
across research suggesting that efficiency gains in production and 
use  were creating a new situation in which the economy was 
growing despite decreasing resource and energy use.76 McAfee 
says he was shocked, and set out to understand how this was pos-
si ble. He uses a stunningly odd meta phor to describe his conclu-
sions. He calls them “the four  horse men of the optimist”: capital-
ism, tech pro gress, responsive government, and public 
awareness.77 McAfee concludes that if we keep on our path of 
tech pro gress and capitalism, and improve on responsive govern-
ment and public awareness about environmental issues, we  will 
be able to innovate our way out of climate catastrophe. I should 
be clear that he is not unaware of the challenges, and he rates our 
 future as between “bad and catastrophically bad,” but he thinks 
that a revised version of the current system is simply the best way 
to go  because of the evidence he has unearthed.78 In short, 
McAfee is saying, what  we’re  doing is not good enough, but not 
 because we are asking too much; in fact, it’s  because  we’re not 
being as  great as we could be.
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McAfee’s claim hinges on dematerialization. He charts how 
general resource use in the United States and the United King-
dom has become decoupled from economic growth. Even as 
economies grow, in other words, the ratio of resource use is 
falling. McAfee calls this “the  great reversal.”79 To show why 
this reversal occurs  because of capitalism and technological 
pro gress, he gives several examples, including one that has ac-
companied me through the writing of  these pages: the alumi-
num can. Beverage cans used to be made out of heavier steel, 
but companies switched to aluminum as a way to cut costs. This 
is the heart of McAfee’s twin praise of tech and capitalism. As 
he said in an interview: “An impor tant part of this cap i tal ist 
component does involve  really vicious competition. . . .  If we 
only had one beer com pany in the world, that com pany 
 wouldn’t need to cut costs by saving money on aluminum cans. 
They could just pass  those costs onto customers. So we actually 
need  really nasty competition to provide the motive for saving 
money and reducing resource consumption through tech pro-
gress.”80 It’s worth noting that how exactly this competition 
plays out, where  these materials come from, what the condi-
tions in the mines are, how the workers who do the extraction 
get paid, and other issues of social justice never  factor into 
McAfee’s account. Nor is  there much of a discussion about how 
so many of the innovations we see rely heavi ly on technologies 
developed through public funding and scientific cooperation, 
not “vicious competition.”

Further more, the example McAfee chose could not be a bet-
ter illustration of why his competition- focused solution gener-
ates more environmental prob lems than it solves.81 To see why, 
we only have to turn to his own source for this information 
about aluminum: Vaclav Smil, an encyclopedic chronicler of the 
world’s energy uses and its history. McAfee correctly cites from 
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Smil’s book, Making the Modern World: Materials and Demate-
rialization (2014), which has data showing the ever- decreasing 
amount of aluminum used per can. McAfee does not mention, 
however, that Smil’s eventual point is the opposite of McAfee’s. 
In fact, Smil explic itly affirms the economic theory that “less 
means more,”  because as costs decrease, consumption rises.82 
This, in fact, is the case with  those aluminum cans. As Smil re-
lates, even though cans are lighter, greater consumption has 
erased that value. Between 1979 and 2011 (years for which data 
is available), “the weight of a can was reduced by 25%, but per 
capita consumption of aluminum cans doubled from 149 to 246 
a year.”83 Moreover, aluminum takes four to ten times as much 
energy to produce as steel (depending on the quality of the steel 
in question). “Consequently, all weight reductions associated 
with replacing steel by aluminum result in a substantially higher 
overall energy cost of materials.”84 Smil, to be sure, is not against 
the very idea that using aluminum can help. He thinks it works 
much better than steel for lightweight, high- speed trains, for 
example. But he’s just not convinced it’s  going to save the planet.

Another of Smil’s examples can help us understand why the 
very cutthroat competition that McAfee relies on to reduce ma-
terial use can eventually undo that pro gress. Consider cars and 
trucks. Smil looks at the evolution from the Ford Model T to the 
Ford Fusion, its current best- selling passenger car. Overall, he 
finds a whopping 93  percent increase in the mass/power ratio, 
showing the basic kind of dematerialization trend that McAfee 
registers. However, the Fusion is not Ford’s bestselling vehicle; 
the massive F150 truck is. The F150, which is rarely used for its 
 actual purpose of hauling cargo, is more often than not a status 
symbol, even a “plaything for the rich.”85 Factoring in the explo-
sive growth of the SUV and truck market, on top of the general 
march of cars across the planet, Smil finds that the benefits of 
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lighter materials have effectively been negated both by con-
sumption and by the cutthroat competition to sell more fancy 
vehicles for greater profits.86 Thus even where  there is tech pro-
gress, it is undercut by the basic work of seeking profits.

Smil thus arrives at a dif er ent conclusion than McAfee. He 
accepts that decoupling is happening if we  factor in resource 
use relative to GDP, but he doubts that this helps very much. 
 After all, decreased use relative to GDP does not actually tell 
us much about how many resources are being used. As Smil 
said in a 2021 interview, “ People always make a fundamental 
 mistake between relative and absolute dematerialization. What 
 matters is the absolute energy intensity and use of materials.”87 
Even if we are making more efficient use of some materials, 
that does not mean that we are making efficient use of materi-
als as such. From 1986 to 2006, for example, looking at as many 
material inputs into the economy as he could trace, Smil found 
that  there was a 34  percent increase in overall usage.88 We might 
be using less aluminum, but that’s in part  because we are using 
more plastic. According to Smil, we are dematerializing, but 
we are not  doing so absolutely, and we are not  doing so nearly 
quickly enough in relation to the currently existing planetary 
conditions. Furthermore, material use in the United States is 
only part of the story. As even McAfee admits, dematerializa-
tion is largely a story for affluent countries.89 In part that is 
 because they have access to better technologies and more ef-
ficient production methods, in part  because  there is some 
fudging of  these numbers  because they only rec ord raw im-
ports (your pre- made cellphone is not on the books), and in 
part  because a large part of the major infrastructural develop-
ment (requiring large amounts of steel and concrete) has al-
ready been accomplished. By all accounts, including McAfee’s 
own, then, the global pro cess is not dematerializing but accel-
erating. Still, McAfee’s hope is that the combination of our 
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greatness- oriented system of pursuing genius and profit means 
that we  will manage a way out of our crises.

This hope is, I think, the crux of the  matter. Even if McAfee’s 
numbers  were right, the normative values would still be wrong. 
The idea that we can just keep  doing bad  things  until eventually 
we get every thing right completely misunderstands that, even 
if it’s theoretically true that we might someday get to the other 
end of the arc, we  will have decimated the very basis of that 
achievement in the meantime. It is worth recalling Karl Po-
lanyi’s point about this, emphasizing now his remarks about 
nature: “Such an institution could not exist for any length of 
time without annihilating the  human and natu ral substance of 
society.”90 I worry that what  people like McAfee are basically 
saying is, OK, I know at this point  we’re not  there and we are 
careening recklessly over the clif. But  don’t worry: we are  going 
to be able to turn this all back. Nature  will wait for us to catch 
up to what we need to be  doing. Society  will buckle but it  won’t 
break. If we just keep with our greatness system of competing 
to be the best long enough, eventually every one  will see that we 
 were right to do so. But  here’s where McAfee’s four  horse men 
meta phor may be frighteningly and ironically correct. The 
techno- optimists are  going to  ride them over the clif. And all 
the way down they  will be telling themselves, in the words of 
that old joke: “so far, so good.” It may be very good for the few, 
but it is not good enough for all. This is often the path that 
greatness- thinking takes.

Sharing in the Burden and the Bounty

Does this mean that a technological solution  will never happen, 
and we must rely on degrowth? Some on the left, sometimes 
called “socialist modernists,” have taken issue with what they 
view as this “austerity” mindset. The socialist modernists agree 
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with Hickel and other degrowth advocates that capitalism’s eco-
logical destructiveness needs to be overcome in any decent 
 future society. But they share the ecomodernists’ vision of tech-
nological breakthroughs as the path to a better  future. They 
want technological abundance for all, and they think this is the 
 whole point of socialism.91 Fredric Jameson, a leading Marxist 
literary critic, puts the socialist modernist point clearly: “The 
free- market right has captured the rhe toric of innovation and 
‘modernity’ . . .  [But] Marx alone sought to combine a politics 
of revolt with the ‘poetry of the  future’ and applied himself to 
demonstrate that socialism was more modern than capitalism 
and more productive.”92

While such a vision may enable a less inegalitarian path to 
technological transformation, it does not  really address the ma-
terial prob lems that Smil shows. It is in many ways still a vision 
of endless growth and productivity and natu ral resource 
availability— even if more evenly shared. And, as Klein and 
Alperovitz note, the historical experience of authoritarian so-
cialism has been highly incompatible with ecological sustain-
ability.93 Feeling bereft of po liti cal options, Smil arrives at a 
rather pessimistic conclusion in a recent book, Growth (2019). 
He sees  human society so exploiting the conditions for safe liv-
ing on this planet that, regardless of our economic system, we 
 will wind up with “degrowth not by choice but as a reaction to 
cumulative (economic, extraction, consumption, environmen-
tal) excesses.”94 Does this mean we should pursue conscious 
degrowth now?  There are plenty of examples of already- 
existing, conscious degrowth or nongrowth strategies, from 
small communities resisting development to new national strat-
egies to reduce energy consumption in places like Holland.95 
But Smil thinks we are best to avoid putting all of our eggs in 
one basket.  We’ll need a combination of po liti cal and techno-
logical changes, alongside decreased consumption.96
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This aligns very well with the good- enough worldview’s 
insistence on humility, which would suggest moving past the 
“degrowth versus technology breakthrough” debates and remind 
us that no one ofers a perfect solution.97 The affluent world 
certainly needs to consume less and be less wasteful. And we 
certainly need to develop new, regenerative technologies that 
are less harmful for the planet. The point is to ensure that a good- 
enough moral vision informs both of  these paths. Degrowth 
practices must ensure that decency and sufficiency are achiev-
able within their purview. And, if degrowth has any chance of 
being po liti cally  viable, it should be made clear that it is not 
about punitively taking  things away, but about recognizing that 
a world that is good and sufficient for all is better for every one. 
Indeed, as studies consistently show, wealth in equality and ex-
cessive affluence are main  drivers of climate change, given that 
wealthy  people use vastly more energy for leisure, housing, 
and other activities.98 Although  people may have to give up 
some of their material excess, they  will gain the viability of a 
life- sustaining planet. Not a bad trade! A growing body of sci-
entific lit er a ture indeed attests to the fact that we can both meet 
“decent living standards” and promote emotional and social 
well- being. But  doing so  will require technological advances, 
decreases in excessive and unequal consumption, and, perhaps 
most impor tant of all, po liti cal transformation.99

This is equally true in terms of how we think about the tech-
nological changes we need. Greatness thinking responds to our 
current ecological quagmire by trying to find and reward the 
few who deserve more than  others to live well and thrive. It 
defends this as the best path to save the rest of us. But historical 
experience should have taught us by now that this method does 
not help us achieve a world that enables flourishing for all. 
Good- enoughness responds to this situation by insisting that 
we find a way to ensure that we all share in both the burden and 
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the bounty. McAfee is certainly right that we need responsible 
tech pro gress, but we  don’t need that to come from vicious 
competition. It should rather come from vital collaboration, 
even in the realm of finance capital.  There is nothing inherent 
in entrepreneurial ventures that requires them to maximize 
profits. Indeed, Bill Gates and friends could perfectly well en-
sure that their investments are “for loss” to themselves and for 
gain to the public sphere. In this way they might focus on de-
veloping technologies that are ecologically necessary even if not 
maximally profit- creating.100 And they could insist that the 
companies who receive their grants minimize economic in-
equality within their ranks. That they  don’t do this is not a fact 
of  human or economic nature so much as a condition of our 
current economic thinking.

 There are a wealth of plans for how to justly and safely tran-
sition the economy  toward a sustainable model.101 What we 
continue to lack is po liti cal  will. During the 2020 presidential 
campaign in the United States, Senator Bernie Sanders ofered 
a vision of the role world governments could play  here. He 
would occasionally remark that his hope for climate change 
was that nations would stop spending trillions of dollars on 
their military and begin spending it on dealing with climate 
change. He often expressed skepticism at his own idea, couch-
ing it with conditionals: “But maybe, just maybe given the cri-
sis of climate change, the world can understand that instead of 
spending $1.8 trillion a year collectively on weapons of destruc-
tion designed to kill each other, maybe we pool our resources 
and fight our common  enemy, which is climate change.”102 It 
may sound impossible, although  there  were moments during 
the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic where international 
cooperation around sharing treatments and knowledge about 
how to fight the disease at least opened the possibility for such 
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a monumental shift in our thinking about global relations. And 
it’s also pos si ble that nothing less than this shared global en-
deavor  will be good enough to ensure that this planet can truly 
become a place that ofers decency and sufficiency for all for 
generations to come.

A Good- Enough Relation to Nature

 There are many  people smarter and more informed than I am 
who can ofer solutions to confront our ecological crises. While 
I have tried to sketch what appear to me as  viable responses, the 
idea of being good enough can ofer less any specific solution 
than a general ethical framework for thinking through our rela-
tion to nature. To begin with, no  matter what type of solution 
enables  humans to flourish on this planet, it must begin with the 
fact that the aim is for all  humans to directly enjoy the benefits of 
this flourishing. The centuries of placing the few before the many, 
and telling the many that the benefits of the few  were  really being 
done for the many, should be over. If we are to truly inhabit a 
world that is good enough, it  will have to directly create the kind 
of ecological well- being that sustains the planet equally. This 
means that any kind of geoengineering fantasy that would de-
crease heat in Eu rope but leave every thing below the equator a 
savannah needs to be ruled out a priori. So should any solutions 
that do not compensate and uplift  those already damaged by cli-
mate disasters— especially poorer nations who have had worse 
consequences in spite of making drastically fewer green house 
gases. What ever combination of solutions we rely on, they should 
all be compatible with the idea that every one deserves decency 
and sufficiency, and that no one merits more than  others. While 
some inequalities may persist— such is the inevitability of the 
good enough— they can and should be minimized.
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Second, even if it turns out that we can innovate our way out 
of climate catastrophe, it does not follow that we can do so for 
our current ecological footprint. The declining stocks of bio-
diversity are a threat to the life- sustaining capacities of our one 
and only planet. Dematerialization, as we have seen, is very un-
likely to happen quickly enough at scale to prevent the collapse 
of vast ecosystems if we keep up our current rates of consump-
tion. We may have to seriously consider limitations on some of 
the privileges that the affluent world has come to expect and 
enjoy. But rather than think of this as a sacrifice, I have been 
trying throughout this book to encourage all of us to think of it 
as a tremendous gain. It means a world where  there is less stress, 
anxiety, overwork, overuse, and injustice, and more joy, equal-
ity, re spect, and an appreciation of the ordinary. I hope we  don’t 
have to limit too much, but I’ve tried to show why limiting the 
privileges of the few is better for every one, even  those who cur-
rently enjoy them.

Third, our view of nature itself should shift from  great to 
good enough. The planet is imperfect. Just witness the fact that 
it produced a species that is threatening to destroy it! Even 
without  humans, nature is no perfect harmony. It is a complex 
system that is full of both the won der and the brutality that we 
see  every day. Nature, like  human nature, is not wired for any-
thing in par tic u lar. It is many  things, but one of them is not an 
endless resource to exploit. Nature is embedded in us and we 
in it. We are a part of the good- enough ecological system that 
has enabled life to flourish on this planet. We are a threat to that 
life, but we are also a potential savior of it. The dinosaurs could 
do nothing when the asteroid hit, and the climate turned against 
them. We can do something, even if we ourselves are that aster-
oid. The planet has been good enough to keep us alive; it is our 
turn to be good enough to it.
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The Good- Enough Sublime

As I was researching this chapter, I often stayed out in the coun-
try with my aunt and  uncle. They live right next to a small state 
park. Most days I would take breaks and walk around the park. 
In early spring, with mornings of perfect light and slight chill, 
I would stand near a few favorite trees on the bank of a pond. 
This year, as one of them began to shoot forth its spring buds, 
I had a wonderful and alarming feeling that I had never had 
before: I was shocked that the earth was still regenerating. All 
the dire predictions of climate collapse had made me fi nally 
appreciate the remarkable yet  simple fact that day  after day, year 
 after year, this world persists. I could think of no other word for 
this feeling than “sublime.”

Immanuel Kant might disagree with my word choice. Ac-
cording to Kant, nature produces a feeling of the sublime in us 
not  because it grows, but  because it may destroy us. When we 
are confronted with something that could kill us— overhanging 
rocks, lightning storms, volcanoes— but that does not do so, we 
are apprised of something unique in our humanity. This some-
thing is simply the ability to recognize the situation: we may 
have “physical powerlessness,” but “at the same time,” we realize 
“a capacity for judging ourselves as in de pen dent of [nature].”103 
What is sublime for Kant is not nature, but the realization that 
though nature may kill my physical body, “I” am something 
greater than this natu ral world.

I understand this feeling of the sublime, and how it toys with 
both the greatness of nature and the greatness of our  human 
faculties. But when I was standing  there watching  those spring 
blossoms appear, what was sublime was not a question of mag-
nitude, of  whether I was greater or nature was greater. What was 
sublime was to realize as profoundly as I ever have that  there are 
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a  whole range of exquisite emotions that become available to 
us when we stop thinking about greatness. What was sublime 
was simply the fact that the earth exists, and that I exist. More 
precisely, it was that our existences work together. What was 
sublime was that humanity and the earth are good enough for 
each other, that this utterly random universe has managed to 
become good enough to sustain life. In that moment I felt the 
joy and excitement of the possibility of living up to the tremen-
dous gift of life that the earth has given us, returning the  favor 
of its being good enough to us by our being good enough to 
each other, by fi nally creating the good- enough life both in our 
social and natu ral worlds.

I kept staring at the blossoming buds, but I suddenly lost the 
sublime feeling. I began wondering how many more years of 
them  there would be. It is terrifying to think that if we continue 
our pursuit of greatness, we  will, for the first and last time, no 
longer be good enough to survive on this planet. It does not 
have to be this way. I have argued throughout this book that 
 humans across cultures and through the millennia have devel-
oped ways of living that promote and participate in the good- 
enough life. I have argued that individuals can flourish without 
the burdens of perfection, becoming creative, adaptable, 
 humble, and open to  others; that we can lead more meaningful 
lives by focusing less on getting the best for ourselves and more 
on becoming the kinds of  people who can promote and partici-
pate in a good- enough world. I have argued that in our relation-
ships the desire for perfection in fact makes us worse lovers, 
parents, and friends, and that the most miraculous aspects of 
being together shine forth once we appreciate both our similari-
ties and our diferences from each other. I have argued that our 
po liti cal structures do tremendous damage by working to reward 
the few— even when they do it in the name of the many— and 
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that by developing policies to directly promote decency and 
sufficiency for all we can achieve a just and vibrant society. And 
now I have argued that we are good enough by nature, and that 
nature itself is good enough for us. We are not destined to great-
ness, and nature is not an endlessly  great resource for us to ex-
ploit. So while I  can’t ofer you the power ful feeling of great-
ness, I hope I have expressed some of the profound, sublime 
feeling earned in the efort of coming together to make a good- 
enough life for all.
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Conclusion

A unifying theme cuts across much that trou bles us in life. We 
can call this unifying theme greatness: a method of ordering the 
world so that some  humans are considered better than  others, 
humanity as a  whole is considered greater than nature, and our 
task as individuals should be to prove ourselves worthy of pos-
sessing power and privilege. This vision of the world has given 
us an epidemic of stress, anxiety, in equality, and ecological 
damage. Many  people who subscribe to this worldview, or 
some parts of it, do not view it as being in contradiction with 
good- enoughness for all. Indeed, many  people believe that pro-
moting the talents of the few is the best way to achieve decency 
and sufficiency for every one. I have tried to show why systems 
of privileging the few make it difficult, if not impossible, to pro-
vide enough for every one to live decently, and to truly re spect 
and appreciate the complex and plural values of  human lives 
and the planet we share.

We cannot eliminate all hierarchy or create perfect equalities, 
and we prob ably should not.  Humans are too dif er ent and var-
ied and complex to try to do so, and non- oppressive hierarchies— 
especially ones that allow for rotation into leadership positions— 
can let  people who are good at leading or organ izing explore that 
talent without malice. But having a dif er ent talent than  others, 
or having no par tic u lar talent, should not mean that your voice 
in society is  limited to a vote once  every few years, if that.  There 
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are ways to or ga nize the world that enable all of us to meaning-
fully share the burdens and joys of life. And  doing so not only 
uplifts  those other wise voiceless; it also reduces the pressure 
and anxiety on  those who presently have too much.

Achieving the good- enough life for all is not easy. It is an 
evolving and uneven pro cess, one that dif er ent individuals and 
social groups have been working  toward for the history of our 
species. We can continue that pro gress by changing how we 
treat ourselves, each other, and our planet. And we can maintain 
a healthy understanding that we  won’t be perfect along the way. 
We may still slip into greatness. We may demand too much of 
each other. We may want more for ourselves. We may make 
poor po liti cal choices. I know that I do all of  these  things. 
Good- enoughness reminds us not to be too hard on ourselves. 
None of us are perfect, and none of us can be perfectly good 
enough in a world that is still largely driven by greatness and the 
competitive demands of the modern economy. At the same 
time, good- enoughness refuses to let us capitulate to  these im-
perfections. Adopting the good- enough worldview means 
 doing a  little better each day to orient ourselves  toward making 
a world that is good and decent and sufficient for all.

Some might find my points utopian and unrealistic;  others, 
dystopian and frighteningly similar to failed social experiments 
in the past. Some might doubt that greatness for some is incom-
patible with good- enoughness for every one  else.  Others  will 
simply continue to maintain that some  people  really are greater 
than the rest of us. Some  will say that I am confusing an eco-
nomic prob lem with a social one, and that equality in the econ-
omy is all that  matters.  Others  will say that I am confusing a 
social prob lem with an economic one, and that what  matters is 
that every one has dignity and basic necessities, no  matter how 
much more  others may have. I have done my best throughout 
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this book to refute each of  these objections and show the logic 
of my positions, why I think they would work, and why great-
ness in any sphere of our lives is a prob lem in all spheres of our 
lives. So long as some have vastly more wealth and power than 
 others, they  will have too much control over the lives of  others, 
and the perceived desirability of their lives  will create the kinds 
of competitive contests that distort our appreciation of each 
other’s plural values and abilities. Furthermore, as we have seen, 
 people who believe in social hierarchies tend also to believe in 
 human domination over nature, or at least in their own ability 
to escape the ravages of climate change while the rest of the 
world may sufer.

Moving beyond the regime of greatness would  free us up to 
enjoy more leisure, more complexity, and more of the values of 
the world that get obscured in narrow competitive pro cesses. 
This revision does not mean removing the vitality and joy of 
civil competition, acquiring skills, or developing talents and 
interests. But it does mean that being  great at writing or basket-
ball should not lead you to enjoy corollary rewards in the posi-
tional or material economy. We need systems of cooperative 
economic governance and means of distributing esteem and 
po liti cal voice in society to ensure that no one gets left out or 
excluded solely  because their talents— whatever they might 
be— are not fully recognizable in competition alone. While this 
might seem a diminution to some, in fact it registers a remark-
able possibility for pro gress, as many billions of other wise over-
looked  humans become recognized and appreciated.

None of this, however, is meant to imagine some new path 
to perfection.  People  will continue to wish they  were talented 
at  things they are not good at. Diseases  will still take away our 
loved ones and hurricanes  will still strike. The person we love 
might still fall for someone  else.  Great inventions  will still get 
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lost  because  people’s talents go unrecognized or emerge too late 
in life. Not every one  will get to have their voice heard on a deci-
sion that  really  matters to them. We need to stop imagining that 
we can innovate our way—in our minds or in our economies— 
out of the sufering that is part of our condition. And we need 
to recognize that this impossibility does not justify trying to get 
the most for ourselves in the brief time of our lives. Rather, it 
gives us cause to work as best as we can to ensure that every one 
shares in the imperfections and joys of being  human.

That, at least, is the argument I have tried to make. I hope I 
have managed to connect with you and encourage or deepen 
your appreciation of a good- enough life for all. No book can 
answer all our questions or speak equally powerfully to every-
one, and no individual writer understands the world so perfectly 
that they can solve all our prob lems.  Things are just too interde-
pendent, complex, and replete with diferences. This is not cause 
to lament, but to celebrate our necessary humility. I have ofered 
my arguments  here with as much confidence and clarity as I can 
muster, but also with a sense that they are not perfect, that they 
 will require emendation and engagement from  others, just as I 
have tried to emend and engage with  others myself. I certainly 
 don’t have all the answers, but I believe that the idea of the good- 
enough life is a power ful and impor tant way of thinking about 
our collective lives. Learning to live a good- enough life on this 
good- enough planet is a path not only to our survival, but to our 
flourishing as a species that provides decency, sufficiency, and 
imperfection for all.
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